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FROM T H E NEW TESTAMENT TO T H E COUNCIL OF CHALCEDON 
by 
Derick William Brookes McCulloch B.D.,B.A. 
Master of Arts 
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Abstract 
This thesis examines the evidence for the notion of Eucharistic Sacrifice which 
is found in the original texts of all the principal Fathers and ecclesiastical authors 
of the Early Church. The period covered is from the time of the writing of the 
New Testament to the Council of Chalcedon in 451 A.D. Each of the principal 
Fathers is examined in historical order, as far as this is possible, except when 
there is another link between them such as their city of origin. Apart from a few 
exceptions, the texts are presented in their Greek or Latin original in the footnotes, 
but an English translation is supplied for every case in the main text of the thesis. 
The aim of the thesis is not to provide an exhaustive analysis of the above data, 
but to present them in an orderly way and to make initial exploratory comments 
on the texts themselves and of the work of various scholars. The final conclusion 
resulting from this exercise is that, although there is indisputable evidence that the 
notion of Eucharistic sacrifice was widely upheld by Patristic authors, its actual 
content varied from author to author and presents a richness which it is not easy 
to classify. 
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I N T R O D U C T I O N 
In this thesis I have set out to look at the texts that have come down to us 
from the principal Fathers and authors of the Early Church in the period from 
the writing of the New Testament to the Council of Chalcedon in 451 A.D. The 
first chapter deals with the books of the New Testament, the final with Church 
liturgies. The order followed for the other authors is more or less chronological 
except where two or more Fathers are clearly linked by a common tradition as was 
the case, for example, in Carthage, Cappadocia, and Alexandria. 
The chapters contain a considerable amount of original textual material which 
is given in an English translation usually taken from the most common translation, 
with certain alterations as this has seemed appropriate. The original text in which 
it was written, whenever possible, is given in the footnotes. 
I am indebted in particular to Father George Dragas for his help and advice, 
and to Fathers Theophilus and Theophanes of the Monastery of St.Sabas near 
Jerusalem for helping me to translate some of the more difficult passages. 
The title of the Thesis reads " Sacrifice in the Eucharist..." It should be noted 
that in later centuries this question was a cause of ecclestiastical dispute, but in 
the centuries we are talking about, it was non- controversial. As we shall see, most 
of the Fathers of the Early Church use the Greek and Latin words for sacrifice, and 
other related words to describe the Eucharist, but these words are also used with 
reference to other things. I intend to show that while the pagan sacrifices and the 
animal sacrifices of the Jews are rejected by Christians as effective sacrifices, there 
is a link between the Sacrifice of Jesus Christ upon the Cross and the Eucharist. 
We shall see that the Eucharist comes to be seen as a sacrifice and not just a 
memorial of a sacrifice as a result of that link. 
According to Saint Thomas Aquinas, who here develops the thought of Saint 
Augustine1 "...anything placed before God with the purpose of raising the human 
spirit to him may be termed a sacrifice....",2 the visible offering being the outward 
sign of the inward offering of the heart. The purpose of sacrifice, he continues, is 
1 City of God X.5 P L 41, 282 
2 Et ideo omne illud quod Deo exhibetur ad hoc quod spiritus hominis feratur iu Deuui, potest dici 
sacrificium. - Summa Theologica 3a 22,2 
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to obtain the remission of sin, preservation in the state of grace, and perfect union 
with God. In the Old Testament it was members of the tribe of Levi who offered 
sacrifice on behalf of the whole People of Israel, and at the head of this priestly 
caste was the High Priest who also offered special sacrifices. Now the Christian 
Tradition sees Jesus as the incarnate Son of God, and as the New and Eternal High 
Priest, who offered himself on the Cross as the supreme sacrifice. The principal 
way Christians receive the fruits of this sacrifice is through the Eucharist, which 
was ordained by the Lord himself "on the night that he was betrayed", and is 
therefore identified with his supreme sacrifice of himself. So when Christians offer 
this sacrifice and eat the Body of Christ they not only reap the benefits of the 
sacrifice, but are invited to participate in that sacrifice as well. 
This is evident in the writings of the Fathers of the early Church, and as they 
all base their teaching on the New Testament it is there that the examination must 
begin. 
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Chapter I 
T H E NEW TESTAMENT E V I D E N C E 
Although the New Testament " says surprisingly little about sacrifice,3 Jesus 
saw his life in these terms, for he is reported as saying " The Son of Man came 
not to be served but to serve and to give his life as a ransom for many."4 This is 
the sacrifice of the Cross. It is less clear what the relationship of this sacrifice is 
to the Eucharist. Within the text of the New Testament there are a number of 
references to the Eucharist. The most obvious of these are found in the Synoptic 
Gospels and in the First Letter of Paul to the Corinthians. There are also less 
obvious references to both bread and wine in the Parables and the Miracles, and 
in the Teaching of Jesus himself. First it is necessary to look at the Eucharistic 
passages. 
1.1 T H E SYNOPTIC GOSPELS 
Shortly before the death of Jesus, we are told that he shared a meal with 
the twelve disciples. According to Matthew, Mark, and Luke this was a kind of 
Passover Meal; for it was said to take place at the time of the Passover, and it 
took place in Jerusalem at night with over ten persons present:5 although there is 
no mention of the Passover Lamb being eaten, or the use of the bitter herbs.8 The 
Passover was the most important sacrifice for the Jews, having been instituted in 
Egypt prior to the flight of the People of Israel into the wilderness of Sinai, and it 
marks the central point of the Jewish Calendar. Clearly Jesus is shown as linking 
this event with his own forthcoming death, and he is also integrating the Last 
Supper with it as well. This is indisputable for New Testament theology. 
Matthew says that the institution of the Eucharist took place during this sort 
of Passover Meal. If this had been an ordinary Passover a lamb would have been 
3 Daly Origins of the Christian Doctrine of Sacrifice page 53 
4 Mk.10.45; Mtt.20.28: c.f. Is.53.10-12 
Jeremias The Eucharistic Words of Jesus p.41ff 
6 Mtt.26.18; Mk.14.16; Lk.22.8 
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sacrificed, and they would eat the meat as a part of the ritual. In Matthew there is 
nothing to suggest that this did happen, though we are told that Jesus instituted 
the Eucharist as they were eating.7 The connection between his forthcoming death 
which is understood in sacrificial terms, and the Eucharist, while not obvious at 
the time, after the event would be self-evident. The words Aa/3ere ^cryere: TOVTO 
larlv TO oQ\ia fiov clearly are identified with the eating of the sacrificial meat. 
In the same way, the words TOVTO "fapeoTLV TO alp.a fiov recall the shedding 
of blood which was an essential part of the Jewish sacrifice: the blood being seen 
as the life of the animal.8 The killing of the Passover Lamb for sacrifice was 
linked directly to the Covenant of God with his chosen people - Israel. So Jesus 
speaks of the wine of the Eucharist as the blood of the Covenant shed for many for 
the remission of sins.9 The use of the word ZKXvvv6\ie.vov clearly has sacrificial 
overtones. Later in this chapter Jesus speaks of His forthcoming sacrifice as a 
iroTi]piov, clearly linking the Eucharistic cup to the events that were about to take 
place.10 
Mark uses substantially the same words as Matthew and it is possible to draw 
similar implications from them.11 
The sacrificial overtones in Luke are less obvious than in Matthew and Mark. 
However the first part of Lk.22.14 Kai are e^eveTo r) Jpa may be interpreted 
both with reference to the proper hour for the sacrifice and to the appropriate time 
for the Passion. This can be seen in Lk.22.14 where the eating of the Passover and 
the forthcoming suffering are conjoined. However the emphasis is more on the 
forthcoming kingdom than on sacrifice. The rest of the account, though omitted 
by some manuscripts, does clearly suggest a connection between the forthcoming 
death of Jesus and the Eucharist, a suggestion emphasised by Jesus by the use of 
noTTjptou in Lk.22.42. 
Within the Synoptic Gospels there are other references to bread and to wine 
both in the parables and the miracles. The sacrificial overtones are much less clear 
7 Mtt.26.26'Ecr^toVra;// 6e avTuju 
8 Geu.9.4, Lev.17.14 
9 Mtt.26.28 T'TJS 6LCt&r)KT]<; TO nepl iroWuiu (.KXVVV6\M.VOV et«r afytoiv ap.ocpTi,uJv. 
1 0 Mtt.26.39 Mtt.26.42 
1 1 Mk.14.18ff 
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here than in the Passion Narratives. Perhaps the words aua^Xe^aq etc TOU 
ovpavov in the story of the feeding of the Five Thousand,12 may recall sacrifice in 
the sense of offering; though clearly it is the sharing that is the dominant theme. 
In conclusion one can say that it is the position of the Institution of the Eu-
charist as an introduction to the Passion of the Lord that is the central theme of 
the Synoptic Gospels and as the Passion is essentially sacrificial, so the Eucharist 
is sacrificial by implication. 
PAUL 
The earliest account of the institution of the Eucharist is to be found in the 
letters of Paul, in particular within chapters 10 and 11 of his First Epistle to the 
Corinthians. He begins with allusions to both Baptism and the Eucharist: 
" And [our fathers] were all baptised in the cloud and in the sea; and they all 
ate the same spiritual food; and they all drank the same spiritual drink..."13 
In 1 Cor. 10.16 Paul speaks first of all about the communion of the blood 
of Christ in the Eucharist. Cerfaux says that " it is not surprising to find Paul 
considering the Eucharist as a sacrificial meal, and comparing it with the sacrificial 
meals of the Jews, or the sacrifices of the Pagans..."14 The use of atfiaro^ rov 
XptcTTov has sacrificial overtones, for in the Old Testament, it was the blood which 
was removed first from an animal sacrifice15 before the meat was consumed. In 
the very next verse he establishes a relationship between the eating of sacrifices 
by the Jews and the eating of the body of Christ. This suggests that both are in 
some sense sacrificial acts. Paul continues by speaking about the gentile sacrifices. 
The eating of the sacrificial meat is a sacrificial act and so was forbidden from the 
earliest time to all Christians.16 Paul continues in the next chapter,17 by describing 
the Institution Tradition he had received: first, that the institution of the Eucharist 
took place on the same night that Jesus was betrayed, and secondly that the cup is 
1 2 Mtt.14.19 
1 3 1 Cor.10.2.3.4 
1 4 Cerfaux Christ iu the Theology of St. Paul page 130 
1 5 Lev.8.15 
1 6 Acts.21.25 
1 7 1 Cor.11.23 
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the New Covenant in Christ's blood. This means that for Paul the Eucharist must 
be considered as a kind of sacrifice. Indeed Paul makes a comparison between the 
Eucharist and the sacrifices of Israel in 1 Cor.10.18. 
1.3 JOHN 
John has no account of the institution of the Eucharist, but the events of Jn.6 
are undeniably linked to the Eucharist. First, they take place at the time of the 
Passover, the most important sacrifice of the Jews.18 Secondly, Jesus speaks of 
himself as the Bread from Heaven, corresponding to his speaking of bread as his 
body during the Last Supper in the Synoptic Gospels.19 Thirdly, this bread is 
given for the life of the world.20 Then in Jn 15.1 Jesus calls himself the true vine. 
Although the institution of the Eucharist is not mentioned within the Passion 
Narrative the death of Jesus happens at the time of the slaughter of the Passover 
Lambs.21 Westcott suggests that the separation of the flesh and the blood in the 
sacrifice presupposes a 'violent death',22 so there is a presumption of sacrifice in 
the sayings of Jesus in the sixth chapter of the fourth Gospel, which are related to 
the Eucharist. 
1.4 Conclusions 
In conclusion, it can be said that the positioning of the eucharistic institution 
within the account of the sacrificial death of Jesus implies that it can be regarded 
as a sacrifice. As Christ's death is a sacrifice and the Eucharist is linked to the 
death of Christ so the Eucharist becomes sacrifice as well. In the course of time 
Christians came to understand more clearly the nature of this sacrifice. First of 
all, it is necessary to look to those other authors of the First and Second Century 
outside the canon of the New Testament: the Apostolic Fathers. 
1 0 Jn.6.4 
1 9 Jn.6.35 
Ju. 6.51 rj aapE, fiov (.GTIV virep TT}<; TOV Koafiov C,OJT}<; 
2 1 Jn.19.42 5LOL TT)V Trapacrnevqu 
2 2 Westcott Gospel according to St. John page 240 
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Chapter II 
T H E APOSTOLIC FATHERS 
In the years following the writing of the New Testament books, and some 
would say contemporary to them, other Christian writings shed further light on 
the awareness of eucharistic sacrifice. These writings are known as the works of 
the Apostolic Fathers, and they include: the Didache, the 1st Letter of Clement 
of Rome to the Corinthians, the seven letters of Ignatius of Antioch, (the short 
recension), the Letter of Polycarp of Smyrna to the Philippians, the Epistle of 
Barnabas, the Shepherd of Hermas, the Letter to Diognetus, and the Reliques of 
the Elders. It is only the first three of these that provide relevant material for this 
study. 
DIDACHE 
Young23 identifies the Didache as holding the same position as the New Tes-
tament and so it is best to begin there. Also most scholars attribute to it a very 
early date between 60 and 100 A.D. 2 4 The word iron's (meaning servant) is used 
four times in Chapters 9 and 10 of the Didache.25 The use of this word in a 
Eucharistic Prayer may indicate a sacrificial link between Jesus the servant who 
offered himself as a sacrifice for human sin and the celebration of the Eucharist; 
but it would be wrong to stretch this too far. The same can be said for the use of 
\p\(aB(j) in Chapter 10 as this was used as a cultic term in New Testament times 
for drawing near to the altar of God. 2 6 Much more explicit is the description of 
the Sunday Eucharist in Chapter 14.1: 
2 3 Sacrificial ideas p. 249 
2 4 Bettenson Early Christian Fathers Vol.1 page 6 
2 5 Did.9.2,3; 10.2,3 
2 8 Daly Christian Sacrifice p.311 (studies i n C h r i s t i a n Ant iqui ty Vol .18; 
13 
Gather yourselves together on the Lord's Day to break bread and give 
thanks, first confessing your sins so that your sacrifice may be pure. 2 7 
The use of the phrase rj Qvala Tjfiuv must surely imply that this is an 
offering of the whole community, for it is preceded by confession and the sacrifice 
of the New Testament and this requires the resulting moral purity in the same way 
that the Old Testament sacrifice required ritual purity. 2 8 Thus whatever else may 
be said about the other references in the Didache mentioned above, in Chapter 
14 "sacrifice is explicitly central." 2 9 However, while the idea of the eucharist as 
sacrifice appears to be assumed, this chapter does not tell us what is involved in it, 
nor does it indicate precisely what is meant by the term sacrifice. Taken together 
with the other relevant passages it would seem to imply that a sacrifice of praise and 
thanksgiving, that is, prayer over the bread and the cup with a sense of the Lord's 
saving presence. The quotation from Mai.1.11,14, which reappears frequently in 
the Fathers in this context here becomes a command instead of a statement of fact: 
"For this [(i.e) the Eucharist] is the sacrifice spoken of by the Lord:.... In every 
place and time offer me a pure sacrifice...". The obvious implication here is that 
from very early on Christians saw the prophecy of Malachi concerning the pure 
sacrifice as having been fulfilled in the sacrifice of the Eucharist. 
.2 C L E M E N T OF ROME 
In Clement of Rome's letter to the Corinthians Daly identifies three main 
themes about sacrifice. 3 0 These are 1. " the necessity that sacrifice be according 
to the will of God"; 2. "the spiritualization of sacrifice" and 3. "the institution-
alization of sacrifice". In the first category an emphasis is put on the obedience 
of Abraham 3 1 in being willing to sacrifice his son Isaac, and the importance of 
obeying the Church order in Liturgy described in Chapters 40 - 42 as a similar act 
of obedience to God. According to Daly the New Testament is inclined to spir-
itualize sacrifice to divest it from its bloody aspect and Clement does the same. 
2 7 K a r a Kvpianijv 6e YLvptov avvaxQevres nXctaare aprov /cat _ C J 
evxapLCTTrjaare, TVpoae^op.oXo-yrjcrotp.euoi r a irapaTTTufiara vp.uju, oirwq 
Ka.9a.pa rj OvaCa vp.Qv r). 
2 a ibid p.312 a c ^ ^ L s ^ v ^ 
2 9 ibid p.502 " 
3 0 ibid, p.502 
3 1 1 Cleiu.10.7 
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This seems to be the case in such quotations as those from Ps.49.23 dvata « a i 
atvecrew. and Ps.49.14 Ovaov ru) 9eu Qvaiav otiveatujq. However it is Daly's 
third category that has the greatest importance for this study, the institutional-
ization of sacrifice. In 40.1-5, 41.1-3, and 44.3ff, Clement uses sacrificial terms to 
describe the Eucharistic Liturgy of the Church. The loss to the earliest Christians 
of the Temple in Jerusalem following its destruction in 70 A.D. led to a greater 
awareness of the Christian Assembly being the living Temple of God: so one can 
see in Ch.40: 
"....it behoves us to do all things in [their proper] order, which the Lord has 
commanded us to perform at the stated times. He has enjoined offerings 
[to be presented] and service to be performed at the appointed times."3 2 
In Chapter 41.1 he speaks of the public liturgy of the Church: "not in every 
place are the daily sacrifices offered, but in Jerusalem only." This is most 
probably a reference to the Eucharist. Here Clement is speaking not only about 
the order of the Old Testament priesthood, but also about the ministers of the 
New Covenant, for in the next chapter he says: 
"Christ was sent forth by God, and the apostles by Christ....both these 
appointments then, were made in an orderly way." 3 3 
He continues by saying that the bishops and deacons are a fulfilment of Old 
Testament prophecy by altering Is.60.17 to read: 
"I will appoint their bishops in righteousness, and their deacons in faith". 3 4 
Later, 3 5 Clement clearly implies that the bishop has a special function in the 
Church's public liturgy and that this function is in a special way sacrificial." 3 8 
In later writers the ra 6<jpa of this passage are interpreted as the bread and wine 
3 2 Yiavrot T^SL •Koiilv o<f>ei\o/j.ev, %aa o Aeairdrrjs eirLTeXeTv ^ne\evaev 
Karhi Katpoix; Terct'yp.e'vovs. Ta<; r e itpocrcf>opa<; KOU XeLTovp^LCts 
iiUTeXeiatlcu... PG Vol. 1.288 
3 3 'E^eirep.<^9r] b XpLarb<:_ovy CCKO TOV Qeov, nai oC anooToXoL a-wo rov 
Xpiarov: e'yei/ouro ovv a/i^Srepa evraKTux;... PG Vol.1.292 
3 4 Karaarriau) rovq \niaKcmov<; avruJi/ ~iv Sinaiocrvvr] Kat TOW; 
SiaKouovq avr'Qv \v marei. PG Vol.1.293 
3 5 1 Clem.44.3.4 
3 6 Daly Christian Sacrifice p.503 
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of the Eucharist. This is probably what Clement intended, but it is impossible 
to be sure at this stage. Whatever else may be said about the position of the 
Eucharist in the Roman Church at this time, there can be no doubt that it is 
central. If then the Eucharist is at the centre of the Church's worship, and that 
worship is seen as sacrificial; the Eucharist must be sacrificial by implication. 
.3 IGNATIUS OF ANTIOCH 
In the letters of Ignatius Professor Young has identified three sacrificial themes: 
the Temple, the sacrifice of Christ, and the sacrifice of the Christian. In her view 
Ignatius never uses the word Ova La explicitly of the eucharist 3 7. Although this is 
correct, it must be said that the Eucharist is strongly implied in what Ignatius 
says about the sacrifice of the Church. For example, Ignatius says: 3 8 " If anyone 
is not within the altar [i.e. the Church] he is deprived of the bread of God." Here 
bread does mean the bread of the eucharist, and perhaps by implication much else 
besides besides, as the Lord intended when he said " I am the bread of life". The 
altar on which the Eucharist is offered becomes the foundation of the unity of the 
Church for in another letter he writes: 3 9 
" For there is one flesh of our Lord Jesus Christ, and one cup to (show 
forth] the unity of this blood; one altar as there is one bishop along with 
the presbytery and the deacons " . 4 0 
Not only is there a strong allusion here to the Eucharist as sacrifice, particularly 
in the reference to the one altar, but also the Eucharistic sacrifice is tied to the 
local bishop escorted by the other clergy. According to Young, the first theme of 
the Temple is closely related to the living stones of 1 Pt.2.4-10. The Temple was 
seen in Old Testament times to be the place where God was present in a special 
way, and conseqently where the sacrifices were offered. In Ignatius' writings it is 
usually the sacrifice of martyrdom that is specifically intended whenever this verse 
of Peter's is mentioned. Nevertheless, the eucharist as the primary liturgical action 
3 7 Young Sacrificial Ideas p.250 
3 8 Eph.5.2 
3 9 Philad. 4 
fiia 'yap aapSrov Kvpiov r^^uiu lrjaov Xpiarov nai ty jroTrjpLoi/ tiq 
tvwoiv TOV aijxaToc; avroO eu QvoiaorT\piov, UJ<; u<; eiuonoircx; ap.a 
TO irpeofivTepiuj nal SiaKOvotq. PG Vol.5.700 
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of the Church is related to the sacrifice of the martyr. This is indicated in the way 
in which Ignatius explains his approaching martyrdom. This martyrdom is not 
only depicted in sacrificial terms, but in a language that is highly suggestive of the 
eucharistic liturgy, as can be seen in the text that follows:41 
" Grant me no more than to be a sacrifice for God while there is an altar 
at hand. Then you can form yourselves into a choir and sing praises to the 
Father in Jesus Christ, . . ." 4 2 
The same attitudes are found in Ignatius that we found in Clement, and his 
application of Eucharistic imagery to his coming martyrdom in this passage, which 
was the sacrifice of his life, presupposes that the Eucharist is a sacrifice. 4 3 In other 
words the Eucharist holds a central place within the sacrificial life of the Church 
and therefore is sacrificial in character. 
.4 Conclusions 
These works then form the basis for the evidence of an early awareness of the 
eucharistic sacrifice. In them there is more evidence of the liturgical life of the 
Church at the heart of its existence than is readily apparent in the New Testa-
ment. In the New Testament the sacrifice of Christ is central; here the relationship 
between that sacrifice and the increasing numbers of Christians who. were to be-
come martyrs is being thought out. Within the Church the eucharist is now seen 
as the liturgical celebration both of what Christ did, and also of what is happening 
and is going to happen to the individual Christian, and this celebration is highly 
sacrificial. In each of the three Apostolic Fathers, there is a similar attitude taken 
to the Eucharist. It is a central part of the Church's life, a life which was perceived 
in sacrificial terms; and so the Eucharist has a sacrificial character. 
4 1 Rms.2.2 SC Vol.10 page 128 
4 2 XiXeTov 6^ fie -KapexeoQe^Tov ajrou8t,adrfuaL #eu7, cJ<r ert y v _ 
QuaLOtcTTjpcov eroifiov earii;, Yva ev ajairrj x°P°S jei/o'p.ei/oi aarjre TUI 
•KQLTpt eis XpLarQ ^Irjaov,.... PG Vol.5.805 
4 3 Louis Bouyer, History of Christian Spirituality Vol.1 pages 201-204 
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Chapter I I I 
JUSTIN M A R T Y R 
Justin Martyr, who may be regarded as the chief among the Apologists, has 
some very interesting references to the Eucharist and in particular to eucharistic 
sacrifice. The two works in which he discusses eucharistic sacrifice are his Dialogue 
with Trypho the Jew and his First Apology. It is clear 4 4 that the Apology was 
written first, for Justin refers to it in Dialogue Chapter 120; therefore the evidence 
provided by it should be examined first. 
.1 The First Apology 
This Apology falls into two main parts, the first dealing with the attitude of 
the civil authorities and the worship of the pagan gods4 5; the second part 4 6 is a 
justification of Christianity, and a description of its worship and teaching. 4 7 
It is in the First Apology that Justin refers to eucharistic sacrifice. In Chapter 
66, during the description of the " Eucharist for the Newly Baptized ", these are 
his words: 4 8 
" For not as ordinary bread and ordinary drink do we receive these, but in 
like manner as by the Word of God Christ Jesus our Saviour was made flesh 
and blood for our salvation, so also the food, which is blessed by the prayer 
of the Word which proceeded from him and from which our flesh and blood 
by transmutation are nourished, is, we are taught, the flesh and blood of 
that Jesus who was made flesh."49 
4 4 Quasten Patrology Vol.1 p.202 
4 5 Chapter 4 to Chapter 12 
4 6 Chapter 13 to Chapter 67 
4 7 Quasteu Patrology Vol.1 p.199/200 
4 8 Apol.1.66 p.176 
4 9 Ov jap Koivbv aprou ov8e KOLVOV Trop.a ravra \ap.(5auop,eu: 
QAA'OI/ Tpoirov 8ia Xayov deov^ crapKOTroiT)6ei<;'lr]crgv<; Xpiar6<; b HuiTyp 
r)p.u)u noci aapKOt nai atfia vtrep o~u!Tr)pta<; rjp.Gv etxxei/> ovrujq nai rt]v 
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From this whole text and especially the significant phrase St/evx'w Xayov 
TOV •Kccp'avTov we can see that the only sacrificial action in the Eucharist is the 
pronouncing of prayer over the bread and the wine. 5 0. This is stressed against 
the accusations that there had been human sacrifices amongst the Christians, and 
it is designed to emphasise the innocence of what is happening in the Christian 
assemblies. Earlier in the same Apology 5 1, Justin had said that the offering of the 
Eucharist was made verbally {SLCL X&yov) and is in line with this same concern: 
" The only honour that is worthy of him is not to consume by fire what he 
has brought into being for our sustenance, but to use it for ourselves and 
those in need, and with gratitude to him to offer thanks verbally by praises 
and hymns for our creation and for the well being of all things."5 2 
This means that it is by praises and hymns or prayer that Christians make 
their sacrifices to God, as distinct from the bloody sacrifices of others. 
.2 Dialogue with Trypho 
Justin is clearer on this point in the Dialogue with Trypho.53 It is in the 
context of his presentation of Christians as the New Israel (Ch. 109 - 142) that 
the Eucharist emerges as the distinctive sacrifice of this new people. This is linked 
with the offering of flour in thanksgiving (Lev.14.11) made by those who had been 
cleansed from leprosy and also with the pure sacrifice of Malachi 1.1. Here are 
Justin's words: 5 4 
Si'evxWS Xoyov TOV irap' OLVTOV evxotpicrTTj9eTaay Tpo^rjv, e£ 77c aip,a KQL 
(TO/J/cec Kara p,eTa(3oXr}v^.Tpi^ovrat, tfpDv,^neLvov TOV aapKoitoir^devTcx; 
3lrjaov Koi aapna nal aip,a eStSaxOrineu eivai. PG Vbl.6.428 
5 0 De La Taille p.62 V o l . 2 m e a d s X V I I I 
5 1 Apol.1.13 p.40 
5 2 ....pLOvqv a^iav avTov TL^TJU TOLVTT)V TrapaXafiovTes, TO TOC vir'eneLVov 
ei<; b~ia.Tpo$T)v yeyopieva oy irvpi Sarrayau otXX1 eavTois /cat T O ? ? X 
5eo/ie^Oi<r 7rpoap4pe.LV, te/ceti/^ 6e eyxotpCaTovq OVTOX; 6LOL Xojoy irop,ira<; 
K<XL Vp.VOVq TTCfiTTeLV VKtp Tt TOV y^OViuOLL KOLL TQV €4C tVpUjaTCotV 
•KOptjJV TtaVTUJV. PG Vol.6.345 
5 3 The 142 chapters of the Dialogue are our oldest existing apology against the Jews. Chapters 9 - 47 
explain the Christian understanding of the Old Testament; Chapters 48 - 108 are about the divinity 
of Christ; and Chapters 109 to 142 on the Christians as the New Israel. - Quasten Patrology Vol.1 
p.202/203 
5 4 De La Taille p.61 V o l . 2 Hfctesis X V I I I 
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" The offering of flour also, prescribed for those who were cleansed from 
leprosy, was a figure of the bread of the Eucharist, which the Lord Jesus 
Christ commanded to be made by us in memory of his Passion, which he 
sustained for those whose souls are purged from all malice, and that at 
the same time we might give thanks to God, because he created the world, 
and everything that is in it, for the sake of man, liberated us from the 
wickedness in which we were, and completely overthrew the principalities 
and powers through him who suffered the Passion according to his will. 
Hence God spoke, as I have already said, of the sacrifices which you offered 
at that time, through Malachias, 5 5 one of the twelve, in these words ' I have 
no pleasure in you, says the Lord; and I will not accept sacrifices at your 
hands: for from the rising of the sun to the going down of the same my 
name has been glorified among the gentiles, and in every place incense has 
been offered to my name, and a pure offering: for my name is great among 
the gentiles says the Lord, but you profane it.' He then speaks of those 
gentiles, namely us, who in every place offer sacrifices to him, that is the 
bread of the Eucharist and also the cup of the Eucharist, affirming both 
that we glorify his name and you [the Jews] profane it."5" 
The above text demonstrates that Justin considers the Eucharist to be a sac-
rifice in as much as he identifies it with the flour offering of the leper-, and on the 
Mal.1.10 
K a t 77 T7)<; jrepiSaXeujc; Se. -Kppa^opd, UJ avSpeq, ~eXejov r\ Snep 
KaOapt^opevu/v a7rb ryq Xeirpaq irpoa^epeo6ai irapaSodetaa, TVTTOS 
f\v TOV aprov T f f t ; evxapio~Tia<;, ov etc ayapyrjatv jdv •nadov^ 
ad eiraGev -Strep julv Ka6aipop.evuv r a c _ xjrvx&S, a i T 0 notvys Trovr)gt,aq 
av9pc6irujv,* Irjaovq XpiaToc o K{jpLoq_rfpujv irapeSuJKe iroieTv, iva a_p.cc 
Te^evxoiptcTTUjpeu r Z J 9e0 v-xep r e TOV TOV Koapov e/crt/cei/at ovv naai 
TOT<; ev aijTuJi Sua \hv ^vdpunrov, /cat virep TOV airb T f j s / ca /c la^ iv 
f j jejovapev' TjXevdepujKevaL rjuac;, /cat r a c apx&S KOCL r d c ^ovataq 
KaraXeXvuevat TeXeCav naraXvaiv Sea. TOV TraBrjTov ^ivopevov « a r a 
TT)V fiovXm/ ai)TOVy ^OOev irepi pev TU7V v<j>'rfpu>v Tore ^irpoa^epojievujv 
dvatay Xeyej. o Oeos, u/$ irgo£<f>T)v, ^Sta MaXax&Vj, evoq Tuivy SuiSeKa. 
OVK eo~Ti deXrjpci pov ev vpTv, (XejeL Kijoios, /cat r a ? dvataqvpuy 
ov irpoa6et;ouac e/c TUV x^lP^v v'pujv: Stbr^anb avaToXrjq ffXCoy ewe 
SvapXUv rb ovopdt, pov oe6o£ao~Tai^iv TOTS eQveai^ Kal ev j a ^ f i TOJTU 
Qvpiapa . irpoafyepeTai bvopaji pov KOI Ovala KaOapa, OTL pe^cx 
TO tn/opa pov 'ev TOLC; ^'e&veai, Xi^et Kvpioq, rfpetq Se fie/jrjXovre avTO. 
Ueply St TUJV ey iravTj, TOTTUJ vftfjpulv TUJV edvulv ir poofyepop/vuvcavju 
Ovaiav, TOVTeoTL TOV dpTov TT)<; evxapicrTLaq Kal TOV iroTT\piov 6~pp(u7<; 
TTI<; evxocpto'TCac;, irpoXe^ei TOTe, etiruv /cat TO ovopa avTov 8o£,a(,eiv 
rjpaq, frpas Se Pef3rjXovv ' 
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other hand with the sacrifice prophecied by Malachi. 5 7 This is stated once more 
in the Dialogue, for he says: 
" Long beforehand God declares that all those who are pleasing to him who, 
through his Name, make the sacrifices which Jesus commanded to be made, 
those which make the Eucharist of bread and wine, and which are made by 
Christians in every place." 5 8 
Particularly striking here is Justin's use of the term sacrifice (9vaia<;) for the 
eucharistic bread and wine and his claim that they were commanded by Jesus. This 
passage taken together with the previous one makes it indisputably clear that in 
the first half of the first century the celebration of the Eucharist was considered to 
be the Christian sacrifice, par excell&nce, which had been instituted by Christ as 
a replacement for the sacrifices of the Old Testament. 5 9 
There is finally another passage in Justin's Dialogue with Trypho which elab-
orates the meaning of the Eucharistic Sacrifice; linking the notion of the offering 
to the prayer embedded in the celebration of the Eucharist: 6 0 
" Now that prayers and eucharists, when offered by worthy men, are the 
only perfect and well-pleasing sacrifices to God, I admit... For such alone 
Christians have undertaken to . offer, and in the remembrance effected by 
their solid and liquid food, whereby the suffering of the Son of God which 
He endured is brought to mind, whose name the high-priests of your nation 
have caused to be profaned and blasphemed over all the earth for there 
is no race of men anywhere in which through the name of the crucified 
Jesus prayers and eucharists are not made to the Father and Maker of all 
things. " 6 1 
5 7 de La Taille p^ age 61 V o l . 2 Thead.3 X V I I I 
5 8 riai/rac ovv, ot Sid TOV 8vop,ctTO<; TOVTOV 9vo~ia£, ac jrcyjeSoKev ITJO~OV$_ 
Xpicrrpq rytveo9cu> TOVTZOTIV eVi. rn evxapiaTta TOV otprov /cat TOV 
TToVnpCov^ ra<r eV. navTi TOITU j-rjq ,7% jigop,fva<; virb TUJV XpiaTiavuiv, 
irpo\a(3uiv 0 9eo<;, fiaprvpeT tvapeoTovq virapxew CXVTUJ. 
5 9 c.f. de la Taille 
60 De La Taille p.62 V o l . 2 ^ T>heais y XV I I I 
6 1 Or/ p,ev ovv Koci evxoti^vxocpio-Tiai, y,ird T£JV d£Cu/v yivofievai, TeXetai 
p,6vai Kat evdpeaToa eial^Tu 9eu 9vaiai, noti OIVTOC; <f>rjp,i...^TavTo: jap 
p-ovct KCLL XpLOTia.vo\ Trctpe\d(3ov' TTOUTV, Kou err'dvafivrjaet 8e rrjc Tpo<f>ffq 
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De L a Taille says of this: " To us the plain meaning of the passage is that 
sacrifices really acceptable to God are not made by the sword or by the fire, but by 
the prayers and thanksgivings of the lips. " 6 2 In other words the prayer is said to 
be the instrument of the sacrifice, the bread and the wine are the actual offering. 
Conclusions 
It seems fair to say in conclusion that Justin clearly sees the Eucharist as 
replacing the old sacrifices of the Jews. In several places we have seen that he 
uses the word dvata explicitally for the Eucharist. Although he does not speak 
of it as an "unbloody" sacrifice, it is clear that he implies it since it is a sacrifice 
effected by prayer alone, and that the offering being made is of the bread and the 
wine: this being the new sacrifice foretold by the Prophet Malachi. In contrast to 
the offerings of the Jews, which were restricted to the Temple in Jerusalem and 
to themselves, the new sacrifice is made throughout the world, and amongst the 
Gentiles. In this Justin anticipates the teaching of later Fathers, although he does 
not seem to say very much about the precise role of Christ himself in this offering 
beyond saying that it is Christ's Body and Blood that are being offered. He does 
make three points of crucial significance: (a) Christ instituted it; (b) it is directly 
linked to his own Body and Blood which were offered as a sacrifice on the cross; 
and (c) it is made in or through his name. All these points reappear in Irenaeus 
who most probably had read Justin; and are further elaborated. 
qdruju (rjpac; re na\ vjpac;, eurp KOII^TOV iradovs o ireTrovOe SJayrovc; 
6 Tide TOV $€(fu fieuuTfrai. OV^TO ovop.a (3e(3riXu>$u>ai Kara .iraoav 
TT\v ~i'rjv KGC\ p\aoq>£iiiTod(ty 01 apxizpix jdv Xotov. KCU 8t8a.aKa.XoL 
eipjacrai/T0.r. OvSe eu jap oAwc eo~Ti T6 jeuoq auBpu/iruiy,... iv pic; 
6ia TOV ov6u,aToq_r6v o~javpwQiyTO<;'\r)oov evxoct na\ tvxotpioTiai TU> 
UaTp\ Ka\ tloiTjTT] TUJU OXUJV jivovTai. ' 
De La Taille p.62 ' V o l . 2 T h e s i s X V I I I 
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Chapter IV 
IRENAEUS, BISHOP OF LYONS 
The purpose of this chapter is to look at the understanding of the Eucharist in 
the two extant works of Irenaeus, the second century Bishop of Lyons. "He was by 
far the most important of the theologians of the Second Century" 6 3 . Born in Asia 
Minor, yet ministering as a bishop in Gaul, he is a witness to the unity of the faith 
of the Church in East and West in this period. His contact with Polycarp gives him 
a link with those who had heard John and other apostles.8 4 There are two works 
of importance: Against the Heresies and the Proof of the Apostolic Preaching; the 
first being available only in Latin (in its entirety) and the second having survived 
only in Armenian. As might be expected, the sacrificial language is much more 
explicit than has been found previously; and although the bishop's purpose ranged 
much wider than just questions of the Eucharist: what he says is most illuminating. 
The clearest references are in Adversus Haereses Book IV . 
.1 ADVERSUS H A E R E S E S 
The purpose of Irenaeus in Adversus Haereses was to refute the heretics who 
were at that time threatening the Catholic Church, and in particular the vari-
ous forms of Gnosticism. The opening chapters of this work are devoted to the 
refutation of this heresy and they contain detailed descriptions of the beliefs of 
the various Gnostics. The main strand of their doctrines stresses the rejection of 
good in material things, and rejection of the God of the Jews revealed in the Old 
Testament as being one and the same with the God of the New Testament. They 
believed that they alone were granted a yvucnq (knowledge) which freed them 
from the constraints of the material world. This had two separate effects: the one 
a withdrawal from the evil-material world; the other a lapse into immoral prac-
tices on the grounds that nothing material could affect the soul. Communication 
with the one perfect and ineffable Being (called Proarche, Propator, or Bythus) 
8 3 Quasteu Patrology Vol.1 page 287 
6 4 Eusebius Hist.Eccl. 5.20 5-7 
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was achieved through a sequence of descending aeons. Creation of the material 
world was the work of the Demiurge, using the three passions of fear, grief, and 
perplexity.6 5 
Against this background, Irenaeus refuted these ideas by expounding the or-
thodox teaching of the Church, and it is in this context that we see how his 
understanding of the Eucharist fits into the scheme of things. Of course, matter to 
him is not evil since it was created by God who created all things out of goodness. 
In the case of man, however, he follows Saint Paul's vision that the human body 
was subjected to corruption and death through sin, but Christ provided the way 
for it to be restored in immortality. This is concretely realized in the Eucharist 
which brings incorruptibility to the Christian. As Montgomery-Hitchcock says " 
Irenaeus regarded the Eucharist as a means of acquiring immortality for the body, 
because of its heavenly part " . 8 6 
4.1.1 Book I I I 
The third book of Adversus Haereses uses the divine institution of the E u -
charist as a means of refuting the Gnostic view of matter in favour of the Chris-
tian view which says that God uses material things as a means to their acquiring 
immortality. One way this is done is through the Body and Blood of Christ in the 
Eucharist. So Irenaeus says: 6 7 
" ...writing to the Corinthians he [Paul] says 'for we proclaim Christ cru-
cified.' And he infers: ' The cup of blessing which we bless, is it not a 
communion of the blood of Christ?' Who is this but he who communicates 
us through food. " 6 8 
Irenaeus uses this quotation from 1 Corinthians in this Book I I I to prove his 
main point of argument which is that matter created by God is not intrinsically 
evil, and this remains the pricipal object of the rest of the work. 
Adv.Haer.l.5.4 
Church Quarterly Review Vol. 129 page 207 DocferTH. &ff ^ofy Co-tnsrx+ntc^ ^ K J ^ ^ G X U J 
Adv.Haer.III.19 
...ad nos Corinthos scribens ait ' uos autem annuntiamus Christum Iesum crucifixum.' Et infert: 
' Calix benedictiouis quern benedicimus, nonne coinmuuicatio sanguinis est Christi? ' Quis est 
autem qui commiuiicavit nobis de escis. 
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4.1.2 Book I V 
In the Fourth Book, Irenaeus establishes further the principle that Christ can-
not be divided, and that the Son suffered in Christ. The Eucharist is again used 
here as a part of his argument, but this time so is the concept of sacrifice. Chapter 
17 argues that God did not provide the levitical sacrifices because he had need 
of them, for he needs nothing from men; and that this was the real message of 
the prophets. In the second section of this Chapter, Irenaeus says that it was not 
anger which caused God to reject the levitical sacrifices, but rather to point to the 
" true sacrifice ": 8 9 
" For it was not because he was angry, like a man, as many venture to say, 
that he rejected their sacrifices; but out of compassion to their blindness, 
and with the view of suggesting to them the true sacrifice, by offering which 
they shall appease God, and that they may receive life from him..." 7 0 
The first indications of what this true sacrifice might be are given in section 4, 
for Irenaeus says: 7 1 
" Out of all these things it is manifest, that God requires from them neither 
sacrifices nor burnt-offerings; but faith, and obedience, and justice, for their 
salvation. " 7 2 
However the Eucharist is also seen as a sacrifice for in section 5 he says this: 7 3 
" Again, giving directions to his disciples to offer God the first-fruits of his 
own created things - not as if he stood in need of them, but that they might 
be themselves neither unfruitful nor ungrateful - he took that created thing, 
bread, and gave thanks, and said, " This is my body ", and in the same 
way the cup, which is part of that creation to which we belong, which he 
6 9 Adv.Haer.IV.17.2 Harvey Vol.2 page 195 
7 0 Non enim sicut homo tnotus. ut multi audent dicere, divertit eorum sacrificia: sed iiiiserans eorum 
caecitati. et verum sacrificium iusinuaiis, quod offerentes propitiabuutur Deum, ut ab eo vitam 
percipiant. 
7 1 Adv.Haer.IV.17.4 Harvey Vol.2 page 197 
Ex quibus omnibus manifestum est, quia nou sacrificia et holocaustomata quaerebat ab eis Deus; 
sed fidem, et obedientiam, et iustitiam, propter illorum salutem. 
7 3 Adv.Haer.IV.17.5 Harvey Vol.2 page 197ff 
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confessed to be his blood, and taught the new oblation of the new covenant 
which the Church receiving from the Apostles, offers to God throughout all 
the world , to him who gives us as the means of sustenance the first-fruits of 
his own gifts in the New Testament, concerning which Malachi, among the 
twelve prophets, thus spoke beforehand: 'I have no pleasure in you, says the 
Lord Almighty, and I will not accept sacrifice at your hands. For from the 
rising of the sun, unto the going down [of the same], my name is glorified 
among the Gentiles, says the Lord Almighty;' - indicating in the plainest 
manner, by these words, that the former people [the Jews] shall indeed cease 
to make offerings to God, but that in every place sacrifice shall be offered to 
him, and that a pure one; and his name is glorified among the Gentiles." 7 4 
Montgomery-Hitchcock says that: " The Eucharist was.... regarded by Ire-
naeus as a sacrifice of the fruits of the earth;..." 7 5 Here it is seen to be more than 
that, for the significant words here are oblatio and offert and purum sacrificium 
which are sacrificial terms. Furthermore it is the Church which makes the offering 
throughout the world in fulfilment of the prophecy of Malachi; offering the bread 
which Christ said was his Body, and the cup which he confessed to be his blood. 
This sacrifice is the new oblation of the New Testament; and it is possible because 
the Father confesses the name of Jesus Christ: 7 6 
"...which is throughout all the world glorified in the Church, to be his own, 
both because it is that of his Son, and because he who thus describes it gave 
him for the salvation of men. Since, therefore, the Name of Son belongs to 
the Father, and since in the omnipotent God the Church makes offerings 
7 4 Sed et suis disopulis dans concilium, primatias Deo offerre ex suis creaturis, nou quasi indigenti, 
sed ut ipsi nec infructuosi nec ingrati sint, eum qui ex creatura est panis, accepit, et gratias egit, 
dicens: Hoc est meum corpus. Et calicem similiter, qui est ex ea creatura, quae secundum nos, 
suuni sanguinem confessus est, et Novi Testainenti novam docuit oblationem: quam Ecclesia ab 
Apostolis accipiens, in universo mundo offert Deo ei qui alimenta nobis praestat primitias suorum 
munerum in Novo Testamento, de quo in duodecim prophetis Malachias sic praesiguificavit: Non 
est mini voluntas in vobis, dicit Dominus omnipotens, et sacrificium non accipiam de manibus 
vestris. Quoniam ab ortu solis usque ad occasum nomen meum clarificatur inter geutes, et in oinni 
loco incensum offertur nomini mco, et sacrificium purum: quoniam magnum est nomen meum in 
gentibus, dicit Doniinus omnipotens; manifestissime significans per haec, quouiam prior quidem 
populus cessabit offere Deo; omni autem loco sacrificiuni offertur ei, et hoc purum; nomen autem 
eius glorificatur in gentibus. 
7 5 Church Quarterly Review Vol.129 page 215 
7 6 Adv.Haer.IV.17.6 Harvey Vol.2 page 200 
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through Jesus Christ, he says well on both these grounds, 'And in every 
place incense is offered to my Name and a pure sacrifice' Now John, in the 
Apocalypse, declares the incense is the prayers of the saints." 7 7 
If the prayers of the saints are the incense, then the pure sacrifice must be 
the Eucharist, for that is the offering which the Lord commanded his followers to 
make. This is confirmed in the next chapter: 7 8 
" Therefore the oblation of the Church, which the Lord taught to be of-
fered throughout the world, is reckoned a pure sacrifice before God, and is 
accepted by him; not because he needs a sacrifice from us, but because he 
who offers, is himself glorified in that which he offers, if his gift is accepted. 
"79 
The Eucharist can be said to be a sacrifice because oblations have not generally 
been put aside: 8 0 
" And the class of oblations in general has not been set aside; for there were 
both oblations there [among the Jews], and there are oblations here [among 
the Christians]. Sacrifices there were among the people; sacrifices there are, 
also, in the Church: but the species alone has been changed in such a way 
that it is now offered not by slaves, but by freemen..."81 
It is the Eucharist which is the oblation among the Christians, and it is said 
to be a sacrifice. Irenaeus, concludes the next section with these words: 8 2 
" Sacrifices, therefore, do not sanctify a man, for God stands in no need of 
sacrifice; but it is the conscience of the offerer that sanctifies the sacrifice 
7 7 Quouiam ergo nomen Filii proprium Patris est, et in Deo omnpoteute per Iesum Christum offert 
Ecclesia. bene ait secundum utraque: Et in otnni loco incensum offertur nomiui nieo, et sacrificium 
purum. Incensa autem Iohannes in Apocalypsi, orationes esse ait sanctorum. 
7 8 Adv.Haer.IV.18.1 Harvey Vol.2 page 201 
Igitur Ecclesiae oblatio. quam Dominus docuit offeri in uuiverso mundo, purum sacrificium repu-
tatuin est apud Deum, et acceptum est ei: not quod indigeat a nobis sacrificiuni, sed quoniam is 
qui offert, glorificatur ipse in eo quod offert. si acceptet munus eius. 
8 0 Adv.Haer.IV.18.2 Harvey Vol.2 page 201 
Et non genus oblationum reprobatum est; oblationes enim et illic, oblationes autem et hie: sacrificia 
in populo, sacrificia et in Ecclesia: sed species immutata est tantum, quippe cum iam non a servis, 
sed a liberis offeratur... 
8 2 Adv.Haer.IV.18.3 Harvey Vol.2 page 203 
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when it is pure, and thus moves God to accept [the offering] as from a 
friend."" 
The sacrifice which Irenaeus is speaking about is the Eucharist, for in the 
beginning of the next section he writes: 8 4 
" Inasmuch, then, as the Church offers with single-mindedness, her gift is 
justly reckoned a pure sacrifice with God." 8 8 
If then, the intention of the offerer has to be right, it is also true that it belongs 
to the Church alone to make this offering:86 
" And the Church alone offers this oblation a pure thing to the Creator 
offering to him with thanks an action out of his created things." 8 7 
Irenaeus concludes his chapter by stating that the Jews are not able to offer 
this sacrifice; and, more to the point, neither can the heretics; and the Eucharist 
is clearly intended here for he says of the heretics: "how can they be consistent 
with themselves, [when they say] that bread over which thanks have been given is 
the body of the Lord, and the cup his blood,..."8 8 
The next two sections of this chapter conclude his arguments on the E u -
charist: 8 9 
" For we offer to him what is his own announcing consistently the com-
munion and the union of the flesh and of the Spirit for....the bread 
receiving the invocation of God, is now not common bread, but the E u -
charist, consisting of two things, earthly and heavenly, and so our bodies 
8 3 Igitur nou sacrificia sanctificant honiinem: uon eniui indiget sacrificio Deus: sed conscientia eius 
qui offert sanctificat sacrificium, pura existens. et praestat acceptare Deum quasi ab amico. 
8 4 Adv.Haer.IV.18.4 Harvey Vol.2 page 203 
8 5 Quoniam igitur cum simplicitate Ecclesia offert, iuste munus eius puruni sacrificium apud Deum 
deputatum est. 
8 8 Adv.Haer.IV.18.4 
Et hanc oblationem Ecclesiti sola puram offert fabricatori offerens ei cum gratiarum actione ex 
creatura eius. 
8 8 Quomodo autem coustabit eis, eum pauem in quo gratiae actae suit, corpus esse Domini sui, et 
calicem sanguinis eius... Adv.Haer.IV.18.4 
8 9 Adv.Haer.IV.18.5,6 
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receiving the Eucharist, are no longer corruptible, having hope of the res-
urrection. 9 0 
Then Irenaeus repeats the theme that God does not need this offering, but 
that the thanksgiving sanctifies the offerer. This is clearly sacrificial. 
Irenaeus finishes this chapter by saying that although God has no need of our 
possessions, Christians do need for their own sake to offer something to God. It 
was for this reason that the Word gave to his people the commandment to make 
this offering, so that they might learn to serve God. 9 1 
" so that same word gave to the people a precept to make the oblation, 
although it was not needed for them, in order that they might learn to 
serve God... Therefore it bs to the altar in heaven, for there our prayers 
and our oblations are directed, as John said in the Apocalypse: And the 
Temple of God was opened; and the Tabernacle: for behold, he said, the 
tabernacle of God, in which he dwells with men. " 9 2 
This offering, he says, is to be made at the altar frequently and without inter-
mission. 9 3 The altar to which it is directed is in Heaven and so is the Temple, as 
Christians were told in the Revelation of St. John. 
In the next chapter, 9 4 Irenaeus shows how these gifts, oblations, and sacrifices, 
were shown in a figure on Mount Sinai, from the One God, whose Name is now 
to be glorified in the Church among all nations. 9 5 He finishes this discourse by 
criticising those men who think that they understand the mysteries of God. The 
9 0 offerimus enim ei quae sunt eius congruenter communicationem et unitain praedicantes carnis et 
Spiritus.... enim.... panis, percipiens invocationem Dei, iam non communis panis est, sed Eucharis-
tia, ex duabus rebus constans, terrena et coelesti: sic et corpora nostra percipienta Eucharistiam, 
iam non sunt corruptibilis, spem resurrectioms habientia. 
9 1 Adv.Haer.IV.18.6 
9 2 ita id ipsum Verbuni dedit populo praeceptum faciendarum oblationem. quamvis non indigeret eis, 
ut disceret Deo servire;.... Est ergo altare in coelis, illuc en Lin preces nostrae et oblationes nostrae 
diriguntur; et templum, quaemadmodum Johannes in Apocalypti ait: Et apertum est templum 
Dei; et tabernaculum: Ecce euim, inquit, tabernaculum Dei, in quo habitabit cum hominibus. 
93 . . . . 
sic et ideo nos quoque offere vult munus ad altare frequenter et sine intermissione. 
9 4 Adv.Haer.IV.19 
9 5 ...ab Uuo et Eodom Deo, cuius et nunc in Ecclesia glorificatur uomen in omnibus gentibus. 
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book concludes by showing the way in which God was active in ancient times; and 
that the Exodus was a type of the ' exodus ' of the Church. 
The importance of these passages for our purpose is not so much the main 
thrust of his argument, which is about the material aspect of the Eucharist, but 
rather that the idea of a sacrificial understanding of the Eucharist may be found 
in these texts, for Irenaeus sees the Eucharist as the new oblation instituted by 
Christ, the pure sacrifice foretold by Malachi, and an effective means of grace. 
4.2 T H E PROOF OF T H E APOSTOLIC PREACHING 
The second extant work of Irenaeus that has to be considered is the Proof of 
the Apostolic Preaching which had been lost for centuries, but was discovered in 
the Church of Our Lady of Erevan in Armenia in 1904. In this work the Eucharist 
is not mentioned specifically; and the only mention of sacrifice is in Ch.9696 where 
he quotes Hosea 6.6 " I desire mercy and not sacrifice " which Irenaeus used in 
Adversus Haereses, though in this case there is no mention of the Eucharist.97 
4.3 Conclusions 
What conclusions then can be drawn from the writings of Irenaeus? The 
Eucharist can be said to be a sacrifice because it is clearly described as the new 
oblation or the new sacrifice foretold in the Prophets. I t is the empty sacrifices of 
the Jews that are of no effect. The frequent use of sacrificial terms is very clear; 
and the Eucharist is linked through its institution to the eternal offering of the Son 
to the Father. The nature of this Sacrifice in the Eucharist is that God's people by 
invoking the Holy Spirit are joined with Christ as he offers his own. he offers, and 
he is the Victim. The Church at that moment is as it were in Heaven. The bread 
and the wine are truly the Body and Blood of Christ: for they are of his creation; 
a creation that can and will be made incorruptible. Those who eat and drink the 
Lord in their bodies will by this act be made incorruptible too. Of course, this 
was what St. Paul said when he talked about what was lost in Adam is regained 
in Christ, for it was his promise that Christians "shall be changed." 
Proof of the Apostolic Preaching Ancient Christian Writers Vol.lC page 106 
Adv.Haer.IV.18.4 
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Chapter V 
T E R T U L L I A N 
In this chapter the writings of Tertullian are examined. No particular distinc-
tion is made between those writings which preceded his becoming a Montanist 
and those which followed i t . First, it is important to see if any coherent pattern 
be found. Some scholars have maintained that Tertullian's understanding of the 
Eucharist was purely symbolic, and it may be that he did indeed understand the 
Eucharist in a sacrificial way. 
First of all in the De Praescriptionibus:9* 
" Come now, .... run over the apostolic churches, in which the very thrones 
of the apostles are still pre-eminent in their places, in which their own 
authentic writings are read uttering the voice and representing the voice of 
each of them severally, she [the Church of Rome] unites in one volume 
with the writings of the evangelists and the apostles, from which she drinks 
in her faith: this she seals with the water (of baptism) arrays with the Holy 
Spirit, feeds with the eucharist, cheers with matftjdom, and against such a 
discipline thus (maintained) she admits no gainsayer " " 
Here the apostolic origin of the Eucharist is upheld along with the other sacra-
ments of baptism and confirmation. He does not specifically say in which way the 
Eucharist feeds the Roman Christians, but it is possible to see that for Tertullian 
it is a sacrament or mystery which builds up the people of God. This is repeated 
in De Corona Militis:100 
9 8 Ch.36 
Age iam percurre Ecclesias apostolicas, apud quas ipsae aclhuc cathedrae Apostolorum suis locis 
praesideut; apud quas ipsae authenticae litterae eorum recitantur, sonantes vocem et repraesen-
tantes faciem uniuscuiusque Legem et Prophetas cum evangelicis et apostolicis litteris miscet, 
et iude potam fidem; earn aqua signat, Sancto Spiritu vestit, eucharistia pascit, ad martyrium 
exhortatur, et ita adversus banc institutionem neminem recipit. 
1 0 0 Ch.3 
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" We take also, in meetings before daybreak, and from the hands of none 
but the presidents, the sacrament of the Eucharist, which the Lord both 
commanded to be eaten at meal-times, and enjoined to be taken by all 
(alike)..." 1 0 1 
Again the Eucharist is described as a sacrament, but as in the previous quo-
tation, it is the feeding that is stressed. In several other places the Eucharist is 
mentioned as one of the central activities of the Christian's l i fe . 1 0 2 In Ad Uxorem 
he uses the word convivium [=a feast], but there is specific suggestion of sacrifice. 
However a reference to the sacrifices of the pagans is found in De Spectaculis:103 
" . . . nor do we dislike the temples less than the monuments: we have nothing 
to do with either altar, we adore neither image, we do not offer sacrifices 
to the gods, and we do not make funeral oblations to the departed; nay, we 
do not partake of what is offered either in the one case or in the other, for 
we cannot partake of God's feast and the feast of devils. " 1 0 4 
Here God's feast [coena Dei] which is the Eucharist is contrasted with the false 
feasts of the pagan gods. I f this contrast is carried to its logical conclusion, then 
each false activity of the pagan religion has its true parallel in the life of the Church: 
temples, monuments, altars, images, sacrifices, oblations, and feasts. The Temple 
is then superseded by the People of God, the monvm<2JrJs perhaps by the lives 
of the saints, the altar by Christ, the sacrifices by the sacrifice of the Eucharist, 
pagan funerals by prayers for the departed and not to the departed, and the feasts 
also by the Eucharist. What Tertullian is doing is similar to the earlier Fathers, 
but he is speaking about the superseding of the pagan religion rather than that of 
the Jews. 
Turning now to Adversus Marcionem, the Eucharist is mentioned four times. 
First of all in Book l . 1 0 5 
1 0 1 Eucharistiae sacranientum, et in tempore victus. et omnibus mandatum a Domino etiani antelucanis 
coetibus, nec de aliorum manu quam praesidentium sumimus:.... 
1 0 2 De Fuga in Persecutione.14; Ad Uxorem.2.4.9 
1 0 3 Ch.13 
1 0 4 Nec minus templa. quam monument a despuimus: neutram arani novimus, neutram effigiem ado-
ramus: non sacrificamus. uon pareutamus. sed neque de sacrificato et parentato edimus, quia non 
possumus coenam Dei edere. et coenam daemouiorum. 
1 0 5 Adv.Marcionem 1.14 
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" He certainly has not even yet rejected the creator's water, for in i t he 
washes his own: nor the oil with which he anoints them, nor the compound 
of milk and honey on which he weans them, nor the Creator's Bread by 
which he makes manifest his own body. Even in his own rites and ceremonies 
he cannot do without things borrowed from the Creator." 1 0 6 
The key word here is repraesentat. Montgomery-Hitchcock107 while attempt-
ing to disprove Pusey's contention that the word implied a real presence in the 
Eucharist says that it should be taken in a subjunctive sense. This seems to be 
unjustified in the light of what Tertullian says elsewhere; and the view of the 
Eucharist generally current in Tertullian's day.1 0 8 
Another key word used by Tertullian is figura, so one can read further on these 
words: 1 0 9 
" ...You have a hint of this tree also in Jeremiah, who prophecies to the Jews 
that they will say, Come let us cast a tree into his bread meaning his 
Body. For so God has revealed i t , even in his Gospel which you accept, when 
he says that Bread is his Body: so that even from this you can understand 
that he who gave bread the figure of his Body is the same as he whose body 
the prophet had of old figuratively described as bread, as Our Lord himself 
was afterwards to expound this mystery. " n 0 
In this quotation, figura is almost certainly the Latin equivalent of TVTTO<;, used 
by the Greek Fathers. It is important to remember that Greek is the key language 
used by theology in the early centuries, and that some of Tertullian's earlier works 
were produced in Greek. I t does not seen unreasonable that the African and 
Sed ille usque nunc nec aquam reprobavit creatoris qua suos abluit, nec usque nunc nec unguit, 
nec mellis et lactus societatem qua suos infant at, nec panem quo ipsum corpus suuin repraesentat, 
etiam in sacraxaentis propriis egens mendicitatibus creatoris. 
Church Quarterly Review April-June 1942 p.27 
c.f. Irenaeus 
Adv.Marc.3.19 
Hoc lignum et Hieremias tibi insinuat. dicturis praedicans Iudaeis. Veuite, iniciarnus lignum in 
panem eius, utique in corpus. Sic enim Deus in evangelio quoque vestro revelavit, panem corpus 
suum apellans, ut et hinc iam eum intellegas corporis sui figurani paui dedisse. cuius retro corpus 
in panem prophetas figuravit, ipso Domino hoc sacramentum potea interpretaturo. 
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the Roman churches were consistent in the use of such words: for example using 
sacramentum for \ivarr\piov. Figura is also used in Book.4: 1 1 1 
" So then having affirmed that with desire he desired to eat the Passover, 
his own Passover (it would not have been right for God to desire anything 
not his own) the bread with he took, and divided among his disciples he 
made into his body, saying, This is my body, that is the figure of my body. 
Now there could have been no figure, unless it had been a veritable body; 
for an empty thing, which a phantasm is, would have been incapable of 
figure So Christ who throws light upon the ancient things, has made it 
quite clear what on that earlier occasion he meant by bread, when he calls 
bread his own body. So also at the reference to the cup, when establishing 
the covenant sealed with his own blood, he affirmed the reality of his body; 
for there can be no blood except from a body which is flesh... " 1 1 2 
How Tertullian uses the word figura is governed by the phrase corpus suum 
ilium fecit. If Tertullian had intended to use purely symbolic language, he would 
not have made such a definite statement as this. Again Montgomery-Hitchcock 
is not justified in saying " ....the very fact that the reverse action (retro) is men-
tioned by Tertullian shows the entirely figuative and symbolical character of the 
passage..."113 Why should this be so? The acceptance of the real presence in the 
Eucharist does not rule out the existence of symbolism; nor indeed of sacrifice. 
In De Resurrectione Carnis he uses these words: 1 1 4 
" ...the flesh feeds upon the Body and Blood of Christ, that the soul likewise 
may fatten upon God? 1 1 5 
1 1 1 Adv.Marc.4.40 . 
1 1 2 Professus itaque se concupiaceutia concupisse edere pascha ut suum (iudiguum euiin ut quid alieuum 
concupiscerat Deus), accepturu panem et distribututn discipulis corpus suum ilium fecit, Hoc est 
corpus nieum dicendo id est figura corporis inei. Figura autem non fuisset nisi veritatis esset 
corpus: ceterum vacua res. quod est phantasma, figuram capere non posset Itaque illuminator 
antiquitatum quid tunc voluerit significasse panem satis declaravit corpus suum vocans panem, 
Sic et in calicis mentione testamentum constituens sanguine suo obsignatum, substantium corporis 
confirmavit. Nullius enim corporis sanguis potest esse nisi carnis....^ 
1 1 3 Church Quarterly Review April-June 1942 
1 1 4 De Res.G-m^- *6 
1 1 5 ... caro corpore et sanguine Christi vescitur, ut et anima Deo saginetur. 
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These words show that Tertullian is recalling the idea of feeding on the sacrifice, 
to demonstrate what is happening spiritually in the Eucharist. It is not just 
symbolic but real. This is seen even more clearly by the expressions that he uses 
in De Oratione:119 
" Most think that they must not be present at the sacrificial prayers on 
the ground that their fast would be broken by the reception of the Lord's 
Body. Does the eucharist, then abolish a service dedicated to God, or does 
it not rather bind it more to God? Wil l not your station be more solemn, 
if you also stand at God's altar? I f you have received and preserved the 
Lord's Body, both privileges are secure, your participation in the sacrifice 
and your performance of your duty... " 1 1 7 
The really interesting idea in this passage is the concept of sacrificial prayers. 
What does Tertullian mean by orationes sacrificoruml I t appears to have been 
the custom in certain places in these early centuries for Christians to reserve a 
portion of the Sacrament for communion later, perhaps on a daily basis. This 
explains the phrase "received and preserved". Surely the point of this passage is 
that communion should not be divorced from the gathering of the Church to offer 
the Holy Sacrifice. The sacrificial prayers would then be the Eucharistic Prayer. 
If this is so, then it is clear that Tertullian saw the Eucharist as a sacrifice, and 
that participation in the sacrifice was effected by being present and standing at 
the altar: this being a vital part of the Christian calling. 
Rather less specific is what Tertullian says about the fifth clause of the Lord's 
Prayer: " Give us this day our daily bread." 1 1 8 
" ...' Give us this day our daily bread ' spiritually. For Christ is our Bread; 
because Christ is Life, and bread is life. ' I am ', he says, ' the Bread of Life 
', and a little above,' The Bread is the Word of the Living God, who came 
down from the heavens.' Then (we find), too, that his body is reckoned 
1 1 6 De Orat.19 
1 1 7 Similiter et stationem diebus non putant plerique sacrificiorum orationibus intervenienduin, quod 
statio solveuda sit, accepto corpore Domiui. Ergo devotum Deo obsequiuru Eucharistia resolvit? 
An magis Deo obligat? Nonne solemuior erit statio tua. si et ad aram Dei steteris? Accepto corpore 
Domini, et reservato, utrumque salvum est, et participatio sacrificii, et executio officii.'' 
1 1 8 De Oratione.6 
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(to be) in bread: ' This is my Body.' And so in petitioning for ' daily 
bread ', we ask for perpetuity in Christ, and indivisibility from his Body. 
But, because the word is admissible in a carnal sense too, it cannot be used 
without the religious remembrance of spiritual discipline; for (the Lord) 
commands that 'bread' he prayed for, which is the only (food) necessary 
for believers. " U Q 
What does Tertullian mean by the phrase corpus eius in pane censetur? The 
problem is that the word censetur can be given several different meanings in Latin. 
It comes from the same root as census; and so can be correctly rendered into 
English as " counted ". Montgomery-Hitchcock120 is convinced that it is not to be 
taken literally, and that i f Tertullian had intended it to be understood this way 
then he would have used esse. Tertullian uses esse when he quotes Our Lord in the 
phrase " This is my Body " . m Tertullian is using censere to descibed the change 
that has come about in ordinary bread in the Eucharist, and that we should regard 
the Bread of the Eucharist in a special way. Quasten1 2 2 thinks that this phrase in 
the Lord's Prayer is intended to be inclusive of the Lord's Body, and this would 
seem to be the correct interpretation. 
.1 Conclusions 
What conclusions then can we draw from the allusions and references to the 
Eucharist, and in what way did Tertullian understand its sacrificial character? 
It is beyond question that he saw the Eucharist as a sacrifice in some sense, for 
we have seen that he uses the phrase orationes sacrificiorum for the eucharistic 
activity of the Church around the altar. These sacrificial prayers are seen to be 
connected with the reception and the reservation of the Blessed Sacrament; and 
they appear to precede its reception. I t would seem that a sacrificial understanding 
1 1 9 Quanquam PANEM NOSTRUM QUOTIDIANUM DA NOBIS HODIE, spiritualiter potius iutel-
ligamus. Christus eniin panis noster est, quia vita Christus, et vita partis. Ego sum, iuquit, panis 
vitae (Joan.VI.35). Et paulo supra: Panis est sermo Dei vivi, qui descendit de coelis. Turn quod 
eltcorpus eius in pane censetur. Hoc est corpus meum (Luc.XXII.19). Itaque petendo panem 
quotidianuin, perpetuitatem postulamus in Christo, et individuitatem a corpore eius. Sed et quia 
carnaliter admittitur ista vox. non sine religione potest fieri et spiritalis disciplinae. Panem enim 
peti mandat, quod solum ftdelibus necessarium est; 
1 2 0 Church Quarterly Review April-June 1942 p.23 
1 2 1 Hoc est corpus meum 
1 2 2 Quasten Patrology I p.337 
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of the Eucharist must be implied here, and that it is the Eucharistic Prayer that 
is intended by the " sacrificial prayers ". 
It is important to see Tertullian's understanding of the Eucharist in the context 
of his own century. Some scholars are trying to read into his words proofs that will 
confirm their post-Reformation ideas about the Eucharist, and as a result they fail 
to understand what he is trying to say. One of the ways that they do this is to take 
certain Latin words and deduce their meaning from their secular usage. It is more 
important to see how these early Christians understood these terms. Tertullian 
stresses the material in the Eucharist not as a denial of the spiritual but as a reply 
to those who saw Christ as a kind of ghost. So when he uses repraesentare, he 
does not intend its modern meaning of " represent "; but rather in the sense " re-
present ": that is that the offering should be understood as making Christ's own 
Body present by the means of bread. We can see this very clearly in our opening 
quotation on the sacraments, for God uses water, oil, milk, honey, bread and wine 
to make manifest his holy Mysteries. It is what God does with these things that 
is important. 
Finally it is important to understand Tertullian's understanding of duty. Per-
haps as a lawyer he tends to express things in a very legal way. In a quotation 
above he said " in your participation in the sacrifice and your performance of your 
duty ". The duty is of course participation in the Holy Mystery of the Eucharist; 
and one can see by the words themselves that the carrying out of this duty in 
prayer is clearly sacrificial. 
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Chapter VI 
C Y P R I A N OF CARTHAGE 
Cyprian was Bishop of Carthage in the Province of Africa. His exact date of 
birth is not known, but i t was probably around 200 A . D . 1 2 3 ; and he was converted 
around 245 A.D. Very soon after his conversion he was ordained to the Priest-
hood, 1 2 4 was elected Bishop of Carthage in either 248 A.D. or 249 A.D., despite 
the opposition of five of the Carthaginian presbyters. He looked to Tertullian for 
his example, calling him the "master".1 2 5 This chapter will show how he reflects the 
typically African attitudes of Tertullian, and how he develops the idea of sacrifice 
in the Eucharist that we have seen so far. 
.1 S A C R I F I C E IN T H E EUCHARIST 
Professor Saxer says that " the word sacrificium in the vocabulary of St. 
Cyprian designates rarely, the pagan sacrifices. It is used habitually for the Chris-
tian sacrifice."1 2 6 I t will be clear below that when Cyprian uses the word sacrifi-
cium, i t is the Eucharist which is intended. This is so not least because the word 
appears several times in Cyprian's Letter to Caecilius entitled On the Sacrament 
of the Cup of the Lord (Epistle 63). As this is the most important work for our 
purposes we shall look in detail at this first of all. Of this Epistle Professor Saxer 
says:127 " St. Cyprian has composed the most ancient tract on the eucharist. I t 
is the Letter to Caecilius of the Autumn of 253. " 1 2 8 It is certainly true that this 
is the first complete work that we have come across specifically devoted to the 
Eucharist. 
1 2 3 Saxer Vie Liturgique et Quotidienne a Carthage Vers le Mileu du Hie Siecle p.103 
1 2 4 Saxer p.135 
1 2 6 Saxer p.139 
1 2 8 " Le mot sacrificium, dans le vocabulaire de S. Cyprian, peut designer, mais rarement, les sacrifices 
paiens. II est employee habituellement pour le sacrifice Chretien. " 
1 2 7 Saxer p.189 
1 2 8 " S. Cyprian a compose le plus ancien traite sur reucharistie. C'est la lettre a Cecilius de 1' 
automne 253." 
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Looking at the letter in detail one sees that his concern is over the use by some 
Christians of water alone in the chalice at the Eucharist. The first reference to 
sacrifice is in Section l : 1 2 9 
" ... yet since some, either by ignorance or simplicity in sanctifying the cup 
of the Lord, and in ministering to the people, do not do that which Jesus 
Christ, our Lord and God, the founder and teacher of this sacrifice, did and 
taught,...." 1 3 0 
Here the consecration of the cup, and the ministrations to the people are 
specifically called a sacrifice by Cyprian. Not only that, but it is implied that Our 
Lord himself had taught us that i t should be understood in this way. This must be 
so for the whole point of Cyprian's letter is that there are those who are teaching 
something contrary to the Lord's own institution. Cyprian would never have used 
the expression " sacrifice ", unless he believed that this was a part of his Lord's 
teaching. 
The next quotation is from Section 4: 1 3 1 
" Also in the priest Melchizedek we see prefigured the sacrament of the 
sacrifice of the Lord, . . ." 1 3 2 
Cyprian now recalls the Letter to the Hebrews when he sees the Eucharist 
prefigured by Melchizedek when he brought forth bread and wine. It must be the 
Eucharist that is intended here, for the phrase that is used is the ' sacrament ' of 
the sacrifice. Later on in Section 4 we writes: 
"...'* which order is assuredly this coming from that sacrifice and thence 
descending;...."133 
Here the order referred to is the order of Melchizedek quoted from Psalm 
110.4; sacrificio illo means the offering of the Son to the Father; as Cyprian puts 
1 2 9 Ante Nicene Christian Library Vol.2 p.209 ff 
1 3 0 ...taruen quouiam quidam, vel ignoratur vel simpliciter. in calice Doniinico sanctiAcando et plebi 
ministrando non hoc faciunt quod Jesus Christus Dominus et Deus noster, sacrificii huius auctor 
et doctor, fecit et docuit,..." 
1 3 1 A.N.C.L. Vol.2 p.209ff 
1 3 2 Item in sacerdote Melchisedech sacrificii Domiuici sacramentuin praefiguratuin videmus. 
1 3 3 Qui ordo utique hie est de sacrificio illo veniens et iude desceiideus,...*1 
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i t : " declarat in Psalmis Spiritus Sanctus ex persona Patris ad Filium." Further on 
in Section 4 one reads: 
" For who is more a priest of the Most High God than Our Lord Jesus 
Christ, who offered a sacrifice to God the Father, and offered that very 
thing which Melchizedek had offered, that is, bread and wine, to wit, his 
body and blood? " 1 3 4 
So Christ is the priest who offers/lhis quotation suggests that the Last Supper 
was a real sacrifice connected as it was with the events of the Passion: for what 
was really being offered was his own Body and Blood. Then we see:135 
" In Genesis, therefore, that the benediction, in respect of Abraham by 
Melchizedek the priest, might be duly celebrated, the figure of Christ's sac-
rifice precedes, namely, as ordained in bread and wine; which thing the Lord 
completing and fulfilling, offered bread and the cup mixed with wine, and so 
he who is the fulness of truth fulfilled the truth of the image prefigured." 1 3 8 
This confirms what has just been seen: that the sacrament which had been 
ordained at the Last Supper was fulfilled in the Passion and that the actions of 
Melchizedek which had been a figure of this sacrifice had now been fulfilled as well. 
The next important reference is in Section 9: 1 3 7 
" Whence it appears that the blood of Christ is not offered if there be 
no wine in the cup, nor the Lord's sacrifice celebrated with a legitimate 
consecration unless our oblation and sacrifice respond to his passion. " 1 3 8 
Cyprian points out the close connection between what Christians do in offering 
Nam quis magis sacerdos Dei suinmi quam Dominus noster Jesua Christ us. qui sacrificiuui Deo 
obtulit, et obtulit hoc idem quod Melchisedech obtulerat. id est panem et vinum, suum scilicet 
corpus et sauguiuem? 
A.N.C.L. Vol.2. p.209ff 
Ut ergo iu Genesi per Melchisedech sacerdoteui benedictio circa Abraham posset rite celebrari, 
praecedit ante imago sacrificii Christi. in pane et vino scilicet constituta; quam rem perficieus et 
adimplens Dominus panem et calicem mixtum vino obtulit, et qui est plenitudo veritatis veritatem 
praefiguratae imaginis adimplevit. 
A.N.C.L. Vol.2 p.209ff 
Unde apparot sanguiuem Christi offerri, si desit vinum calici, nec sacrificium Dominicuni legit una 
sauctificatione celebrari, nisi oblatio et sacrificium nostrum respondent passioni. 
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the Eucharist, and what happened in the past. This is what should be done now. 
If Christians did not use wine in the chalice then the Eucharist would be invalid: 
as he says, the 'sacrifice' would not be celebrated legitimately. 
Further on in Section 9 he says: 
" But how shall we drink the new wine of the fruit of the vine with Christ 
in the kingdom of his Father, if in the sacrifice of God the Father and of 
Christ we do not offer wine, nor mix the cup of the Lord by the Lord's own 
tradition?" 1 3 9 
The Gospel according to John is recalled here with the promise that the disci-
ples of Christ should drink the fruit of the vine with him in the Kingdom. We saw 
how Irenaeus said that the altar which was being addressed in the Eucharist was in 
Heaven, and that is probably what is intended here; for Cyprian has already said 
in this letter that the sacrifice of God the Father and of Christ was the Sacrifice 
of the Son to the Father. Also in Section 14 he says:140 
" For if in the sacrifice which Christ offered none is to be followed but 
Christ, assuredly it behoves us to obey and do that which Christ did, and 
what he commanded to be done,..."141 
Here there is a clear relationship between the Sacrifice that Christ offered on 
the cross, and the celebration of the Eucharist, which is the act of obedience. This 
is most clearly seen further on in Section 14: 
" For Jesus Christ our Lord and God, is himself the chief priest of God the 
Father, and has offered himself a sacrifice to the Father, and has commanded 
this to be done in commemoration of himself, certainly that priest truly 
discharges the office of Christ and who imitates that which Christ did; and 
then offers a true and ful l sacrifice in the Church to God the Father, when 
1 3 9 Quoruodo autem de creatura vitis novum vinum cum Christo in regno Patris bibemus, si in sacrificio 
Dei Patris et Christi vinum non offerimus. nec calicem Domini Dominica traditione miscemus? 
1 4 0 A.N.C.L. Vol.2 page 209ff 
1 4 1 Nam, si in sacrificio quod Christo obtulit, uon nisi Christus sequendus est, utique id est obaudire 
et facere oportet quod Christus fecit et quod faciendum esse mandavit... 
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he proceeds to offer it according to what he sees Christ himself to have 
offered. " 1 4 2 
Now comes the crux of the matter, for there can be no doubt now that the 
Christian priest (in Cyprian's view), when he imitates what Christ did, offers a 
" true and ful l sacrifice in the Church." This is the first time that we have seen 
the Christian priest spoken of explicitly as sacerdos vice Christi The sacrificial 
language continues in Section 15: 
" ....unless indeed any one should fear in the morning sacrifices, lest by the 
taste of wine he should be redolent in the blood of Christ. " 1 4 3 
There are a number of interesting points here. The Eucharist was offered in 
the morning: we are not told how frequently, but the reference to the Resurrection 
below suggests Sunday mornings. Also there was no contention or problem at that 
time in speaking of the Eucharist as a sacrifice, for as it has been seen, Cyprian 
habitually does this; and that there was an obvious reluctance by some Christians 
to use wine in the Sacrament. Was this because it was in the morning, or was it 
perhaps a reluctance to drink alcohol at all? Probably the latter. In Section 16 
one reads Jhese words: 1 4 4 
" It behoved Christ to offer about the evening of the day, that the very 
hour of sacrifice might show the setting and evening of the world; as it is 
written in Exodus, ' And all the people of the synagogue of the children of 
Israel shall kil l i t in the evening.' And again in the Psalms, ' Let the lifting 
up of my hands be an evening sacrifice.' But we celebrate the Resurrection 
of the Lord in the morning." 1 4 5 
1 4 2 Nam, si Jesus Christus Domiuus et Deus noster ipse est summus sacerdos Dei Patris, et sacrificium 
Patri se ipsum primus obtulit et hoc fieri in sui commemorationem praecipit, utique ille sacerdos 
vice Christi vere fungitur qui id quod Christus fecit imitatur, et sacrificium verum et plenum tunc 
offert in Ecclesia Deo Patri, si sic incipiat ofFerre secundum quod ipsum Christum videat obtulisse. 
1 4 3 ...nisi si in sacrificiis matutinis hoc quis veretur ne per saporem vini redoleat sanguinem Christi. 
1 4 4 A.N.C.L. Vol.2 page 209ff 
1 4 5 Christum ofFerre oportebat circa vesperum diei. ut bora ipsa sacrificii ostenderet occasum et ves-
peram mundi, sicut in Exodo scriptum est: ' Et Occident ilium omne vulgus synagagae filiorum 
Israel as Vesperam.' Et iterum in Psalmis: Allevatio maumuu mearum sacrificium vespertinum.' 
Nos autem resurrectionem Domini mane celebramus. 
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It is not clear whether Cyprian intends the death of Christ to be understood, 
for the ninth hour is still some three hours away from sunset: or whether it was 
the Last Supper that is intended. Perhaps both are assumed. Certainly Cyprian 
is connecting the sacrifices in the Temple in Jerusalem, with Christ's sacrifice, and 
with the Eucharist. He stresses both the continuity and the differences involved: 
the Eucharist is celebrated in the morning as this was the time of Resurrection, 
the sacrifices were usually in the evening. In the next Section Cyprian returns to 
the question of our relationship with the One who offers: 1 4 8 
" And we make mention of his passion in all sacrifices (for the Lord's passion 
is the sacrifice which we offer), we ought to do nothing else than he did. 
"147 
Again Cyprian is very specific. I t is the Lord's sacrifice that is being offered, 
that is, his Passion. Up to this time, no Father has described the Eucharistic 
sacrifice in such explicit terms. It is interesting that while Irenaeus always spoke 
of Christ making the offering, Cyprian frequently uses the expression offerimus.1*8 
For in the Eucharist the offering becomes the Christian's own as well. Finally in 
Section 19 one can read: 1 4 9 
" Therefore it befits our religion, and our fear, and the place itself, and the 
office of our priesthood, dearest brother, in mixing and offering the cup of 
the Lord, to keep the truth of the Lord's tradition, and, on the warning of 
the Lord, to correct that which seems to have been erroneous;...."150 
In this last quotation from Epistle 63 Cyprian tells his brother priest and 
bishop that he should remember the importance of tradition; and take note of the 
Lord's warning to be on guard against error. 
146 A.N.C.L. Vol.2 page 209ff 
1 4 7 Ex quia passionis eius meutiouein in sacrificiis omnibus facimus (passio est enim Domini sacriiicium 
quod offerinius). nihil aliud quani quod ille fecit facere debemus. 
1 4 8 Offerimus is used as a liturgical formula in all the ancient Eucharistic Prayers 
1 4 9 A.N.C.L. Vol.2 page 209ff 
1 5 0 Religioue igitur nostrae cougruit et timori et ipsi loco atque officio sacerdotii nostri. frater charis-
sinie, in Domino calice miscendo et offereudo custodire traditionis Domiuicae veritatem, et quod 
prius apud quosdam videtur erratum, Domino mouente, corrigere;.... 
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There are a number of other references to the sacrifice of the Eucharist in 
the writings of Cyprian; and these shall be examined in turn. First from the De 
Oratione Dominica:151 
" But when we stand for prayer,... we ought to apply ourselves earnestly 
to prayers with our whole heart,... that is why the priest, before the (eu-
charistic) prayer (sings) the Preface, he prepares the minds of the brethren 
saying: ' Li f t up your hearts ', so that while the people respond: ' We 
l i f t them up unto the Lord ', he may be reminded that he must think of 
nothing else except the Lord. " 1 5 2 
In this quotation there is no specific reference to sacrifice, but it is clear through 
the use of sacerdos that the idea of sacrifice is present in the Sacrament of the 
Eucharist. The word sacrificium is used further on in this treatise:1 5 3 
" Thus God does not receive the sacrifice of a dissenter, but he orders him 
to return to the alar and first be reconciled to his brother, so that God may 
be appeased by the prayers of a peace-maker. Our peace and brotherly 
concord is the greater sacrifice, and a people united in the Unity of the 
Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spiri t ." 1 5 4 
It is much less clear that the Eucharist is intended here; but when taken with 
the other quotations, and bearing in mind the mention of the altar, it is probable 
that this is what is meant. Professor Saxer included it in his section on the Kiss 
of Peace. 
In Epistle 1 Cyprian writes: 1 5 5 
" .... a sacrifice for those who have fallen asleep .... " 1 5 8 
Orat.Dom.31 Saxer p.38 
Quando autein stamus ad oratiouem.... iucurabere ad preces toto corde debemua... Ideo et sacerdos, 
ante orationem praefatione praemissa. parat fratrum mentes dicendo: Sursum corda, ut, duni 
resondet plebs: Habetnus ad Dominum. adinoneatur nihil aliud se quam Doininuui cogitare debere. 
Orat.Dom.23 Saxer p.240 
Sic nec sacrificium Deus recipit dissendis. et ab altari reverenteiu prius fratri recouciliari iubet, ut 
pacificis precibus et Deus possit esse pacatus. Sacrifkium Deo maius est pax nostra et fraterna 
concordia et de Unitate Patris et Filii et Spiritus Sancti plebs adunata. 
Ch.2 Saxer p.199 ; Quasten Patrology Vol.1 p.382 
Non offerretur pro eo nec sacrificium pro dormitione eius celebraretur. 
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Quasten says that this shows that the Eucharistic sacrifice has an objective 
value as it is celebrated for the repose of souls. It is also celebrated for the martyrs 
as can be seen in Epistle 39: 1 5 7 
" We always offer sacrifices for them, as you remember, as often as we 
celebrate the passions and days of the martyrs in the annual commemora-
t ion ." 1 5 8 
Finally in Epistle 57 he writes: 1 5 9 
"... so that we, as priests, who daily celebrate the sacrifices of God, may 
prepare offerings and victims for God. " 1 6 ° 
Here is implied not only mention of what appears to be a daily Eucharist; but 
also that these Eucharists are offered by the priests as a daily sacrifice to God. 
There are many other occasions when Cyprian uses the word sacrificium, and 
to list them all here would be to go beyond the scope of this chapter. In almost 
every case it seems that he intends the Eucharist when he uses i t . 
Conclusions 
What conclusions then be drawn from these many references? Saxer says this 
: " ... the word sacrificium is far from having one meaning. St. Cyprian in effect 
uses this word in various senses. Firstly, it is the assembly of the eucharistic rite: 
sacrificium is then synonomous with solemnia, this use is without doubt the case in 
the greater part of theCyprianic texts. In a second sense, it is equivalent to oblatio 
and seems to be the precise moment of the offertory.... A third sense, finally, is 
offered in the expressions where sacrificium is coupled with prex. " l f l l 
1 5 7 Ch.3 Quasten p.382 
1 5 8 Sacrificio pro eis semper ut meministis, offerimus, quoties martyrum passiones et dies, anniversaxia 
conmemoratione, celebramus.. 
1 5 9 Ch.3 Saxer p.199 
1 6 0 Ut sacerdotes, qui sacriflcia Dei quotidie celebramus, hostias Deo et victimas praeparemus... 
1 8 1 "... le mot sacrificium est loin d'avoir une signification univoque. S. Cyprien emploie en effet ce 
mot en divers sens. Et un premier, c'est l'ensemble du rite eucharistique: sacrificium est alors 
syuonyme de solemnia, ce qui est sans doute le cas dans le plupart des textes cyprianiques. En un 
deuxieme sens, il equivaut a oblatio et vise soit le moment precis de l'offrande soit uienie la matiere 
de celle-ci... Un troisieuie sens, enfin, s'offre a nous dans les expressions ou sacrificium est couple 
avec prex..." 
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It would seem then that one must be careful not to argue that every time the 
word sacrificium is used, it is the Eucharist that Cyprian intended. On the other 
hand, because it is used so many times with reference to the Eucharist, it would be 
reasonable to conclude that for Cyprian the Eucharist is a sacrifice, in so far as it 
is in and through the Lord that the Church participates in and offers the sacrifice 
of Christ. The Passion of the Lord is the sacrifice that Christians offer. 
Within the context of his theology, Cyprian's greatest concern seems to be for 
the unity of the Church. The sacrament binds Christ together with his people - the 
faithful, and the offering of the true sacrifice within the Church, in the way that 
the Lord commanded, is the way in which that unity will be achieved. A Eucharist 
celebrated outside the Church would be invalid. For Cyprian the Church is the 
new community of the Lord maintaining the tradition given to the apostles. This 
community is successor to the promises made to Israel, and Christ is its High 
Priest. However, to Cyprian, it is clearly given to Christ's faithful people through 
the priests of the New Covenant to offer the Christian Sacrifice (the Eucharist) 
to God. This means that one can justifiably call the Eucharist a sacrifice; in the 
sense that Cyprian intended it to be understood: a sacrifice offered in prayer by 
and within the Church. 
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Chapter VII 
C L E M E N T T H E ALEXANDRIAN 
Clement was born probably in Athens in the middle of the Second Century, the 
son of pagan parents. 1 6 2 He seems to have been a philosopher; but little is known of 
his conversion. After he became a Christian, he travelled for some time throughout 
the Mediterranean. In the end he stayed in Alexandria, particularly to hear the 
lectures of one man - Pantaenus, who was head of the school of catechumens. 
Clement followed him in this position about the end of the century. A few years 
after this he had to leave Egypt on account of the Severian Persecution and lived 
in Cappadocia with his pupil Alexander (later to become Bishop of Jerusalem): 
and there he died some fifteen years later. 
Of his works, two are of interest to us: UaiSa'yu'yoq meaning the Tutor, and 
S r p u j \ X O L T e l s meaning the Miscellanies. His main aim seems to have been to give 
the Church a foundation of a 'scientific' system of thought by bringing together 
pagan philosophy and Christian biblical faith. Christians through "jvwais would 
attain the heavenly life finding their unity with each other through their unity with 
Christ. As we shall see, the Eucharist is heavenly food. Clement is less explicit 
than Tertullian and Cyprian in speaking about the Eucharist as sacrifice; but this 
does not mean that he failed to understand it in this way at a l l . 1 6 3 
PAIDAGOGOS 
In the first of these works, Clement recalls the words of Our Lord in the Gospel 
according to St. John. 1 8 4 In this passage, the Eucharist is a food providing spiritual 
nourishment. The blood is said to be pointing to the Word - Jesus Christ. We see 
this clearly in the Paidagogos:1 6 5 
1 6 2 Quasten Patrology Volume 2 page 5 
163 ., . , -ibid, page 7 
1 6 4 Ju.5.53 
1 8 5 Paid.1.6. Quasteu p.7 A.N.C.L. page 142 
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" 'Eat my flesh', he says, 'and drink my blood'. Such is the suitable food 
which the Lord ministers, and he offers his flesh and pours forth his blood, 
and nothing is wanting for the children's growth. 0 amazing mystery! 
We are enjoined to cast off the old and carnal corruption, as also the old 
nutriment, receiving in exchange another regimen, that of Christ, receiving 
him if possible, to hide him within; and that, enshrining the Saviour in our 
souls, we may correct the affections of our flesh. But you are not inclined 
to understand it thus, but perchance more generally. Hear it also in the 
following way. The flesh figuratively represents to us the Holy Spirit; for 
the flesh was created by him. The blood points out to us the Word, for as 
rich blood the Word has been infused into life; and the union of both is the 
Lord, the food of babies - the Lord who is Spirit and Word." 1 6 6 
In this section of Paidagogos, Clement describes Christians as spiritual babies 
needing the milk of Holy Mother Church, that is the Word. The Eucharist is the 
way in which Christians are fed. As is the case in Tertullian one needs to know 
what he means by 'represents figuratively'187. Montgomery-Hitchcock has said 
that " Clement's teaching supported sacramental symbolism against the growing 
sacrificial tendency in Africa " . 1 6 8 It is certainly true that Clement is less clear 
than his contemporary Cyprian. aXXrffopeL has probably two distinct meanings: 
Firstly to indicate or show something of whatever it is that is represented, in this 
case the Holy Spirit; but also to 'present' to us the deeper mysteries of God, that 
God is Spirit and Word as creation is flesh and blood. There is then no need 
166 QajeoQe p,ov. (f>T)ai, rr\v aapKa_ nctl TtLtaBt fwv TO ati^a.^TavTas rjp.il> 
OLK,eiQt<; Tpo(j)a<; b Kvpiqq x°PVJE^ i*®1- crapna opeyei, KCU. aip,a eKx£f-ynctl 
ovSiv^elq Q.V^TKTLV Tolq •naioioLq tv8u.vSl rov iragaSofov P.VOTT\OLOV} 
'k7co5ijoao9ai r)p.Zv TT)V •KaXaj.au KaL_oa.pnLK.riv e^KeXevTaL^ <f>uopptv, 
tfairep KCCL TT)U iraXaLOv rpo^rjv: Kaivrfq 6e dtXXrjq Tpq XpLarov QiaiTrjq 
p.eTaXap,f3avovTeq, \KZLVOV, el SvvaTdv,, ava\c^y,fiavovTaq, Ju kavrotq 
airoTLdeo~9aL, /cou TO~V EajTfjpa ivarepvLoaaOaL ,Lva Karaj>TLO~ujp.ty^ rrjq 
aapKoq fjauiv rat ir&Orj. ^kXX'ov ravrr] votLV ^e#s^etc, goivorepov Se^Lcrtuq. 
'*kKove KaL ravrr\: qdpKa r\p2v TO Xiuevpa TO djiov aXXryyopeL: « a t yap 
VTr^avT^ov ^eSrjjiLOvp'yrjTa.L rj aap^.y ALp,a r\pjv TOV Aojoy aj.ULTT.eTaL: ^ 
&di jap ujq alp,a TTAOVOLOV, b Adyoq eirLKexvrai T f i PLV- V ^POLOL^ 8e 
ap.(j>OLV 6 Ktjpioq, r) Tpo<j)fj TUTV ur/nnju: o"Kupto<r, 'irvevpa KOU Acr/oq. 
PG Vol.8.301 
1 6 7 aXXrffopeT 
1 8 8 Church Quarterly Review Vol.129 p.58 
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to insist that the use of this word must mean that there is no sacrifice: for the 
Sacrament is both a figure and a symbol at the same time. 
Elsewhere in the same section he says this: 1 6 9 
" .... Besides, also, the completion of his own passion he called catachresti-
cally 'a cup' when he alone had to drink and drain it. Thus to Christ the 
fulfilling of his Father's will was food; and to us infants, who drink the 
milk of the word of the heavens, Christ himself is food.... Further the Word 
declares himself to be the bread of heaven... '...And the bread which I will 
give is my flesh, which I will give for the life of the world'. Here is to be 
noted the mystry of the bread, inasmuch as he speaks of it as flesh...."170 
Here one sees the relationship between the cup and the 'Passion'. Christians 
feed in two different ways: by drinking the cup; and also by doing the will of the 
Father as Christ himself did. The 'bread' is called a mystery, 1 7 1 which Christ spoke 
of as his flesh. In the next section one can read this: 1 7 2 
" The blood of the Lord is twofold. For there is the blood of his flesh, by 
which we are redeemed from corruption; and the spiritual, that by which 
we are anointed. And to drink the blood of Jesus, is to be partaker of the 
Lord's immortality; the Spirit being the energetic principle of the Word, as 
the blood is of the flesh. Accordingly, as wine is blended with water, so is the 
Spirit with man. And the one, the mixture of wine and water, nourishes to 
faith; while the other, the Spirit, conducts to immortality. And the mixture 
of both, of the drink and of the Word, is called Eucharist, renowned and 
glorious grace; and they who by faith partake of it are sanctified both in 
160 Paid.1.6 A.N.C.L. p.144 . ^ 
1 7 0 JA\\a nal rr)v ayfnrXrjpucriy TJWJSLOV j ir'aOovq irorrfpiou jteK^r/Kf 
Ka.Ta.xPPaTLIipSi of e> _inTTLeil/ €KTe\eaat uoyou e^prju ayro. OVTUI 
Xpi<7Tu> fitv rj rpoJ>T] rrfq -KOLTpiKT^c, J3OV\TK r) TeXeuo>o'icjj)v, rjpuy Se avToq 
p XpicTTOs rj Tpo(j}Tj TOIJ: vr]XLOL<;,Tqi<; pcfieA'yovaL rbu, Adjov Tuh>e ovpavwv. 
? E r i Si, KOti czprpv adrov oy.pcy/uju o^ioXo-yei J> ^A070c... Kat ,0 aproqw 
iyu> SUHJW, rj' aap£ \iov iariv^vv CJUJ Sdjau virep rffc; TQV nocrfxov C^VS-
JEvravOa rb p,v<JTLKbv TOXF aprov -Kapaar^jieLLJTeov, Sri Capua avrbv 
Xeyei... PG Voi.8.304 
1 7 1 flVCTTLKOU 
1 7 2 Paid.2.2 Qiiasten p.30 A.N.C.L. p.200 
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body and soul."1 
Here is to be seen the very essence of the matter; for here Clement expounds 
what he means by mystery: as the wine is blended with the water, so the Spirit is 
'blended' with man. The wine and the water nourish faith, and the Spirit grants 
the very immortality that Irenaeus spoke of. There can be no doubt that Clement 
intends the Eucharist here for he says " and the mixture of both .... is called 
Eucharist. Later in this chapter he writes this: 1 7 4 
" ...And he blessed the wine, saying, 'Take, drink: this is my blood' - the 
blood of the vine. He allegorically calls the Word 'shed for many, for the 
remission of sins' - the holy stream of gladness."1 7 5 
Clement now returns to the action of Christ at the Last Supper. Again he uses 
the word aXXrjjopet. suggesting both symbol and type; and the use of enxevop,evov 
is clearly sacrificial. 1 7 6 So is the use of dvaia later on in the book with reference 
to the altar: 1 7 7 
" If, then, we say that the Lord the great High Priest offers to God the 
incense of sweet fragrance, let us not imagine that this is a sacrifice and 
sweet fragrance of incense; but let us understand it to mean, that the Lord 
lays the acceptable offering of love, the spiritual fragrance, on the altar." 1 7 8 
1 7 3 ALTTOU 6e TO aljia TOV Kvtftov: T~b pku J^P^ICTTIU avTov~ a-apntnou, ~S 
Tff<; (j>9opb7q XtXuTpaj/j.e9a: TO Se Trvtvp-aTinov, TovreaTtu £FKexpio~p,e9a. 
Kal Tovj'iaTL lueCv TO aYp,a TOV ^Iqaoxf, TTJS KvptaKT}^ p,£TaXapeTv 
a^9otpaia<;\ lax^S 6) TOV Agfaov TJ) Uvevp.a, <i><r aTp,a crapKO^.^AuaXo^yux; 
TOCVVV Kipva.To.1, 8 fieu OLUO<; TUJ ftdctTi, T0 6e au9puiry rd Uuevp,a,: 
Kal Tb ' p,eu e i £ iricTTLv evuxet*, jf> Kpctjia., TO 6e ti<; afyQapoiav 
oSrjjei., Td. Uuevp.a: rj 6e . 6rp.6oTv av9i£ npctOLS, irorav re nat Apjov 
edxocpLcrTta.KeKXrjTa^, y&P^ e-KaLvov^evr) KOU naXty^ijs ot~ nctTa IUCTLV 
p,eTOtXap,{3civovTe<; a^LaQovTou Kctt au>p.a not ipvxvu'---- p G Voi.8.409 
1 7 4 Paid.2.2 A.N.C.L. page 208 _ 
1 7 5 KctL evXo^Tjaeu •JC^TOU ,owov, eiVun/, A^/3ere, 7uere, TOVTO poy \OTIV TO 
xuevp.aTLKTjv edwdcau, els TO 9vaLaaTffptou irapabexeaOuj : PG Vbl.8.473 
176 
I / i O j alp,a rr/c 'apLireXoy: TOV Aayov, TOV Trept iroXXuiu enxtvo'lievou a 
K6 eiq afytoiv ap.apTiu>v, ev<f>poavi>r]c; a~iiov aXXri^opei vdi\ia... PG Voi.8.428 
Clement is quoting Mtt,26.27,28 
177 Paid.2.8 A.N.C.L. page 233 
178 E i 'yovu TTK evu)6ia<i TO 9vp.iap,a^Tov p,e~fav apxuptpt, TOV Kvpuov 
(j>ep(.iv Xe^/ouu rw Qeu>,__p,r? 9 vaiav TOtVTT)v Koa^evudLav 9vaidp,aTp<; ava 
voovuTtjju: ^aXXa yd;p TO jrjq <x~fcckr]<; SCKTOU avafcptLU TOU Kvpiov, TJ]V 
AOL 7 O   ol. .  LOtU 
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This does not mean that the offering of incense is not a sacrifice, but that 
the true offering is that which Christ has made out of love, and upon which all 
Christian sacrifice depends. 
.2 STROMATEIS 
In the first chapter of the Hrpuj^iareLq one finds the following passage:1 7 9 
" . . . The Scripture manifestly applying the terms bread and water to noth-
ing else but those heresies which employ bread and water in the oblation, 
not according to the canon of the Church. For there are those who celebrate 
the Eucharist with mere water. " 1 8 ° 
As Cyprian did, so Clement condemns those who do not use wine in the E u -
charist. They are said to be breaking the rule or canon of the Church. Here the 
offering is called the 'oblation' or TTpoa&opa.. Quasten 1 8 1 tells us that this shows 
that Clement was familiar with the physical objects in the oblation, and that the 
Church had a canon at this time. Later on in the book 1 8 2 one sees a reference to 
Melchisedek of Genesis and Hebrews: 
" Melchisedek, king of Salem, priest of the most high God, who gave bread 
and wine, furnishing consecrated food for a type of the Eucharist. " 1 8 3 
According to the Letter to the Hebrews, Christ is called a high priest after the 
order of Melchisedek; and so the action of the king of Salem in bringing bread and 
wine before Abraham is seen as a type 1 8 4 of the Eucharist. So Clement, according 
to Quasten 1 8 5 did see the Eucharist as a kind of sacrifice. On the other hand, 
Strom.1.19 Quasten p.29 A.N.C.L. p.416 179 
1 8 0 aprov nat. vSujp OVK lir'aWuiv TIV'CJV, aWrj eru TUTV apru na\ vSaTt 
Kara TT)V TTpoofyopctv /i7) Kara TOU Kav6va T-qq (.KK\r\pia^ xpwuzywv 
alpeaeuiv, e^auul; rarTovar\<; rrfq Tpafiifq. Etcrt 'yap oi nai v8u>p <f>i\ov 
etixatpuTTovaLV. PG Vol.8.813 
1 8 1 Patrology p.30 
1 8 2 Strom.4.25 Quaaten Patrology p.30 _ ^ c 
1 8 3 MeXxid^^, [lacn\ev§, HaXrjfj., g Upevq TOV Qeov TOVx v^larov, o 
TOV olvov. noti TOV dprov TT)V T]'/IOLO[levTjv SLSOVC; Tpo<t>T]U et<; TVKOU 
evxapt-crTLaq. PG Vol.8.1369 
1 8 4 TVTTOV 
1 8 5 Patrology page 29 
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Clement is careful to say (like Irenaeus) that God has no need of the sacrifices 
of Christians. But how do they participate in the sacrificial act? Further on 1 8 6 
Clement says that: 
" We rightly do not sacrifice to God, who, needing nothing, supplies all men 
with all things; but we glorify him who gave himself in sacrifice for us, we 
also sacrificing ourselves... For in our salvation alone God delights." 1 8 7 
Clement is very careful to say that Christians offer nothing on their own but 
are called to glorify Christ who gave himself for them. The interesting phrase is 
" we also sacrificing ourselves ". This shows how Christians become involved in 
the sacrifice by offering themselves: it is the bloody sacrifices that are no longer 
necessary. 
Then Clement goes on to point out that the fumes of the smoke from the 
burning of the sacrifices do not even reach as far as the clouds. Not even the 
worldly glory and honour of Christians will impress God. He continues:1 8 8 
" We do not therefore, and with reason too, offer sacrifice to him who is not 
overcome by pleasures, inasmuch as the fumes of the smoke stop far beneath 
and do not even reach the thickest clouds; but those they reach are far from 
them. The Deity neither is then in want of anything, nor loves pleasure or 
gain of money, being full and supplying all things to everything that has 
received being and has wants. And neither by sacrifices nor offerings, nor 
on the other hand by glory and honour is the Deity won over; nor is he 
influenced by any such things; but he appears only to excellent and good 
men who will never betray justice for threatened fear nor by the promise of 
considerable gifts. " 1 8 9 
1 8 6 Strom.7.3. Quasten Patrology p.28 
1 8 7 ov 9vofiev elnoTux; avev8eei T^I Qeu, TUJ ra iravTa rotq iraai 
iroipeo"x.Tin€vu£_i T O V 8'vrrip ifpujjv lepevOei/ra 8o£d£op,ev, ^a<f>a<; avrovs^ 
tepexfovreq, eu; re^rb avevoees £n TOV 6\vev8eov<; ndi £iq Tb airadis en 
TOV d-KCtBovs. Movq j a p T f j rffierepa cruTrjpta 6 Qebq r\8tTai. PG Vol.9.417 
1 8 8 Strom.7.6 Quasteu Patrology page 29 
1 8 9 ELKOTUX^ apa TQ UTJ vtKLJfievyj rjSovdlq 9vaiav ov TCpoaajop.ev, K O T W 
TTOV nai od8e pexpi ve^Qv TUTV 7raxvTaTuv, fxanpdv ^8e Kai TOVTUJV, 
TTJS 6ia TOV Kairvdv ava8vp.tdcreuj<; (frOavotfar/c;, ei<; ovq KOCI (pdotvei. 
OVT'OVV ev6eec;v.ov8e (j.^u (f>t\r)8ovov> (f>L\oKep8e<; re 77 <f>t\oxprj(J>aTOv TO 
Oetov, irXffpes ov, nai iravTa irapexov iravTl ru; jevr)Tu) ndi ev8eet: 
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So it seems that the view of God held by Clement was much greater than the 
pagans could imagine. Certainly for Clement the bloody sacrifices achieve nothing. 
However, that is very different from saying that Clement did not see the Eucharist 
as a sacrifice in any way, for a little further on one reads that: 1 9 0 
" The sacrifice of the Church is the word breathing as incense from holy 
souls, the sacrifice and the whole mind being at the time unveiled to G o d . 1 9 1 
Of this passage Quasten says: 1 9 2 " From this passage it might appear that 
Clement knows of no eucharistic sacrifice by the Church but only an inner, moral 
immolation of the soul. However, such an interpretation would not do justice to 
him." It might be possible to put an interpretation on this passage that Clement 
saw sacrifice only as a moral change within the soul; but as we have seen above, 
he speaks about the oblation within the Eucharist. It is more probable that the 
passage above was motivated by a desire to attack the actions of the pagans and 
their false sacrifices. Also the use of ap,a implies that the eucharistic sacrifice is 
in some way attuned with a sacrifice of the soul. 
Conclusions 
In conclusion, then, how can one assess the way in which Clement sees the 
Eucharist as a sacrifice? First, it would be necessary to say that lie is not as 
explicit as Tertullian or Cyprian; and that he wishes to refute all the bloody 
sacrifices of the Jews, and also (in his case) of the pagans as well. He follows the 
same pattern as the New Testament. Montgomery-Hitchcock is surely not right in 
contrasting symbolism with realism. According to Clement God has not need of 
a sacrifice, but as Christ has offered himself to Christians: they can receive him 
sacramentally as he promised that those who partake of the Eucharist in faith will 
be sanctified in body and soul as they receive it. It is a mixture of drink (the 
ovre Overeats, ovSe px\v ava9rjp.acnv, ovS'av So^rj nal T i p r j naXel/rai 
rb OeTou, nal irapayeraL TOLOV^OK; Tiauv, aAAa p.6voi$ roT< y KaXoJ§ 
nayaOciLc;, dvSpaai cpaCveraL, aot rb Sikatov pdn av JOT\ irpoSuev rj 
<f>6pov a/enev awecXoi'ijxeuov, 77 dupuiv virocrxeaet p,eL£ovuv. PG Vol.9.417 
1 9 0 Strom.7.6 Quasteu Patrology p.29 ^ 
1 9 1 Ka\ 'yap earii/ rj Qvata r f f q E.K/cAr^tac A070C onro TZJV a-(iwv ipvxwv 
avaQvp.iuJ'lievos, enKaXvKTop.evqq ap,a r f j q Ovaiaq noa r-fji; 6tai/ota<; 
&irdar]<; T& 0edT. 
1 9 2 Patrology p.29 
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earthly part) and the Word (the heavenly part). According to Clement, they are 
then bound to carry out the Lord's command and make the offering in the proper 
way. Biggs 1 9 3 concentrates on the twofold nature of the Blood of Christ. He calls 
the Sacrifice of the Lord " the charter of his High Priesthood " and " the condition 
of his sacramental agency". He continues But what is this special boon that 
he conveys in that supreme moment, when his sacrifice co-operates with ours, when 
'in faith' we partake of the nourishment he bestows?" It would be wrong then to 
separate the Christian sacrifice of the soul as it turns to God, from the eucharistic 
sacrifice: for it is clearly stated that there needs to be a sacrifice of the individual 
as he or she offers a life to God. The essential nature of this faith will be even 
more apparent in Origen. 
The Christian Platonists of Alexandria p.106 
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Chapter VIII 
ORIGEN 
Origen was born probably in the. year 185 A.D. Although he was condemned 
for some of his views later on, in many ways he was " an outstanding teacher and 
scholar of the early Church." 1 9 4 Much of his work consisted of Biblical Commen-
taries. During his life Origen produced an enormous number of works. Estimates 
range from two to three thousand. 1 9 5 These fall into five categories: The Hexapla 
- a six-fold parallel of Scripture, the Scholia, Homilies, Commentaries, and some 
treatises. References to the Eucharist are found in most of the existing works but 
those which follow are the most important for an understanding of the Eucharistic 
Sacrifice for Origen. First of all there are two themes which do not specifically 
speak about sacrifice. 
8.1 The Eucharist in Origen's Works 
8.1.1 Unworthy Reception of the Eucharist 
In one of his homilies on Leviticus, Origen says this: 1 9 6 
"When you receive the mystical bread eat it in a clean place; that is do not 
receive the Lord's Body in a soul defiled by sins. For whosoever eats this 
bread and drinks this cup unworthily shall be guilty of the Body and Blood 
of the L o r d . " 1 9 7 
This suggests that one must be properly prepared for the reception pf Holy 
Communion, but also that the use of the word anima indicates that it is in the 
soul that a real change must take place. This must be so for elsewhere 1 9 8 Origen 
1 9 4 Quasten Patrology Volume 2 page 37 
1 9 6 Quasten Patrology Vol.2 page 43 
1 9 8 Lev.Hom. 13.5 Church Quarterly Review 131 page 224 - PG. Vol.12 c^.551 
1 9 7 cum accipis panem mysticuni, iu loco rnuudo manduces eum, hoc est ne in anima coutamiaata 
et peccatis polluta dominici corporis sacramenta percipias quicumque enim mauducaverit inquit 
panem et biberit calicem Domini indigne, reus erit corporis et sanguinis Domini. 
1 9 8 In Mtt.Comui.il.14 Enchiridion Patristicum page 183 Roue^" <&. f w n a / 7 | t i a r d L t n o . • 
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says: 
The food which is consecrated according to the material part passes into 
the body, and is cast out into a drain. i) 199 
.2 Sanctifi cation 
It is possible to see, however, that the Eucharist not only brings condemnation 
to the sinner, but also sanctification to the true believer. Origen recalls the words 
of Jesus in the Gospel according to Saint John in his work On Prayer.200 
"and since every food is called bread according to Scripture, as it is evident 
that it is written about Moses, that he ate no bread for forty days nor water, 
and there is a diversity of food words, not all which can eat in the solidity 
and strength of the divine lessons; because of this he wanted to bring a 
robust food for a more perfect people; ' the bread which I will give is my 
flesh, I will give for the life of the world' and a little further on - 'unless 
you eat the flesh of the Son of Man and drink his blood, you have no life in 
you. He who eats my flesh and drinks my blood has eternal life and I will 
raise him up....he who eats this bread will live for ever" 2 0 1 
The Eucharist, then, is a much greater food than the manna, for it brings to 
the believer eternal life: in other words it sanctifies. One must ask therefore, what 
is it that brings about this sanctification in Origen's opinion. Is it the eating of 
the Body of Christ only, or is there an offering taking place, in other words, a 
sacrifice? 
199 Kai TO ajiaC^dpevov flpujfia Sia Xo\ov deovKai evrev^eux; nar'avTO 
a'ev TO VXIK6V xwpeT, Kal eiq a<j>e8p'u/va eK/3aXXeTai: 
200 John 6.59 Ou Prayer.27 PG Vol.. 11 508 
201 E7rei be ifdaa Tpofir) aproq Xejerai, Kara Trjv J^pa^rjv, uiq br^X OV 6K 
TCOV_ irepi Mu/ycreuq avajej pa<f>0 at: ' kpjov OVK ecpaje^. Teaao^paKovTa T^ov. irepi wwewc avajejpacpaai: APTOV OVK e<paje, Teaac^paKovTa 
r\pepa<; KCXL vbup OVK eirte, /KOIKIXO<; be icrrl Kai Siatpopqs o Tppfyipoq 
Xojoq, pv iravTuv . Swapevuv^TTj o~TeppoTT)Ti Kai evTqvia j-pe<f>eo-9p:i 
TUV Beiuv paOnpciruiv: bia TOVTO f3ovXopevo^irapaaTT]gai^a9XT]TiKriv 
TjXeiprepotq dppbC^ovjjav^ Tpofyiy/ $r\oiv\ o_^apTo^ Se,y ov eju) JQUJOU 
7) aap£ pov eaTiv. r)v eju buauj virep Tr\q TOV Koapov (,u)~rj<;, Kai 
per'oXija: eai/ pr\_^. ^ ajryre .^TT\V aapKa^Tov^ vwv TOV auOpujirov Ka\ 
•xirjre avTov TO aipa, oyK e^_eTe^Qujr)v ev eayxoiq. o /rp^jjuv^ pov Tjqv 
crapKa Kai TTLVUJV povjro alpxx e^ei ^urjvJXIUJVIOV, Kat^eju) avaaTrjaui 
avTov.... o TPUJJLJV TOVTOV TOV apTov C^riaei eiq TOV atuva 
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8.1.3 Sacrifice in the Eucharist 
The answer is found in the next quotation which is a fragment from the Com-
mentary on Matthew.202 
"But he said this in order to show that we believe through the energies 
of Almighty God to be changed truly into the body and blood of Christ 
which is being offered, and receiving this very thing we have in ourselves 
his life-giving and hallowing power." 2 0 3 
Here the significant word is irapevnutjp-eua20*; so through the offering the 
bread and the wine are hallowed and when Christians receive them they obtain 
the power of God. This is also the case in a text from Contra Celsum:205 
"We give thanks to the Creator of all, and, along with thanksgiving and 
prayer for the blessings we have received, we also eat the bread presented to 
us; and this bread becomes by prayer a sacred body, which sanctifies those 
who sincerely partake of i t ." 2 0 6 
Origen is " convinced of the sacrificial and expiatory character of the Eucharist 
" 2 0 T ; for he speaks of altars within the churches being consecrated with the precious 
blood of Chris t ; 2 0 8 
"When you see the Gentiles coming to the faith, churches built, altars not 
sprinkled with the blood of cattle, but consecrated with the precious blood 
of Christ, and priests and Levites ministering, not the blood of bulls and 
2 0 2 Mtt. Frag. 527 GCS page 216 
2 0 3 ' A A A Q ! TOVTO <f>rjai SeiKTLKuq, tva ir LO~T evuj p.ev SJeuepjeia<; TOV -KOIVTJX 
iaxvoi/TO<; 9eov p.eTcnroieia9ai . Kara TO a\r)9e<; ei<; aulp.a ndi aip,a 
XpiaTov ra Trapevnuefneua, ovru>q re 6exop.euoL rnv ^UOTTOLOU avrov 
Kat, CLjiaoTinnv Svuaynu exvfj.ev ev eavTocc,. 
2 0 4 "are being offered" 
2 0 5 Contra Celsum 8.33 Cliadwick Origen Contra Celsum Cambridge 1980 page 478 PG Vol.11 cc<f-
1565 
2 0 8 rjpLeLq Se TUJ TOV itavToq Anp.iovpjw evxctpto-Tovi/Teq, nai Tovq 
UtT1 evxot-pt-PTia<, nai evxvs TV$ e 7 r t TOIS ,8o9ei<Ji TrpoaajofxCuovj; apToyq 
ea9Lop,ev, au>p.a jeYopieuovq 8ta TTJUjyxw djidv TL KOLL d-yia^ov TOV<; 
fieTa vjiovq 7Tpo9{aeu<; avrw xpup-evovs 
2 0 7 Quasten Patrology Vol.2 page 86 
2 0 8 Iu Jesu Nave 2.1 PG Vol.12 • J - 833/834 
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goats, but the Word of God through the Grace of the Holy Spirit, then say 
that Jesus is the Son of God, is the successor of Moses." 2 0 9 
Here it is Christ who is the offerer, and in the place of animal sacrifices, the 
Word of God is offered. There is a also a great significance in the use of the words 
sacerdotes and Levitas, for they are sacrificial terms. Commenting on the "sacrifice 
of Isaac", Origen compares the wood of the burnt offering with the wood of the 
Cross; the former being a type of the latter: 2 1 0 
" 'And Abraham took the wood of the burnt-offering, and laid it on Isaac his 
son.' For having shouldered his own cross outside the gate Christ suffered, 
not being forced into suffering by man's strength, but by his own will, and 
the decision of God (the) Father." 2 1 1 
In terms of the Eucharist, Origen sees the same kind of typology. He recalls the 
Letter to the Hebrews which speaks of Christ as the Great High Priest, offering 
himself to the Father in Heaven. One can see that his sacrifice is a " spiritual 
sacrifice " offered not only before the gate of Jerusalem on the Cross; but also 
perpetually in Heaven: 2 1 2 
"Jesus was offered a victim not only for earthly but also for heavenly things, 
and there (at the gate) shed that very bodily material of his blood for men 
and for ministering priests in heavenly places (if there be any there) and 
sacrificed the vital virtue of his own body as a kind of spiritual sacrifice." 2 1 3 
2 0 9 Cum vero videris iritroire gentes ad fidem, Ecclesias exstrui. altaria non cruore pecudum respergi, 
sed pretioso Christi sanguine consecrari; cum videris sacerdotes et Levitas non sanguineus hircorum 
et taurorum, sed verbum Dei per Spiritus Sancti gratiam ministrantes. tunc dicito quia Jesus post 
Moysen suscepit et obtinuit principatuin, non ille Jesus Alius Nave, sed Jesus Filius Dei. 
2 1 0 Gen.Horn.22.6 Library of the Greek Fathers and Ecclesiastical Authors Vol.15 Athens 1958 page 
2 u 7 E X a f 3 e jtoil 'A/3paap. ra ^vXa rrjq .oXoKapiruiaeux;, /cat eireBrjKev'laaan 
TW vluj a'dTov. ' Eirutp.6.6LOV 7ap . t\ujv TOV OLK€IOV aravpbv 1e(ui r f f q 
irvXrjc; kiraOev 6 XpiaTos OVK e£ dvdpu]iuvT)<; \o~xvoq (3e/3t.ao~p.evoq ei<; TO 
TraOoq, dXX'eK 9eXr]p.aToq O\K€IOV, KOCI /3ovXrjaet TOV 9edv nal Uarpoq. 
2 1 2 Lev.Hom.1.3 PG. Vol.12 
2 1 3 Recte ergo secuudo nomiuat altare. quod est ad ostium tabernaculi testimoiui. quia non solum pro 
terrestribus, sed etiain pro coelestibus oblatus est hostia Jesus, et hie quidem pro hominibus ipsam 
coporalem materiam sanguinis sui fudit. in coelestibus vero ministrantibus, si qui illi inibi sunt, 
sacerdotibus, vitalem corporis sui virtutem, velut spiritale quoddam sacrificium immolavit. 
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It is possible to see the same theme demonstrated in another Homily on Leviti-
cus 2 1 4 which is summarised by Bigg in these words: " At the heavenly altar till 
the end of the world Christ offers the incense which we must put into his hands, 
our sacrifices can have no propitiatory value unless he thus takes them, receiving 
from us both the incense and the coals, the fire of love." 2 1 5 Montgomery-Hitchcock 
quotes this saying that this means that our sacrifices, by which he understands 
the Eucharist, have no propitiatory value, for he says: " Origen could hardly have 
considered that that sacrifice was repeated at every Communion service." 2 1 6 In this 
he seems to have failed to understand that for Origen (as for Irenaeus) it is Christ 
who makes the offering in the Eucharist. 
What part, then, does the Christian priest play in this offering? It has already 
been demonstrated above that the analogy between the Christian and the Mosaic 
hierarchy is constantly in the mind of Origen when he speaks of priests and levites 
ministering the Word of God; and Bigg says of Origen: 2 1 7 "...in his view the priest 
is no longer the minister of the congregation, but the vicar of God. The ordinary 
Christian is indeed a priest, but only in a figure, inasmuch as he offers to God the 
sacrifice of his own heart and mind." The proper balance between the priesthood 
of Christians and the Priesthood of Christ is indicated by these words: 2 1 8 
"Our Lord and Saviour, who is the true High Priest, with his disciples who 
are true priests " 2 1 9 
So Christ is described as the high priest (pontifex); Christian priests are said 
to be true priests (veri sacerdotes). 
Finally one must ask what part do Christians play in the offering of this sacri-
fice? First of all they offer their virtue, their very selves. This is how Origen puts 
i t : 2 2 0 
2 1 4 Lev.Hom.8,9 
2 1 5 Bigg The Christian Plntoiiists page 221 (footnote 2) 
2 1 6 Church Quarterly Review Volume 131 page 222 
2 1 7 Bigg The Christian Platonists page 215 
2 1 8 Lev.Hom.7.1. PG Vol.12 L ( 477 
2 1 9 Dominus et Salvator noster, qui est verus pontifex, cum discipulis, qui sunt veri sacerdotes. 
2 2 0 In Hom.Ps.65 PG Vol.12 ^ 1 5 0 1 
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"Indeed I wished to shake off the present sorrow, and will always send 
you the praises; whether sacrifices according to the Law before the Coming 
of the Saviour; or the spiritual (sacrifices) coming into the house of God, 
the Church, with burnt-offerings, perfect and faultless virtues made by all 
priests and appropriate prayers on their behalf." 2 2 1 
Also the offering is made in prayer on behalf of the people. However, in Contra 
Celsum222 Origen speaks not only of prayer, but also of " bloodless sacrifices " 
offered in prayer. What else can be intended by this but the Eucharist? 
" He at least is keeping the feast who does what he ought, always praying 
and continually offering the bloodless sacrifices in his prayers to God 
He who remembers that Christ our Passover has been sacrificed for us, and 
that we must keep the feast, eating the Flesh of the Word, at all times keeps 
the Passover, passing ever in thought, word, and deed from the things of 
this life to God, and hastening to his city...." 2 2 3 
In other words it is both by praying and offering that the sacrifice is made; for 
even though Christ has already been sacrificed for Christians, they eat his flesh 
when they receive him, and are then prepared for eternal life in the City of G o d . 2 2 4 
.2 Conclusions 
In conclusion, then, for Origen the sacrifice made by Christians is primarily 
that of the soul. However this is in no way separated from the Eucharist. One can 
see that Origen uses Biblical quotations that are so often used by other authors in 
221 Hv£ap.rjv S^ujq, rfj<;fl\iipeuj<; rrjc Ttapoyaws o~vaJ)ei<;, hia-navToq avairep.<t>u> 
abi ra<;^ at%€crei<;: r/roi r a c Kara i/ojiov Overlap irpb TOV Y j j j f f f p o q 
eTn6r}p,ia(;: n r a c irvevfiaTiKaq elcrepx.dp.evoc; eiq rby OLKOV TOV Oeoy~, 
rrjVy EKKXr/criav, iv bXoKavrijpaaL, TeXeiac; re KOU ^qXoKXrfpflvq apejac 
ef bXuv itpovp'yuiv, Kal Ta<; KaTaXXfjXovq avTOLq eKTivvv'uiv ev\aq. 
2 2 2 ContraCelsum 8.21ff PG Vol.11 £5^1549/1552 
2 2 3 Kat eopra^et -ye. Kara aXj]9eiav o ra debvTa -KpaTTuv, aei evxop,evoq, 
6ia irauTbq dvuiv TOK; avainanTovq ev. raZ"c irpbt; TO Oeiov ei/^atc 
Ovaiaq.... ' E r i 6e g vorfaac;, dri TO Yidoxot T)^O7J/ _yirep T j p f i y eyvOr] 
£pLO~Tdq, Ka't XPJ1 £dpra£eiv. eadwvra r f f q aapKos TOV Ao~fov: OVK ecrriv 
ore ov TTOUT TO Uaaxa, birep epp.rjvev'eTaL dcaparnpta, 0La(3atvuy ael 
TU) XoyLopjjj ^KOLL TravT\y XbjLfj ^KOI ^TracrQ,- irpa£ei airb Tyjv TOV fiibv 
•KpaypctTujv erL TOV 0eov, Ka\ eirl Tnv iroXiv avrov oirevSuiv. 
2 2 4 c.f. Irenaeus 
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the early Church, especially those which speak of feeding on the Body of Christ. 
Like Clement before him, he is found interpreting the Eucharist in a spiritual 
way; but unlike Clement, Origen is less concerned with its relation to the Greek 
pagan philosophies. Paul had said 2 2 5 that " Christ our Passover has been sacrificed 
for us", and Origen understands this to mean that the Cross was 'the' sacrifice, 
replacing the old animal sacrifices; but also that Christ is continually making an 
offering to the Father in Heaven. Also, the disciples of Christ are called veri 
sacerdotes, and he speaks of these priests and levites as ministering the blood of 
Christ. Christians are said to be making an "offering" at the Eucharist which 
sanctifies, and which is therefore a sacrifice. Although Origen was condemned in 
later centuries for some of his views, it would be reasonable to assume that his 
understanding of the Eucharist reflects that of the Alexandrian Church during his 
life. He had been, after all, head of the catechetical school there, and there is no 
reason to believe that there were any vews held which were radically different in 
other parts of the Church. Origen, born as he was into a background of persecution, 
naturally emphasises the need for a personal sacrifice in the Eucharist as well as in 
the Christian life as a whole. This was to change during the following century; for 
with the Conversion of Constantine, and the establishment of Christianity as the 
official religion of the Roman Empire, Christian writers were much more able to 
explore the true meaning of Eucharistic Sacrifice, as can be seen in the Cappadocian 
Fathers. 
2 2 5 1 Cor.5.7 Kctt -)dp TO irctaxct r)p.ujv eTvOrj Xpiaro<;: \jJOTt topraC^eiv,. 
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Chapter IX 
EUSEBIUS OF C A E S A R E A 
Eusebius, a disciple and admirer of Origen, is remembered most of all as the ' 
Father of Church History '. He was probably born in Caesarea about the year 263 
A.D. , a city which had a tradition of learning going back to the time of Origen. 
The books which Origen left were added to by a Presbyter Pamphilus, and it was 
this library that formed the basis of the scholarship there. Pamphilus appears 
to have been Eusebius' teacher, until he was martyred during the persecution of 
Diocletian. Eusebius fled to Tyre at this time. He became Bishop of Caesarea in 
3 n A . D . 2 2 6 
At the Council of Nicaea Eusebius rejected the onoovaioq of Athanasius on 
the grounds that the word was not used in Scripture; but then he signed the Creed 
conforming to the wishes of Constantine, being a great admirer of the Emperor. 
When the Emperor died in 337 A.D. he delivered a lengthy eulogy. He himself 
died two or three years later. 
.1 The Sacrifice of Christ 
The most important references to Eucharistic Sacrifice come in the Demon-
stratio Evangelica, but it is important to understand first how he understands the 
sacrifice of Christ. Eusebius was very concerned to be true to scriptural precedent, 
so he begins with the cross. In his Commentary on Isaiah he says this: 2 2 7 
" For the Lord himself handed over his own self for our sins, in order that 
he might be a living substitute and ransom for us. For in this way also 
the Lamb of God was made, carrying and purging the sin of the world. As 
Symmachus says, ' He was offered and he obeyed.' To whom was he offered 
2 2 6 Quasten Patrology Vol.III pages 311.312 
2 2 7 Comm.Is. 53.6 P G . Vol.24 tJ?\ 457 
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but to Pilate? And since he was the accused he was silent, and being the 
subject of false witness answered nothing." 2 2 8 
Here Jesus is portrayed both as the offering and the one who offers himself. 
Hadrill says that " In such a manner does Eusebius treat the sacrifice for sin made 
by Christ, and the means by which the sacrifice is made effective in the Church. 
Side by side with it we may recall that the words food and wine in a biblical 
text do not automatically bring to mind a sacramental interpretation. The food is 
sometimes given by our Lord's teaching, the wine is sometimes the Scriptures." 2 2 9 
So it is important that one does not read too much into a particular text. For 
example earlier in the same work Eusebius says: 2 3 0 
" For this was not a bodily captivity in order that they might attain freedom 
through bodily ransoms, , because their souls have been purchased. For this 
reason they were not expecting to be ransomed with silver, but rather by 
the precious blood of Christ. " 2 3 1 
Here the blood that is shed certainly refers to the blood shed on the cross; and 
this is generally the case in the writings of Eusebius. Hovever there are occasions 
when one can be sure that Eusebius is speaking of .the Eucharist as a sacrifice. 
.2 The Eucharistic Sacrifice 
One example of this is found in the Demonstratio Evangelica where he says: 2 3 2 
" Those who in every place offer to God spiritual incense and the pure 
and bloodless and reasonable sacrifice through the one who is truly High 
Priest." 
228 AVTOC; *yap tavrov iraptdibov o Kvpioq virep TUJV apLaprnjv TILIUU, iva. 
ev-qrai. avTiipv^ov nai dvTiXvTpov rjpuDv. OV'TUJ j y a p «cu Ap,uoq TOV 1 eov 'yeyoi/eis, tiipuiv^Kca irepiKaoaipuus TT}V auapriav TOV Kdap,ov.%Ode 
T,vu/j.axo^, WpocquexO^], <f>VaL\ K a i ^ avroq vifquovae. Tu/i 8? 7rpoo~7)i/ex&V vu 
XX aXXct TCJ HLXGLTU; Kat eireiSri KocTT]jopovp.evo<; ovotv airenpu/aTo 
232 
230 
231 
Hadrill Eusebius of Caesarea page 120 
Comm.Is. 52.3 P G . Vol.24 ^ _ 
Oy j a p r\v crup.otTLKT] OLVTTJ aixpocXu/aia, iva Sta XvTpuv aupaTLKUJU 
TVXUOI TT]q eXeyOeptas, JireiSrj Taq ipvxox T\O~OLV Trtirpoip.ivoL. Aca TOVTO 
ovK tv ap^vpiui XVTpovoQai ep.eXXov, aXXa 8T\XOVOTL TOV XpiaTov TLJ 
Tiiitui a l f i a T i . 
Deui. Evan.4.17 Eusebiuswerke Vol.6 p.199 
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Here it is the phrase avrui T Q ? Xoyina<; nat avaifiow; 9vcria<; that is 
significant; and it is very clear that the Eucharist is intended. The sacrifices of the 
Old Covenant and the sacrifice of Christ upon the Cross are 'bloody' sacrifices. 
The Eucharistic sacrifice is described as pure, bloodless, and reasonable; and it is 
offered through Christ - the true High Priest. Christ is also spoken of as the one 
who offers through prayer spiritual sacrifices in the same work: 2 3 3 
" Then precisely because he is familiar to him, as being a great High 
Priest who performs for us spiritual sacrifices with doxologies and theolo-
In other words it is because the Son is related to the Father that he is able to 
make the right offering as a new High Priest of the Christians, by offering himself 
for them and through them in praise and worship. 
Eusebius also compares the ineffectual animal sacrifices of the Jerusalem Tem-
ple with the Eucharist in his Demonstratio:235 
" He was no more to take pleasure in bloody sacrifices, or those ordained 
by Moses in the slaughter of animals of various kinds, and was to give them 
bread and wine to use as a symbol of his body." 2 3 8 
The implication of this is that the new sacrifice of the Eucharist using bread 
and wine has replaced the old 'bloody' sacrifices. This is a theme that is found in 
most of the Church Fathers in this examination. 
There is also the suggestion that the observance of the Torah in respect of the 
offering of animals as sacrifices is to be seen as a weakness: 2 3 7 
" Naturally the memorial of him and the calling to mind of his own body 
2 3 3 op.cit.4.16 Eusebiuswerke Vol.6 p.199 
2 3 4 CLT'eTreL6T}TT€p ecrrtu OLKELOW avru, are^ p,e"yaXu ovri apxtepeu, r a c eu 
So^oXoyiaiq teat OeoXcyyibtLc; Tn/evjj.ocTLKa<; upovp^iaq vir'ep rjfiuv 
evTeXeiv,.... 
2 3 5 Demoustratio Evangelica 8.1 Eusebiuswerke Vol.8 p.366 
2 3 6 eTretSr] 'yap OVKCTL T C K 81''atp-aruu 9vcria<; ov5e TCM; ,-na.pa Muaei, eu 
gies D234 
Sia^dpuiv (UJUJI/ dfiacyctLS vevop,o0€TT)[l£va<; TrpoaieTo, apru be xPVa^aL 
ooi ovufidXu) rov L8LOV aCjp.a.TO(; TtapedLdov 
i* 237 op.cit. 1.10 Eusehitisworke Vol.6 p.46 
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and his own blood, we perform daily, and these are the best [sacrifices], 
and we become worthy of the best [sacrifice] rather than the sacrifice and 
priestly-functions according to the [practice of the] old ones, we think that it 
is not reverent to fall [back] into the first things, the weak elements symbols 
and pictures, which do not contain the truth." 2 3 8 
Here the Eucharist is seen by Eusebius as an effective sacrifice. It is said to be 
better than the old animal sacrifices whose offerings are seen as belonging to the 
weak. In his Commentary on the Psalms, he speaks of the new form of worship 
being performed at dawn on Sundays. This is clearly the Eucharist . 2 3 9 
" It signifies through it prophetically the worship which is performed at 
dawn and every morning on the Day of Resurrection throughout the world 
in his own Church." 2 4 0 
Conclusions 
It is clear that Eusebius wants to remain true to the language of Scripture. 
This is seen to be so not only because he objected to the word onoovaioq on the 
grounds that it was not used in the Bible; but also because his writings imply 
this as well. Sacrifice for him is never separated from the cross. He does see the 
Eucharist as a sacrifice offered by Christ, but it is called an unbloody sacrifice 
clearly distinguishing it from what had gone before. It is offered to the Father by 
the Son and on behalf of the Christian people. He does not seem to speak about the 
prayer of consecration, but this gives no reason to suppose that his understanding 
of the Eucharistic sacrifice was in any way substantially different from that of the 
other Fathers. 
— " r~ - - t - c 
etKorux; TTJU TOVTOV purjfinu rov re cru^iarqc; avrov /ecu rov atfxaroq 
ri)v v'ndp.vnaiv dan^iepai e7rtreAot/i/rec, nat rn<; npeCTTovo<; f j Kara rov<; 
•KaXoLLOvq Qvcna.$ re KOU u p o y p j i a s rj£iujp,evoi, ovKtB* oaiov rj'yovp.eOot 
KotTonuirTeLV eiu TO. irpura, aovevn CTTOIX^^, crvp,f3o\a nai eCnovas 
aW'ovK O.VTT]V a\r)6eiav TrepLexoura. 
Coinm.Pss. P G . Vol.23 c.c£.¥*2 
Hnp,aiveL 8e 8ia TOVTOV ITpO(j>r)TLKu><; TTJV KOLT'opQpov K<XI KOLO'enaaT-qu 
irpwiav TTjq avao-Taaip,ov rjfiepac: KaO'oXnq rz/c ooKovfj.e'L'nq eu TTJ 
'EnnXnaia OCVTOV o~WTtXovp,(.V7]v XaTptCav. 
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Chapter X 
ATHANASIUS 
It is believed that Athanasius was born in Alexandria about the year 295 
A.D. He became Bishop of the city by 328 A.D. Gregory of Nazianzus calls him 
the "pillar of the Church", 2 4 1 for he had been at the Council of Nicaea and was 
regarded by the Arians as their 'chief enemy'. 2 4 2 He produced many works, most 
of which reflect his battle with the Arians. In particular the Easter letters reflect 
his understanding of the Eucharistic sacrifice. 
10.1 The Festal Letters 
These letters were written to announce the beginning of Lent and the date of 
Easter, and as a consequence of this many of them refer both to the Passover and 
to the Eucharist. 
10.1.1 Festal Letter X I 
In this letter 2 4 3 Athanasius writes this: 2 4 4 
" For it is well that a man should depart from wickedness and deeds of 
iniquity, that he may be able properly to celebrate the feast; for he who 
is defiled with the pollutions of the wicked is not able to celebrate the 
Passover..." 
Here the feast that Athanasius is speaking about is the Easter Eucharist, and 
the suggestion of ritual cleanliness is indicative of sacrifice. He makes this point 
more clearly further on in the same letter: 2 4 5 
2 4 1 Or.21, 26 
2 4 2 Quasten Patrology Vol.III page 20 
243 o r j g j j j a j t e X(; S t 0 the letters has survived mainly in Coptic and in Syriac 
2 4 4 Festal Letter 11.10 
2 4 5 Festal Letter 11.14 
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" Now this came to pass in the time of the Passion, in which Our Lord 
died for us, for 'our Passover, Christ was sacrificed'. Therefore, because he 
was sacrificed, let each of us feed upon him, and with alacrity and diligence 
partake of his sustenance...." 
The connection between the offering of the sacrifice and the feeding upon it, 
makes it quite clear that Athanasius thought of the Eucharist as a sacrifice. This 
is also the case in another letter. 
10.1.2 Festal Letter X I V 
In this letter Athanasius continues to show that Christ is the new Passover 
sacrifice of the Christians, for he says: 2 4 6 
" Therefore let us also, when we come to the feast, no longer come as to 
old shadows, for they are accomplished, neither as to common feasts, but 
let us hasten as to the Lord, who is himself the feast..." 
Here again a relationship between the sacrifice and the Eucharist is apparent for 
the feast he is speaking about is of course the Christian Easter, which is contrasted 
with the former sacrifice of the Jews in another letter. 
10.1.3 Festal Letter X I X 
Here the true Passover sacrifice is described by Athanasius in these words: 2 4 7 
" Our Passover Christ, is sacrificed. Henceforth the feast of the Passover is 
ours, not that of a stranger, nor is it any longer of the Jews..." 
In this quotation the feast referred to is the Easter Eucharist for as he says 
further on the the same letter: 2 4 8 
" I have been mindful.... to give you also notice of the great feast of 
Easter, that we may go up together, as it were to Jerusalem, and eat the 
Passover,..." 
2 4 6 Festal Letter 14.3 
2 4 7 Festal Letter 19.1 
2 4 8 Festal Letter 19.8 
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The significant words here are "eat the Passover", for obviously in this context 
he is speaking about the Easter Eucharist. This is even more clear in the next 
letter. 
10.1.4 Festal Letter X X 
Describing the work of Christian saints, Athanasius says: 2 4 9 
" But the Saints, having their senses exercised by reason of practice, and 
being strong in faith and in understanding the word, and... passing through 
water and fire, to a place where they can breathe freely, they duly keep 
the feast, offering up prayers with thanksgiving to God who has redeemed 
them... For such is the love of the Saints at all times, that they never once 
leave off, but offer the uninterrupted, constant sacrifice to the Lord, and 
continually thirst and ask of him to drink." 
This means that for Athanasius the Christian sacrifice is both an offering of 
Christians to God and a partaking of an eternal drink of God's grace by them, 
which centres itself on the Eucharist and also the sacrifice of Christ. This is put 
in another way in a later letter. 
10.1.5 Festal Letter X X I V 
Speaking about the former sacrifices of the Jews, Athanasius says: 2 5 0 
" ... the Jews... have adopted a superficial approach to the Law which 
has amde them to celebrate Easter in a fleshly manner, eating the flesh of 
an irrational animal and never arriving at the rational nurture of the true 
Lamb, our Saviour Jesus Christ, who is the true Bread, come down from 
heaven and giving life to the world." 
Here Athanasius sees the sacrifice of Christ as a fulfilment of the old sacrifices, 
and this sacrifice is connected both with the holy life and participation in the 
Eucharist. 
2 4 9 Festal Letter 20. 
2 5 0 Festal Letter 24. 
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To Athanasius the Christian sacrifice is based on the sacrifice of Christ and it 
is celebrated in the Eucharist, for it is in the Eucharist that Christians receive the 
grace gained for them in the sacrifice of Christ. 
.2 The Eucharistic Sacrifice in other writings of Athanasius 
The idea of sacrifice is clearly implied in certain of his writings. In particular 
in the Apologia Contra Arianos251 one can read these words: 
" Our sanctuaries are now, as they have always been, pure, and honoured 
only with the Blood of Christ and his pure worship." 2 5 2 
Here as in other Fathers the Church is seen as the successor to the sanctuary 
in the Old Temple. It is described both as a place of worship and a place of 
purification, which the reference to the Blood of Christ links with the Eucharist. 
This connection between the Eucharist and pure worship is even more obvious in 
the following passage from a fragment of one of his letters. 2 5 3 
" In order that he might become a sacrifice for all, we, nourished up in 
the words of truth, and partaking of his living doctrine, might be able 
with the saints to receive also the joy of Heaven. For thither, as he called 
the disciples to the upper chamber, so does the Word call us with them 
to the divine and truly incorruptible banquet; having suffered for us here, 
but there, preparing the heavenly tabernacles for those who most readily 
hearken to the summons " 2 5 4 
The connection made between the Last Supper and the divine banquet clearly 
implies that the Eucharist is intended here, and the use of a future tense indicates 
2 5 1 Apol.Con.Ar.5 , 
2 5 2 Ta •Kap'rjp.Tu lepareux, wairep dei , KCU VVV Kadapa,^p,ou(jj aep,uwop,eua 
TU acfaarc TOV Xpiarov, Kail rrf eiq CLVTOV evcre/leia. 
2 5 3 Letter 28 P G Vol.26.1433 ' 
2 5 4 Iv'avrbq p.\v virep JTOLVTUJV 9vaia levnTcu: r)p.eiq 6e, evTpe4>6p,evoL roiq 
Xojotq rfjq aXnOeiaq, Ka\ (ajarjq avrov' SiSaaKaXiaq ^ 3 ^ 
p,eTaXap.pduouTeq, 8vvrfiu)p,(.v p.era TUJV beyiuju Kai rnu .eirovpavLoy 
airoXafleTv xaP^LV'- } K e i 7 Q P * ? / i a < M ^ T 0 6LVU>~IO.LOV rovq p,a6rjTaq, 
eru rrju Oetau KOLL d(f>0apTov Quryjq t.Q~Ttaoiv o Aojoq^ KaXet p.er av'rujv: 
epTCtvda p,ev^-Kadujv virip rjp.uj.v, enei 6e rdq oypavuruq OKn^ctq Lovq ut\ 
w nXria eToip,a(u}v roiq uaXiaTa irpoOvpuq VIUXKOVOCLOI irpoq rn 
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that in some sense the sacrifice is yet to take place, enabling Christians to take 
their place with the saints in heaven. 
The sacrificial terminology is also used in a surviving fragment of his address 
to the newly baptized: 2 5 5 
" You shall see the levites bring loaves and a chalice of wine, and place 
them on the table. As long as the invocation and prayers have not begun, 
there are merely bread and wine. But after the great and wonderful prayers 
have been offered, then the bread becomes the body, and the wine becomes 
the blood of Our Lord Jesus Christ. Let us come to the accomplishment of 
the mysteries. As long as the prayers and invocations have not taken place, 
this bread and this wine are simply [bread ajid wine]. But when the great 
prayers and holy invocations are pronounced, the Word descends into the 
bread and the cup, and this becomes his body." 2 5 6 
Here is recalled the offering of sacrifices by the levitical priests. Christian 
ministers are called levites, and it is also clear that the Eucharist is the sacrifice 
which is being offered. 
On one occasion one of the Catholic churches was attacked by an Arianizing 
mob: 2 5 7 
"After this, that they might fully execute the orders they had received 
( ) they seized upon the seats, the throne, and the table which was of 
wood, and the curtains of the church, and whatever else they were able, 
and carrying them out burnt them before the doors in the great square, 
and cast frankincense upon the flame."258 
2 5 6 Newly Baptized P G Vol.26 1325 
0(pfci rovq Aeviras <j>epovj-a<; apxov^ KCLI. irorvptov piuov, jcai TLoeuraq 
J7T4 TT)VCTponrtfav:^ nat 6<Tov_ ovku)^ iKtoiai Kcu Seffaetq •ytvoyTat, dftX6<; 
%OTIV 6 aproc^ ncti rh irorrfpiov: eirav ^Se ~e/KiTeXea$iJcni{ at p-eyctXai 
KCU Oavp,aaraL evxai, Tore jLverat b 6proq, aCJp:a: ./cat TO -Korrfpiov 
aip,a jov Kvplov fjpiuu lr)aoU_XptaToy. Kat -KOLXLV: ''EXOu/iev eirl TT)V 
Te,XeCuja,Lv r'Cjv ^ivarifpiui'^ OV'TO^. 6 apToq sn<ii TOVTO TO p.yoTT\piov, 
ifoov ovirui €i>xa(' K O i t iKeaicti 'ye'yovacri, ifitXa etaCv: eirav 8ecoa fie-ydXat 
evx&Ly Kal a t a^totL iKtoial ayaire/j.&dujcri^ KaTa^aivei o Aojoq ei<; 
TOV CtpTOV KOLL TO TTOTT)pLOU, KCtl ^IVVTOLL CiVTOV CTu7/xa. 
2 5 7 Apologia Contra Arianos P G Vol. 25 cU" 268 ^ 
2 5 8 E i ra , us TO oXou Trfq tvToXrjcj nXrip'ovvTeq ( ),' apiraaauTeq Ta 
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Although Athanasius calls the altar rr\v rptiTre^au, this need not suggest that 
he did not see the Eucharist as a sacrifice, for it was the normal title for the altar in 
the Church at this time; and the descriptions of the other church furnishings again 
suggest the Temple sanctuary. Elsewhere 2 5 9 he uses word for sanctuary {lepareTov) 
to describe where he was sitting in the church with the other clergy. 
10.3 Conclusions 
What conclusions can we draw from Athanasius' writings? First that there is 
no difference between his teaching and that of the other Fathers who came before 
him. He sees the Eucharist as the fulfilment of the Passover sacrifice of the Jews. 
He also speaks of 'levites', 'sacrifice', and 'sanctuary', and many other terms which 
recall the sacrifices of the Old Testament in the Temple in Jerusalem: but he is 
careful to show that these sacrifices are different from those of the Jews. They 
are 'spiritual' and not 'carnal'. They are unbloody sacrifices consecrated by the 
Word through the agency of God's priests to be in truth the Body of Christ; 
these sacrifices are offered truly only by those in communion with the Church, and 
ordained by the Church. 
<7vjj.(f)e\\tq., na\ rbv dpoyov, na\ rr\v rpaj^av (£UXLVT) jap r]v), Kat 
nai rafieXa rrfq €KKXrjaia<;, ra 8e. aXXa, oaa ,q8vi/rj0flaavl e£eveynavTe<;, 
^Kavaav e/nrpoaQ(.v rov iryXuTuo^ kv TT) irXareta TT) p,e^aXr], not 
Xifiavov intXafiov. ' L ' L 
Apologia Pro Puga Sua P G Vol.25 pages 673/676 
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Chapter XI 
C Y R I L OF J E R U S A L E M 
It is generally believed that Cyril was born in the city where he became Bishop 
(probably two years after the election of Eusebius) in the year 315 A . D . 2 6 0 He was 
consecrated by the Metropolitan of Caesarea Acacius, an Arian bishop, which cast 
some suspicion on Cyril. The reality was that Cyril was soon in conflict with the 
Arian party, and was expelled from his see three times. In 381 A.D. he took part 
in the Second Ecumenical Council of Constantinople, and probably died around 
386 A.D. 
11.1 T H E MYSTAGOGICAL CATECHESES 
Cyril delivered a series of 24 Catechetical Lectures in the church of the Holy 
Sepulchre in Jerusalem, and these have been preserved for us by someone who took 
them down. Of these Lectures 19-23 are known as the Mystagogical Catecheses: 
Lectures 22 and 23 deal with the Eucharist. 
Cyril begins Lecture 22 with an affirmation of the real presence "of Christ in 
Eucharist. This is developed later into an understanding of Eucharistic sacrifice: 2 8 1 
" Since then he himself has declared and said of the bread, This is my Body, 
who shall dare to doubt any longer? And since he has affirmed and said, 
This is my Blood, who shall ever hesitate, saying, this is not his blood?" 2 6 2 
This deals with the true presence of the Body and Blood of Christ in the 
eucharistic elements, for here Cyril is explaining the mystery of Christ's presence 
to the catechumens. He then continues:2 6 3 
2 6 0 His own election was in 348 A.D. 
2 6 1 Cat.Myst. 4,5 
2 6 2 kVTOV OVV 'OcTTO<pT]UCtp,€UOV ttCU. €L1T0VT0<; ITepL TOV aj)TOV. TOVTO fiOV (.OTJ.V 
TO aujfiQjTls ToXprjaet aftfiifiaXXeLU. XoLirdvj K m OLVTOV 6ta(3eflatuiomaiiepov 
KCti elprpToq: Tovro p.ov eaTt TO alpa.TLq ei/Soidccret irore Xe^uu p?q eivai 
avTov alfia; 
2 6 3 Cat.Myst.4.3 
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" Therefore with fullest assurance let us partake as of the Body and Blood of 
Christ: for in the figure of bread is given to you his Body, and in the figure of 
wine his Blood, that you may by partaking of the Body and Blood of Christ, 
become one body and blood with him. For thus we shall become Christ-
bearers because his Body and Blood are diffused through our members; 
thus it is that, according to St. Peter, we become partakers of the divine 
This means that those who receive the sacrament become bearers of the Body 
of Christ. In them a change has taken place; the same kind of change that one 
would expect in a sacrifice, as we can see further on: 2 6 5 
" That what seems bread is not bread, though bread by taste, but the Body 
of Christ; and that what seems wine is not wine, though the taste will have 
it so, but the Blood of Chris t ." 2 0 6 
This is repeated further on: 2 6 7 
" Contemplate therefore the bread and wine not as bare elements, for they 
are according to the Lord's declaration, the Body and Blood of Christ; for 
though sense suggests this to you, let faith establish you. Do not judge the 
matter from taste, but from faith be fully assured without misgiving, that 
thou hast been vouchsafed the Body and Blood of Christ ." 2 6 8 
284"'/f2<TTe p.erd Traarjq •nXrjpo^opiaq u>q aujp,aro<;y Kat a°iy.aToq. 
p,eTa\ap,(3auop.ev Xptardv.' Eu Tyirui^jap. dproy. StSorat aot TO aup,a, 
Kai iy TVITLJ otvov StSorat aot rb aip,a, ]iva •yeur], p,€TaXa/iu!v aup.aro<; 
Kat dtfj.aTO<; XptOTov aviraujp,oq Kat av'vaip,o<; XptOTOv. OVTUJ 7 ^ /cat 
Xptaro(f)opot ftvofieda, roy aui^aroq avrov^ Kai TQV aYuayoc; etc; j.d 
•qfierepa. ctfabtboutvov,. p.iXr). OVTU Kara TOV ptaKaptov lierpou 8eta<; 
KOtvu&oi •ytvop.eoa <f>vaeu><;. 
aXXd ou)\xa Xptarov^ KOU b (fratvojievoq olvoq kortv, et Ka't 77 fevat<; 
TOVTO fiov'Xerat, dXXa aip.a Xptarov,.... 
nature. 
265 op.cit. 4.3 
.u>c <patj/op,euo<; aproc; OVK aproq eqrtu, et^Kat rotoyroq ecrrt r n ^(.yaet 266 
267 Op.cit. 4.6 
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Ka\ ataOvcrtq ao\ TOVTO vTropaXXet, dXXd •fj irtartq oe pej3atovTu>. Mr) 
aird rffc; jevcreu<; Kpturfc; TO irpqjp.a, dXX'd-Ko Trjfs irtaTtuq TrXr)po(f>opov 
avevSotaaTijjq, adjjxaTOc, Kai cu^uaroc XptaTov KaTa^ttodetq. 
Mr) TcpQ£xe o v v us tptXotc; TLJ. apTU) Kat rw otuu: aup.a jap Kat aip,a 
K a r a Tr\y b€0"KOTiKr)v Tv~fXJxveL Qmofyaotv. T-vyx°^UCi amometcrtv. E 
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Cyril speaks further about the miraculous change which takes place in an 
earlier part of this book, by referring to the minacle at Cana in Galilee. 2 6 9 
" He once turned the water into wine, at Cana in Galilee, at His own will, 
and shall we not believe him when he changes wine into blood?" 2 7 0 
In the next book, Cyril moves on to describe the way in which this change 
takes place, that is by the the use of the Epiclesis, and the coming of the Holy 
Spirit upon the bread and the wine: 2 7 1 
" We call upon the merciful God to send forth his Holy Spirit upon ther 
gifts lying before him; that he may make the bread the Body of Christ, and 
the wine the Blood of Christ; for whatever the Holy Spirit has touched, is 
sanctified and changed." 2 7 2 
It is this change that suggests sacrifice. 
.2 E U C H A R I S T I C S A C R I F I C E 
The first real reference to a sacrifice comes in the next few chapters. Cyril is 
very explicit:2-73 
" After the spiritual sacrifice is perfected, the bloodless service upon that 
sacrifice of propitiation, we entreat God for the common peace of the 
Church, for the tranquility of the world, for kings, for soldiers and allies, for 
the sick, for the afflicted, and, in a word, for all who stand in need of help, 
we supplicate and offer this sacrifice. Then we commemorate also those 
who have fallen asleep before us, first, Patriarchs, Prophets, Apostles, Mar-
tyrs, that at their prayers and intervention God would receive our petition. 
Afterwards also on behalf of the holy Fathers and Bishops who have fallen 
269 
270 
271 
272 
273 
op.cit.4.2 
To vSuip. Tror'e et<; divov diKeou vevp,qrt p,eTa0ej3X,T)Kev ev Kava rrjq 
VaXtXataq, /cat OVK a^ioincrritc; earlu divov et<r alp,a /xera /JaAwf 
op.cit.5.7 
....TrapaKaXovfiei/ rou <f)iXavOj)ujTrovr.0eov TO ajiov Tlvevfia ^ 
'e(airocrrecXqi eirl r a irpoti£Lp,eva, "iva TroiijaT] TOV p.ey ^.aprov auTjiac 
XpicrT.ov, TOV 8e oivov qip.a Xpio~Tdv\ iravTgq 'jap ov av efiaiprjTac 
TO d'fiov Hvev~p,a TOVTO r^CaoTaL KOLL fieTa0'epXt^Tai. 
op.cit.5.8-10 
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asleep before us, and in a word of all who in past years have fallen asleep 
among us, believing that it will be a very great advantage to the souls, for 
whom this supplication is put up, while that holy and most awful sacrifice 
is presented... we offer up Christ slain for our sins in oder to obtain pardon 
from our merciful God both for the [the departed] and for ourselves."2 7 4 
This passage is the key to understanding the nature of eucharistic sacrifice. The 
Eucharist is described as a sacrifice, and it is a spiritual sacrifice. The expression 
irvevp,aTiKnv dvaiav implies a sacrifice offered in prayer and without the need 
for the death of an animal, for Christ has already made the "bloody sacrifice" on 
the cross. This is also why Cyril calls it an dvaipaKTOv Qvaiav. However, the 
Eucharist is a true sacrifice, for it is a propitiatory sacrifice, and it is offered for 
all who are in need. It is also known that Cyril is the first Theologian to use the 
expressions 'awful sacrifice' and 'awe-inspiring sacrifice'. 
11.3 Conclusions 
What conclusions then can we draw from this series of lectures, for it is rea-
sonable to suppose that the Catechetical Lectures represent not only the views of 
one individual but the Teaching of the Church at that time. Quasten says that 
Eira ixera TO omotpTLoOrfvca TTJV irvevpaTiK7)vdvo~tav, Tnv avatpaKTov 
XarpeLav, iirl Tjjq Qvaiaq eKeivrj^Tov iXaapov, irapaKOiXovpev T6V 9eov 
VTtep Koivris ,TUJV ^KKXTJO-LOJU elpwvTjs, vnlp T f f ; TOV noopov evcrradeiaq, 
tinef) PqcuXeuji', imep OTpaToneowv na\ ovupqxujv, virep ru/V ev ^ 
aaveveiaiq, _i)irep TUJV KaTa.irovovp.evuv, nai aira^airXuc; virep irayTuv 
TUTV fSonQeiaq jSeope'vuv Seqpevot 6e irayTeq rjpeTq ravTrjv irpoa<j>epopev 
T'hv Gvatav. Elra p,vnpovevop,ev pal TUJV KeKOLp,7]p,evujv, irpu/TOv ^ _ 
irqTptapx^u, ITpo<j)t)TUJV, airoa.ToXujv, paprtfpuv, birujq bZ^Bebq ev^a^ 
avTCJv KOIL ir peofieiqic,y irpoa6e^TjTat fjpJujv TTJI/ Sevaiv. E t j a KaL , virep 
Tuy KeKOLpjqpevujv ayiuv iraTepujv Ka\/iriGK(yiru)v, s a t iraj/TUJV airXulq 
TUJV fjjuv. irpoKjKotp,Tjp,ev0v, pejiarnv ovrjaiv ir LgTevovTeq eaea6at Taiq 
Ijfvx&t'S) virep ijjv j) bevaiq qva<pepeTat, rrp; a^iafc nai $piKuj6eaTdT7)<; 
ir poKeip.evnq Ovcnaq. Ka\ j3ovXo,p.ai yp.cx<; airb Sirooej/yp.aTO<; ireccrat. Qi8a 
-jap irdXXovq TOVTO XeyovTaq OTL: TL ujfyeXeiTai tyvxff, peTa&paprnpcxTUJv 
air aXXaa a op.evr\ TovSe TOV noop.ov, rj ov ' ' 
ptft'dpapT-qpdrujv, lav ext Tjjq irpootfropaq pyqpovevTjTca; ^Apou "fap^ 
ei Tiq PaaiXebq ir pooKtKpovKoraq /XVTUJ e^piuaTov<; xotnaeiev, elTa^ ot 
Tovjoiq biafyepovTeq, OTtfyavov irXe^avTeq, virep TUJ'V \v_Tipujpiat,<; avruT 
TOVTOV irpgaeveyKoieVj OVK d'v avToVq aveaiv Suirj TUJV KoXqcreuJv; Tov 
avTov jpoirov Ka\ ifptlq, 'direp TU7V_ KeKqupvpevuv . avruj T Q ' ^ Serjaeiq 
irpoo-(f>epovT€<;, KOU cxpapmaiXoi UOIV, ov orefyavov irXekopei/, dXXq Xpio~Tov 
ea<^a^iaap,evov 6irep TUJV np,eT$pujv dpapTvpaTUJV irpoa^^'popev, et'iXeovpev 
virep avTCJv r e nal ifp,uTv TOV fytXavvpuiirov deov. 
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for Cyril and the whole Church the Eucharist is " nothing less than Christ slain 
as a victim for our sins." 2 7 5 In the last quotation given above, he uses a most re-
markable expression: "...we offer up Christ sacrificed for our sins". By using these 
words Cyril implies not only that in the Eucharist Christ is truly offered to the 
Father, but that he is offered by "us" (in other words by Christians). The use of 
the first person plural in irpoofyzpoiiev suggests the sacrificial understanding of the 
Eucharist in the thought of the Church by this time. 
A similar development was also taking place in the West, so it will be helpful 
to see how Hilary of Poitiers sees the Eucharistic Sacrifice. 
Patrology Vol.III page 376 
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Chapter X I I 
HILARY, BISHOP OF POITIERS 
Hilary was born about 315 A .D. In 350 A .D. he became Bishop of Poitiers 
in Gaul. Between 350 A .D. and 360 A.D. he was exiled by the Emperor to Asia 
Minor; and this was of the utmost importance to the western Latin Church as he 
was able to explain to his brethren some of the important aspects of the oy,oovaiou 
and the doctrine of the Trinity as it was understood in the Greek-speaking Church 
in the East. Like Athanasius he also struggled hard against the Arians in Gaul, so 
much so that he came to be called the "Athanasius of the West" 2 7 6 . He is believed 
to have died in 367 A.D. 
12.1 The Eucharist 
12.1.1 De Trinitate 
There is not much in the works of St. Hilary about the Eucharist, but there 
are three texts that are worthy of attention in De Trinitate. In this work Hilary is 
discussing the nature of God the Son and his relationship with the Father. 2 7 7 Like 
most anti-Arian works, Hilary is less concerned with " an exposition of Trinitarian 
doctrine than with the proof of the divinity of the Son." 2 7 8 Book I is an explanation 
of his purpose, which is to combat Sabellianism and Arianism. Books I I and I I I 
establish the concept of three Persons and then their real distinction from each 
other, especially the Father from the Son. Books V to X I I develop the doctrine of 
the onoovcnoq basing this on the Old and the New Testaments. 
" Christ himself gives evidence of the nature of our life in him through the 
sacrament of the flesh and blood imparted to us, when he says... 'Since I 
live, you also will live; since I am in my Father, and you are in me, and I 
2 7 6 Cayre Manual of Patrology page 357 
2 7 7 De Trinitate 15 P L Vol.10 ; a J7. 247ff 
2 7 8 Cayre Manual of Patrology page 3571f 
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am in you.' If he means a unity merely of will, why did he describe a kind 
of order of ascent in the establishment of that unity? His purpose surely 
was that we should believe that he was in the Father by nature, as being 
divine; whereas we are in him in virtue of his birth in the flesh, and he is 
in us through the mystery of the sacraments: and thuse we should have 
a doctrine of a unity consummated through the Mediator, since, while we 
abide in him, he would abide in the Father, and, thus abiding, should abide 
in us; and thus we should advance to unity with the Father. He is in the 
Father naturally, because of his generation: so we also should be in him 
naturally, while he naturally abides in us. Christ also gives evidence of this 
natural unity in us: ' He who eats my flesh, and drinks my blood, dwells 
in me, and I dwell in him'. For no one will be in Christ, unless Christ is in 
him, unless he has taken into himself the flesh of Christ, who took man's 
flesh..." 2 7 9 
Here Hilary is using John 6 to argue his case. He distinguishes the dwelling of 
the Son in the Father by nature as God, from the indwelling of Christians in God 
through the Incarnation. He does this to oppose the view of the Arians that the 
Father and the Son enjoy only a union of wills. A little further on he speaks also 
of the indwelling of Christ in Christians through the Eucharist: 
" ..he lives 'through the Father'; and as he lives through the Father, so we 
live through his flesh.... This is the cause of our life, that we have Christ 
dwelling in our fleshly nature, in virtue of his flesh, and we shall live through 
him by nature, according to the flesh, that is, having acquired the nature of 
his flesh. Then surely he has the Father in himself according to the Spirit, 
279 Perfecta nobis, Cliristo mediaute, cum Deo unitas. - Quam autem in eo per sacramentum com-
municatae carnis et sanguinis simus, ipse testatur dicens, Et hie mundus me iam non videbitis, 
quoniani ego vivo, et vos vivetis; quoniam ego in Patre meo, et vos in me, et ego in vobis. Si 
voluntatis tautuin unit a tern intelligi vellet: cur gradum quemdam atque ordinem consuinmandae 
unitatis exposuit: nisi ut cum ille in Patre per naturam divinitatis esset; nos contra in eo per 
corporalem eius nativitatem, et ille rursum in nobis per sacramentorum inesse mysterium eredere-
tur: ac sic perfecta per Mediatoreni unitas doceretur, cum nobis in se manentibus ipse maneret 
in Patre, et in Patre nianens maneret in nobis; et ita ad unitatem Patris proficeremus, cum qui 
in eo naturaliter secundum nativitatem inest, nos quoque in eo naturaliter inessemus, ipso in no-
bis naturaliter permanente? Unitas baec quam naturalis. Unitas Filii cum Patre. Quam autem 
uaturalis in nobis haec initas sit, ipse ita testaus est: Qui edit carnem meam, et bibit sanguinem 
meum, in me manet, et ego in eo. Non enini quis in eo erit, nisi in quo ipse fuerit, eius tantum in 
se assumptam habens carnem, qui suam sumpserit... 
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since he lives through the Father. The mystery of the real and natural unity 
is to be proclaimed in terms of the honour granted to us by the Son, and the 
Son's indwelling in us through his flesh, while we are united to him bodily 
and inseparably." 2 8 0 
In these texts Hilary shows how Christians achieve Unity with the Father, 
through Christ. This is brought about through the sacrifice of Christ. In the 
Eucharist Christians become part of that sacrifice, and so the idea of sacrifice is 
implicit in the Eucharist. The Eucharist is presented as the means by which we 
dwell in Christ. The Eucharist is a sign of the unity of the human and the divine, 
and no one can be said to be in Christ unless he has taken Christ into himself in 
this sacramental way, through eating the Body of Christ. 
Hilary also connects the Eucharist with the Incarnation in the following text: 2 8 1 
" If the Word was truly made flesh, and we truly take the Word-flesh by 
means of the Lord's food; surely we must think that he naturally remains 
in us, seeing that by being born as man he assumed the nature of our flesh 
as now inseparable from himself, and has mingled the nature of his flesh 
with the nature of eternity under the sacrament of the flesh which is to be 
communicated to us." 2 8 2 
Here Hilary speaks about the continuing presence of the Lord within us (sacra-
mentally). The Word Christ became flesh, Christians consume his body, and that 
presence continues to dwell within them. 
Vivit ergo per Patreni: et quo modo per Patrem vivit, eodem modo nos per carnem eius vivinius.... 
Haec ergo vitae nostrae causa est, quod in nobis carnalibus manentem per carnem Christum habe-
mus: victuris nobis per eum ea conditione, qua vivit ille per Patrem. Si ergo nos naturaliter 
secundum carnem per eum vivimus, id est, uaturain carnis adepti: quomodo non naturaliter se-
cundum Spiritum in se Patrem liabeat. cum vivat ipse per Patrem?...cum et per honorem nobis 
datum Filii, et per manentem in nobis carnaliter Filium. et in eo nobis corporaliter et inseparabiliter 
unitis, mysterium verae ac naturalis unitatis sit praedicaudum. 
1 op.cit. 17 PL Vol.10 cd1246 
2 Si enim vere Verbum caro factum est, et vere nos Verburu carnem cibo dominico sumimus; quomodo 
non naturaliter manere in nobis existimandus est, qui et naturam carnis nostrae iam iuseparabilem 
sibi homo natus assumpsit, et naturam carnis suae ad naturam aeternitatis sub sacramento nobis 
communicandae carnis admiscuit? 
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12.2 Conclusions 
Hilary does not speak about the Eucharistic sacrifice explicitly; but he does 
affirm a real presence in the eucharistic species. There is a sense in which a 
sacrifice is something that makes holy 2 8 3; and certainly Hilary says that receiving 
communion brings about a unity with the Father through the Son. More than this 
it is impossible to say. 
sacri-facere 
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Chapter XIII 
T H E CAPPADOCIAN FATHERS 
The three Fathers known to the Church as the Cappadocians were Basil, his 
friend Gregory (son of the Bishop of Nazianzus), and Basil's brother, also called 
Gregory. 
Basil, known as " the Great " was born in the year 330 A.D. near Caesarea 
- the Provincial capital of Cappadocia in Asia Minor. He studied first of all in 
Caesarea where he first met Gregory Nazianzen. Together they went to Athens in 
351 A.D.; where they studied at the University. Gregory writes later that during 
this time they knew only two routes - to the classroom and to the Church. At 
the end of his studies Basil left Athens and travelled throughout Palestine and 
Egypt meeting holy men who were practicing asceticism. He returned to Caesarea 
in 356, and began to establish religious communities in the desert areas to the 
North of Caesarea. Gregory Nazianzen was to visit him there in 358 A.D. , and it 
was during this time that Basil's two rules of Monasticism and their joint effort -
the Philocalia284, should be ascribed. Two years later Basil was appointed Bishop 
of Caesarea. He died in 379 A.D. Gregory who was about the same age as Basil 
returned to Nazianzus and there was ordained a priest by his father (apparently 
against his will) in 362 A .D. After this experience which he later describes as an 
act of 'tyrrany', Gregory fled to Basil's monastery in Pontus, however he soon 
returned and worked with his father who was unwell. Basil who a few years later 
(as Bishop of Caesarea) appointed Gregory as Bishop of Sasima - which was a 
staging post of a rather unpleasant nature because of the Arians. Gregory however 
could not go and he remained at Nazianzus to help his father. This appointment 
placed a great strain on their friendship; particularly as it was a result of the 
division of Cappadocia into two provinces - and a challenge to Basil's right to be 
Metropolitan over the whole of Cappadocia by the Bishop of the newly created 
Provincial capital. In 374 A.D. Gregory's father died, and Gregory continued to 
284 * 
A collection of some of OrigeiTs best texts 
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administer the Diocese in his place. In 380 A.D. the oppressed orthodox Christian 
community in Constantinople asked Gregory to be their Bishop; and during #5. 
&w>Ltyj •y&aJ~, Orthodoxy was restored to the Capital and the Arians removed 
from office. Gregory led his flock in triumph to the Church of the Twelve Apostles 
which at that time was the Cathedral; but when his position as Patriarch was 
challenged he offered his resignation to the Emperor. In 381 A.D. he returned to 
Nazianzus; where he died in 389 or 390 A.D. 
The other Gregory who was born in 335 A.D. , Basil's brother, appears to have 
been largely a pupil of his brother. During the same ecclesiastical dispute over the 
division of Cappadocia, Basil appointed him as Bishop of Nyssa in 371 A.D. He 
was deposed from this appointment in 376 A.D. , but he returned there two years 
later. In 380 A.D. he seems to have become Bishop of Sebaste. He is thought to 
have died in 394 A.D. 
.1 BASIL T H E G R E A T 
If one looks at the works of Basil which relate to the Eucharist they seem to 
fall into three main categories. Epistle 93 will be examined first; then a number 
of quotations from the Shorter Rules; and finally the text of the Liturgy of Saint 
Basil. In one of Basil's letters he writes: 2 8 5 
" Both to make communion every day and receive the holy Body and Blood 
of Christ is good and beneficial, he says clearly: 'He who eats my flesh and 
drinks my blood has eternal life.' For who doubts that to partake frequently 
of life is nothing else but manifold life? Indeed, we make communion four 
times a week, on Sunday, on Wednesday, on Friday, and on Saturday, and 
on other days if there is a commemoration of a saint. But when forced 
in times of persecution, not having priest or minister, to take communion 
in your own hand is in no way shown to be serious, cV .^ . f&fu.y£&lJ 
c ^ i W ^ s<uiSt*r^& prv-tji^ u-\~cdts For all the solitaries of the desert, 
where there is no priest, keeping communion at home, receive communion 
from themselves. And in Alexandria in Egypt, each of the laity mostly 
have communion in their house and when they wish to take communion by 
2 8 5 Epistle 93 - written to a Patrician Lady about Communion PG Vol.32 ^,^494/485 
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themselves. For when the sacrifice of the priest is completed and he has 
given it, the receiver, taking the whole, as each receives, is bound to believe 
that he properly takes and receives from the giver. And even in the church 
the priest gives the portion, and the recipient takes complete power over 
it, and so lifts it to his lips with his own hand. This has the same force, 
whether one portion is received from the priest, or many." 2 8 8 
It is possible in this letter to see the distinction that is made between commu-
nion and the 'offering of the sacrifice \TT]V Bvaiav TOV Lepeux;, made in Church. 
First the sacrifice is offered by the priest, then the communicant takes what has 
been offered and lifts it to his or her own lips. Elsewhere, Basil says that the 
sacrifice ought only to^made in church (apart from emergencies); but that it has 
been a long-standing tradition in the Church to make communion at home. 
There are also a number of references to communion in the Shorter Rules. In 
Rule 21 Basil lists the New Testament passages that are concerned with worthy 
reception of communiojfl: these are Jn.4.53,54; Jn.6.53; Jn.6.62,63; 1 Cor.ll.27-29; 
1 Cor.5.15; Lk.22.19,20; 1 Cor.ll.23-26; 2 Cor.5.14,15; and 1 Cor.10.16,17 (Basil's 
order). Later in Rule 80, ch.21, he asks what is appropriate for the Christian life, 
Tt L8LOV XpLaTLavovj Part of this reads as follows:2 8 7 
2 8 8 Kai TO KOLVijjve.LV 8rj KaQ'ekctarTjv rjpepav KCU peTaXau.0a.veLv TQV ajCov 
aaifiaTos /cat oajiaro<; TOV XpLaroy naXov nai e W ^ A e ? , avrdy 
aajf^^^XejovToq^O Tpajjojvy. poy TTJV oapna .^nai T^LVLUV pov TO 
atpa exti (w^v aiwvioy. Tt£_^ya/> ^ap<f>L0aXXeL c6TL TO peTex^w o~vvexu>S 
Trfq QjJfjq ov8ev aXXo IOTIV r/ £urrjv iroXXaxws; Hp£L<; pevroije re'rapTov 
KaO'ekacrT-qv e/38qjj,dt8a KOLVuvov~p.ev, ev rrf KvpLakfu iv TW TeTpaSL. ncti 
iv yj] Uapqanevr] /cat TUJ Y,a0/3OCTnai^ev TOLU; aXXaL<; 'tfp.epaLf;, eav rj 
p.vrfpr) ajLOv TLVoq. To ' 8e Jv ToVq TOV SLwypoV naLpoU; dtvocynd^eaOaL 
TLvd, pi] irapovToq ^epeuq rf XeLTovpydv,^ Ti\v KOLVUJVLOLV Xap.pa.veiv Tf£ 
\8Ca x^LPL A"7^a/zu/c elvaL flapb TrepiTTdv eariv aTroSeiKVv'vaL, 8LO. TO KOLL 
TT]V panpav avvrjOeLav TOVTO 8L' avTujv TUTV irpaypaTuv TuaTujaaaOai,. 
Ha'vTeq jap o'i naTa^ras eprfpov; povdC,ovTeq^eQva pf} \OTLV iepevk^ 
KOLVUVLav O'LKOL KaTexpvTes afteavTuv peXaXap(3avovaiy. Ev AXe£av8peLa 
8e Ka\ iv A q w r r w fe'/caaroc _nai TUTU iv Xauf TeXoyvTuiv, u/q eirl TO^ 
irXeLarov, ex€t KOLVUVLav ev T'UJ OLKUJ OVTOV nal'dfe /3ovXeraL peTaXap(3aveL 
6L,avTov.''/Aira£ jap TT]V OvaCav ToxTiepeujs TeXenJaavToq noti SedunoToq, 
o Xafiuv avTT)v &<; oXrjv opdv, naO'eKaaTTjv peTaXapfSdvuv. napa TOV 
8e8u)KOToq elK&rujqpeTaXappayeLv KCCL virpSex^crO^OLL -KioTeveLy ofyeiXeL. 
Rat jap KCLL iv TT) eknXrjaLa 6 Lepevq eitL8'i8ijjoL TT\V pepiSa /cat / c a r £ x e 4 
avTrjv o vjroSexopevoc; aeT1 e^oyaiaq qirao£r]<; /cat OVTUJ 7rpoaaje i TUJ 
o~Tbp,aTL .Tfj l8Lq xeiPL- Tavf.ov .TOLV.VV £OT\ TT)~ SyvapeL, etre plav 
p.epi8a 8'e^eTaC TL<; irapa TOV iepews etre 7roAAa<r pepl8a<; 8pov. 
2 8 7 Rule 80.XXII PG Vol.31 ex-/ 868 
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"...What is appropriate for a Christian? To be clean from all pollution of 
body and spirit in the blood of Christ, and to achieve sanctity in fear of 
God and love of Christ, and neither to have dirtyness, nor wrinkle, nor 
anything of this kind, but to be holy and uncontaminated, and in this way 
to eat the body of Christ, and drink the blood. For eating an drinking 
unworthily (brings) condemnation on the one who eats and drinks. What 
is appropriate (for those) who eat the bread and drink the cup of the Lord? 
"288 
This theme is found throughout the rules. However he does not mention the 
sacrifice itself. The next quotation is from Rule 172: 2 8 9 
"As regards fear, the apostle teaches us when he says: ' He that eateth and 
drinketh unworthily, eateth and drinketh judgment unto himself.' Convic-
tion is inplanted in us by faith in the words of the Lord: 'This is my body 
which is given for you: this do in remembrance of me' Such a disposi-
tion and preparation ought he to have who partakes of the Bread and the 
C u p . " 2 9 0 
Again Basil stresses the importance of worthy reception; but he does not speak 
of the sacrifice. This is also the case in Rule 309: 2 9 1 
" But as for coming near the holy things in a state of uncleanness, we are 
taught from the Old Testament that the condemnation is terrible. But if 
something greater than the temple is here the apostle will surely chastise us 
2 8 8 Tt LSLOU XptoTLavov; To KQ.QapiaQr\voa plv airb wavTos p.oXvap.6v aapnoq 
Kpel TrvevfiaToq iv rtu GLipxxTi rov XpioTov, extre^tLV JSe x 
afiuavvqv iv fyofiu)9eov~ nod ocyawr] rdv Xpio~Tov~, /ecu p.7) exew O"KLXOV 
rj pvrtSa, /ecu TI TLJV TOLOVTOJV, h.XX'eivaL CSL^IOV_jccu ap.ufiov, /ecu oxiruq 
\otyitiv TO crQ'ixa TOV XpLaToy, ^ KOCX iriveiv yd al/xa.' O 'ydtpjiadiuiu /ecu 
IUVWV. ava£iuj<;, KpCp,a eavrui iaQUi /ecu Trivet. Ti \8iov TUJV iaOiovruiv 
TOV CtpTOV KOI TTLVOVTOJV TO TTOTTfplOV TOV Kv^LOV] 
2 8 9 P G Vol.31 cJ7. 1196 
290 Tov fiev <f>6(3ov StSoeaKei quos b ATTOCTOXO^ Xeyujv: O eaOLuv /ecu TTLVUJV^ 
btvpt^iux; KpCp.a eavTu; iavieu /ecu iTLvti: TTJV be •nXr)po<f>opLav ep/Koiei rf 
irLcrTLS Ttiv prjuctTUJV :TOV KvpCov envovTeq: Tqvroiarl TO auTp,a fiov,yTo 
virep vpjjjv. Stdujfiei/ TOVTO.notnre. ei<; rrjv ep.r\v avap.vrjcriv:.... TOIOIVTT}V 
b~ia.Qe.oiv re KdiiiToip.aaiav ocfreiXei, Vxeiz/ o p,eTaXap.0avuv ToxToipTov 
KCtL TOV iroTTjpcdv 
J I G Vol.31 1301 291 
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in a more terrible manner, saying: 'He that eateth and drinketh unworthily, 
eateth and drinketh judgment unto himself.'"2 9 2 
Here two things are significant: firstly that he uses the expression "a state of 
uncleaness", which recalls the offering of the Old Testament sacrifices; and secondly 
that something greater than the temple is present in the Eucharist. In other words 
the Eucharist is a greater sacrifice. 
Finally in Rule 310 about making the offering in a private house he writes 
this: 2 9 3 
"Since the scripture allows no common vessel to be taken into the holy 
place, so it does not allow the holy things to be celebrated in a common 
house, command plainly allows no such thing to be done. But when the 
Lord says: ' One greater than the temple is here'; and the apostle says: ' 
What, have ye not houses to eat and drink in? What shall I say to you? 
Shall I praise you in this? I praise you not in this. For I delivered unto 
you that which I also received e t c ' By which we are taught not to eat 
and drink a common supper in Church nor to insult the Lord's Supper by 
celebrating it in a private house, except when in some emergency some one 
has chosen a pure place or house on a suitable occasion." 2 9 4 
In this Basil does speak of the making of the offering, and the way in which 
he uses the Old Testament is interesting for the holy place of which he speaks is 
of course the place of sacrifice. 
2 9 2 To Se ev anaOapcna. ovra riva e^iC^eiv rplq ajtOLc nai_ en UaXatac; 
&LCi87]Kr)c; <f>o(3eptirrepov SiSaaKop.e9a ro_ npip.a. Ei Se irXetov, rpv iepoy~ 
&8e, (f>qpep<JTepov,8i]XovpTiTrai8evcre^ Vfiocc b ^AirpcrroXoc WKUV: O ea0Lu>^ 
nai ITLVUJV ava&uji;, Kpip.a eavru ioviei KCXL irtvec. 
2 9 3 PG Vol.31 cot 1304 
2 9 4 Clgprep qvSev KQLVOV <TK(VO<; eiTLTpeitei b Aoyoq eta<pepea9ai etV r a &yia, 
ovvjjc; ovSera 'dtj^a etc KOLVOV OLKOV eirtTeXeia9ai,Trjq YlaXaLO^ ALa9rjKT]<; 
<t>avepu)c it poor a.*] p.a.T i 9eov firjSev TOLOVTOV eTnrpeTrovcrTjc ^iveadai: TOV 
Se Kvpiov X^oyroc,: Mr) yap oiniac ovn e~X£Te e k r9 jo~9Leiv /cat irLveiv; 
T i eu-KU) °b\xXv\e'Ka,tveau) vp,~a<;;?Ev TOV^UI OVK eircui/uj: eyu> -ydcp irapeSuna 
'Oyuy d K,a\ TrapeXa/3ov,^Ka\ ra ef^c^Ef &>v •Kai.Seyof.e6a p.T^reTo_KOLvdy 
Seiiryov ev eKKXr\aia eaQCeiv /cat noveiy, p.rjre TO Kvpianov Senryov ev 
oifiia Ka9xjj3piC^eiv, is/croc el /xr) ev avofynr] einX'e^'qTaif rtc naOapurepov 
T&KOV, T) oinov ev naipw ev9eru>. 
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Finally, there is a reference in the Liturgy of St.Basil to sacrifice which comes 
in the Offertory Prayer: 2 9 8 
"....be thou pleased therefore, 0 Lord, that we may be made ministers of thy 
new covenant and servants of thy holy mysteries: according to the multitude 
of thy mercies do thou accept us who now draw nigh to thy holy altar, that 
we may be worthy to offer unto thee this reasonable and unbloody sacrifice 
for our own transgresions and for the ignorances of the people,..."2 9 8 
Here in the Liturgy itself is the crux of the matter. To Basil the Eucharist is a 
sacrifice (Ovaia); of which Christians are made ministers by God. Christians ask 
that they may draw near and by the grace of God make the offering which is said to 
be a "reasonable and unbloody sacrifice " this distinguishing it from the sacrifices 
of the Old Covenant which are also mentioned later in this prayer. Further on, 
during the Prayer of Consecration, one also sees these words: 2 9 7 
"...since thou hast accounted us thy sinful and unworthy servants also to 
be worthy to serve thy holy altar, not for our own righteousness, for we 
have done no good thing upon earth, but for the sake of thy mercy and the 
bounties which thou hast plenteously shed upon us; we presume to draw 
nigh unto thy holy altar, and, presenting unto thee the figures of the holy 
body and blood of thy Christ, to call upon thee and beseech thee, " 2 8 8 
This section also emphasises the ministry- of the altar, where the offering is to 
be made. The whole of the Consecration Prayer suggests that here is being offered 
the sacrifice of the New Covenant. 
2 9 6 PG Vol.31 page 1632 
2 9 8 ...'E'vSoKTjaau 8r), Kijpie, TOV •yei/eadat'qp.dc; 8IOLK6VOVS rrfq KotLVffs AiaOijKrjs 
XeiTovp^ovq TUU h^Cuy aov .uvaTTjpd^u, 'iv/x S£iot •yevLdp.eOa TOV irpoa<f>epeiu 
aoi SUJpa re /cat Ova<.ac vitlp TUV Tfnerepuv 
dp,aprr]fidtruiu na\ TUV TOV Xaov aov cryuor)p,ctTuv. 
2 9 7 The Orthodox Liturgy page 72 S. P. C .K. . u ^ J ^ I <«3 r l 
2 9 8 Aia TOVTO Aeairora, U.avd'yte, KCCI rjp.ei<; ot^ap-apruXoL nal ai/d^Lot 
8dvXoi aov, of /cara^iwfleit/Tec XeLTOvpjeTu TUJ 61740; aov dvaiaaTrjpiuj 
Ov 8ia r a c 8iKcuoavvct<; fjpxov ov j d p iirotrjaapev''' TL a-yaOdv iirt Tffq 
777?: dXXa 81a r a eXey, aov ovq e^exeaqyTrXovaiu/<; i^p.d<;,9appoyvT€.<; 
/Kpoaei~f(£op,ev TW cSL-yHj) aov, $vaiaaTT)piuj /cat irpodeuTeq TO: auTLTyira 
TOV d^Cov Ectf/xaroc /cat A?fpaTo<; XptaToV aov, aov 8f.6p.tda /cat ae 
irapotKaXovpev.... 
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The conclusion that must be drawn from this is that Basil saw this Sacrament 
as par excellence the sacrifice of the New Covenant, and that for him this was not 
an innovation but the tradition of the Apostles handed down and received by the 
Church of the Fourth Century. 
.2 G R E G O R Y OF NAZIANZUS 
In the case of Basil's friend, Gregory, rather less evidence is available. In his 
letter to the Bishop of Iconium (Amphilochius) he writes: 2 9 9 
" The tongue of a priest meditates on the Lord, raises the sick. Do, then, 
the greater thing by celebrating the liturgy, and loose the great mass of my 
sins when you lay hold of the Sacrifice of the Resurrection. Most Reverend 
friend, cease not both to pray and plead for me when you draw down the 
Word by your word, when with a bloodless cutting you sever the Body and 
Blood of the Lord, using your voice for the lance." 3 0 0 
So as all prayer brings healing, the liturgy in particular, when offered brings 
a great healing. It is called by Gregory of Nazianzus the "Sacrifice of the Resur-
rection"; and also it is a " bloodless cutting ", to distinguish it from the pagan 
sacrifices. Then in his Apology for Flight he writes the following:3 0 1 
" Since then I knew these things, and that no one is worthy of the mightiness 
of God, and the sacrifice, and priesthood, who has not first presented himself 
to God, a living, holy sacrifice, and set forth the reasonable, well-pleasing 
service, and sacrificed to God the sacrifice of praise and the contrite spirit, 
which is the only sacrifice required of us by the Giver of all; how could I dare 
offer to him the external sacrifice, the antitype of the great mysteries?" 3 0 2 
2 9 9 Epistle 171 PG Vol.37 Cc&. 280 
3 0 0 rXuaaa ^ap Upeus <f>tXoao(f>ovaa rov Kuptov^ aveyefpet roue 
napvovTaq. Hotei TOIVVV TO KpetTTOv lepovyuiv /ecu Xve TUFV^ ^ 
dpaprr/paTuiv r\p£v TO icefloe, TT)<; avaaraaipov 9vaia<; airropeuos... 
""AAA'cJ 9eocr€/3ecrTaTe, fir) KOLTOKVU KOLL irpoaevxeo-9ai /ecu 
7rpecrfieueiv vntp fjpGJv^ c/rav Xd^uj Ka9eXKri<; TOV Kayov^ v v . 
orav ava.ip.dKTw Topjj aujpa Kal^aLpa repuvq AeairoTinov, 4>uvr\v e x u v 
TO ^L<j)o<;. 
3 0 1 Apologetica.95 PG Vol.35 cJH- 4 9 7 
3 0 2 TayTa ovv el5u><; eyui, /ecu OTt, p.T]8ei^ a£io<r Toy peydXov 9eoy_ /ca£ 
9vpaT0<; /ecu apx^peux;, oaric, prj irporepov eavTov irapiaT^ae rw 9eu> 
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Here the Eucharist is called the ' sacrifice of praise ', which before being offered 
should be preceded by the offering up of the individual. The Eucharist is also the 
' external sacrifice '. One can see in these two quotations that Gregory sees the 
Eucharist as a sacrifice in the same way as Basil. 
Finally, in On the Death of his Father, Gregory describes the way the Bishop 
of Nazianzus celebrated the Eucharist: 3 0 3 
" while he, leaning upon his hand as upon a staff, imitates Moses upon 
the Mount, arranges his feeble hands in prayer, and in union with, or on 
behalf of, his people eagerly celebrates the mysteries, in such few words as 
his strength allowed, but, as it seems to me, with a most perfect intention. 
What a miracle! In the sanctuary without a sanctuary, sacrificing without 
an altar, a priest far from the sacred rites: yet all these were present to 
him in the power of the Spirit,... and... in the new day of the feast, as 
we call the first Sunday after the festival of the Resurrection, he entered 
the temple and inaugurated his life which had been preserved, with the full 
complement of the clergy, and offered the sacrifice of thanksgiving." 3 0 4 
This quotation contains a description of the Eucharist, celebrated initially 
in private (perhaps in the Bishop's bedroom); and finally in the Church. The 
Eucharist is clearly described in sacrificial terms for the Bishop is said to be offering 
a sacrifice, albeit without an altar; and also offering in Church a " sacrifice of 
thanksgiving ". 
Qvatav C^UJoav, acytav, pjfSe rr)i/ XofLKrjv . XotTpeiav evcLpeaTov 
iireSei^oiTO, firjoi \6vae TLJ QeQ QvaCav alveaeuc nai Truevna 
o"uuTeTptp,p.euou, rju p,6vr\v 6 ,-KOLVTQ. Soils diraiTei •Ka.p'rfpjjjv Qvoiav, 
7ru>c ejieXXov Oapprfaai irpoacfrepeiv avTiJ TTJU "e^wOev, TTJIS TUJV p.e'yaXwu 
p.vo'T'qpCijov Q.VTLTVKOV\ 
3 0 3 Funebris ia Patrem Ch.29 PG Vol.35 c ^ 1 0 2 1 
J U * ...^ /cat UK; paKTTjpia rn xeLPOL^^JlLOL xpr]crajj.evo<;,p.ip.eiTaL TQV €TU TOV _ 
dpovs Muvqea, na\ ra<; •Kotpeip.evcxc xeipac etc evxVY- o'xrjp.aTtaac^ awTeXei 
'Kpo&vy.ux; r) irporeXeir. TOV Xaoy" TO. p,vqrr)pLCt. pv\p.aai p.iv oXtrfOic; nal 
oaoiq (aBevev, Siavoia Se, ep.di Sonet, nal XCav 
TeXewTOtTj) u TOV 9cxvp.cxTO<;, oiuev PijuaTos eVi prjyocToc, ai/ev 
9vcnaaTT)pLov OifTrjc, lepevc Tco'ppuj T'GJV TeXovjievuiv: KOLI TOIVTot^iroLpfjv 
qiJTUj irapacTO~v LAjCov. Ylvevp-otToc,.,. nctt... rj, naivr] •naprw rffiepa Trjs 
eoprffc 77V OV'TUJC bvop.di.C^qp.ev •npdTrjv KvpiaKTju, p.eT 'a Trfv oa> CXOT a'o ip.qv 
TavT-qv ixovjec: KOCL t o Xepbv KOtTaXafitiv ovy IXCXVT'L TU> TTJC \KKXT}OCac 
7TA77pu}(IOCTL e^Kcxivi^ei TTJU ouTT)pCav, nal Qvei r a xaPLarTiPi'OL-
It is quite clear that Gregory saw the Eucharist in sacrificial terms. 
.3 G R E G O R Y OF NYSSA 
In the works of the other Gregory, the main reference is in the Catechetical 
Oration Ch.37 On the Eucharist: 3 0 5 
"....For as by the admixture of a poisonous liquid with a wholesome one 
the whole draught is deprived of its deadly effect, so too the immortal 
Body, by being within that which receives it, changes the whole to its 
own nature....The question was, how can that one Body of Christ vivify 
the whole of Mankind, all, that is, in whomsoever there is Faith, and yet, 
though divided amongst all, be itself not diminished? Therefore, from 
the same cause as that by which the Body was changed to a Divine potency, 
a similer result now takes place...it is changed into the Body by means of 
the Word He gives these gifts by virtue of the benediction through which 
he transelements the natural quality of these visible things to that immortal 
Although Gregory of Nyssa does not mention sacrifice as such, it is clear from 
the passage above that the activity of consecrating the Bread and the Wine in the 
Eucharist brings a real transformation from the corrupt to the immortal, cleansing 
the partakers of it from the corruption of the flesh, in the same way as the sacrifices 
of the Old Covenant were believed to cleanse the people from their sin. 
.4 Conclusions 
What conclusions, then, can be drawn from the three Cappadocian Fathers? 
First that they reflect the view of the the Church in their time, that the Eucharist 
Catechetical Oration Ch.37 PG Vol.45 tid: 143ff 
ddq 'yap rQ cfrOopoiroifi, irpd<; ro v^idlvov dva^n.x9e\>TL cnrav ro_ 
avanpaOey crvvrjxpcivrai, OVTUX; nctt TO a9a.va.Tov crw/za iv ru> y\ 
avaXa&ovri avrb 'yevdjievov irpo<; rr\v iavroV (frvaiv Kal rbirav pLerewofijev 
e^TjreLTo yap 7ra>c, T6 ev eKeTvo a'Qp.a TOV Xpurrdv itaaav £u>oiroieL rrjv 
ruv av9 puirwv (frvaiv, iv oaoiq if KICTTIC,^ eori, trpbqjrdvras p,ept^d'p.evov, 
/ecu avrd ov p,etovp,evov... OVKOVV o9ev o ev eKeivo ru adjp.ari p,eraTrotri9eL<; 
aproq eiq deiav ^erearrj 8vvap.iv, 8ia TOV avrov /ecu vvv TO \aovx 
thing. "306 
ravra 8e werai... irpd<; TO aQrp,a 8ta TOV XOJOV p,era/KOLovp.evo<;, yiyero. 
8L8UJOL rrt T T ? C evXcr/Ca<; 8vvap,ei irpos eneLvo p.erao'TOLxeLuaaq TUIV 
(j>aivop.evuiv r-qv tfrvaiv. 
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is a sacrifice - a sacrifice that is unbloody to distinguish it from the sacrifices of the 
Old Covenant. The sacrifice is offered by Christ through the action of consecration; 
that is through the prayer of the priest and of the faithful people. It is a sacrifice 
which brings healing. It should almost always be offered in church and always by 
a priest; who together with the people should be properly prepared for this role. 
The consecration and the offering of the Sacrifice are clearly distinguished from 
the act of Communion, which is seen as a valid responsibility of the laity in this 
and previous centuries. 
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Chapter XIV 
AMBROSE - BISHOP OF MILAN 
Ambrose was born in Trier in 339 A.D. This was the Imperial Capital at this 
time for most of the Western provinces of the Roman Empire, and his father was 
the Prefect controlling the Gallican provinces. The family moved to Rome while 
he was still a child a*nd in 353 A .D. his sister was veiled as a virgin by the Pope. 
During a riot at the cathedral in Milan, Ambrose was acclaimed Bishop of Milan by 
the people. In October of 373 A.D. he was baptized, and in December consecrated 
Bishop. In 387 A.D. he baptized Saint Augustine. He died in 397 A.D. 
The works of Ambrose which deal with the Eucharist are De Officiis Min-
istrorum, De Fide, and De Mysteriis. The De Sacramentis has had its authorship 
questioned. Dudden says: 3 0 7 " It is conceivable that De Sacramentis is an authen-
tic work of Saint Ambrose which was cut down and utilized by Ambrose himself 
as the basis of his De Mysteriis. But it seems more probable that De Sacramentis 
is an expansion of a work of Ambrose by another hand." 
According to Dudden 3 0 8 " ....the sacrificial character of the Eucharist is main-
tained.' Our Lord Jesus Christ is made the sheep of the feast. Do you ask how 
he is made? Hear the words of the Apostle, Christ our Passover is sacrificed. And 
consider how our forefathers took and ate the lamb, signifying the Passion of the 
Lord Jesus, whose sacrament we eat daily.' In this quotation 3 0 9 and in others, 
Ambrose sees the Eucharist as a sacrifice in as much as it is the type of a sacrifice. 
" An examination of the most pertinent texts will make this amply clear. 
.1 What happens in the Eucharist 
The thinking of Ambrose on the Eucharist on the Eucharist (which had a great 
effect on subsequent theologians, particularly in the Western Church,) concentrates 
3 0 7 Saint Ambrose His Life and His Times Volume II 
3 0 8 op.cit. Vol.11 page 648 
3 0 9 In Ps.43 enarr.36 
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on the nature of the change brought about in the bread and the wine. He believed 
that the power of God was greater than the power of nature, so that the elements 
become truly the body and blood of Christ. This can be seen in the following 
quotation from De Fide.310 
" He added: Tor my flesh is truly food, and my blood is truly drink.' 
You hear of 'flesh' and 'blood': you recognize the sacraments of the Lord's 
death... Now we, whenever we take the sacraments, which through the mys-
tery of the sacred prayer are transfigured into his flesh and blood, 'proclaim 
the Lord's death'. 3 1 1 
How do the bread and the wine become the body and blood of Christ? They 
do so through prayer; in particular through the Prayer of Consecration, the sacrae 
orationis as Ambrose calls it. This is also the case in De Sacramentis:212 
" Do you wish to know how it is consecrated by heavenly words? Hear 
what the words are - the priest says: Make for us this oblation ratified, 
reasonable, acceptable, because it is the figure of the body and blood of our 
Lord Jesus Christ. " 3 1 3 
Three words here are great significance. First the use of sacerdos for the 
presbyter (or bishop) making the offering, which clearly has sacrificial overtones. 
Secondly the use of oblatio for the offering which is being made, and finally the 
use of figura to describe what is going on. This is seen even more clearly in his 
Commentary on Psalm 38. 3 1 4 
.2 The Eucharistic Sacrifice 
" We have seen the High Priest coming to us; we have seen and heard 
3 1 0 De Fide 4.125 PL Vol.16 c ^ 6 4 1 
3 1 1 Denique addidit: Caro enim tnea vere est esca, et sanguis meus est potus. Carueni audis, sanguineni 
audis, mortis Domiuicae sacramenta cognoscis... Nos autcrn quotiescumque sacramenta sumimus, 
quae per sacrae orationis mysterium in carnem transfigurantur et sanguineus mortem Doiniui 
annuntiaxuus. 
3 1 2 De Sacramentis 4.21 PL Vol.16 ;c#i'.443 
3 1 3 Vis scire quia verbis coelestibus consecratur? Accipe quae sunt verba. Dicit sacerdos: Fac nobis, 
inquit, hanc oblationem ascriptam, ratem, rationabilem, acceptabilem: quod figura est corporis et 
sanguinis Domini nostri Jesu Christi. 
3 1 4 In Ps 38.25 PL Vol. 14 f.J''- 1051 
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him offering his blood for us. We priests follow, as well as we can, so that 
we may offer sacrifice for the people. Though we can claim no merit, we 
are to be honoured in the sacrifice; for, although Christ is not now visibly 
offered, yet he is himself offered on earth when the body of Christ is offered. 
Moreover, it is made clear that he himself offers in us, since it is his words 
which sanctify the sacrifice which is offered."3 1 5 
This is much more explicit than anything one can see in other authors before 
this time. Christ is the Great High Priest who offers himself for all mankind, but 
Ambrose goes much further than this. He says " sequimur...sacerdotes ", that 
is to say that the Christian priesthood follows the example of Christ in offering a 
sacrifice on behalf of the people. 3 1 6 Ambrose does not use the expression "unbloody 
sacrifice", but instead speaks of an invisible offering: the sacrifice of the Cross being 
the visible offering. Christ offers himself in the Eucharist, through the repetition 
of his own words during the Prayer of Consecration. 
There is of course a sense in which the Body of Christ is in heaven, and it is in 
this sense that we perceive only the symbol of the reality which lies in heaven: 3 1 7 
" Here is the shadow and the image; there is the reality: the shadow in 
the Law; the symbol in the Gospel; the reality in heaven. Formerly a lamb 
was offered, and a calf; now Christ is offered. But he is offered as man, 
accepting suffering; and he offers himself as priest, so that he may forgive 
our sins: here in image; in reality there, where he intercedes for us as an 
advocate before the Father. " 3 1 8 
Vidimus Principem sacerdotum ad nos venientem. vidimus et audivimus offerentem pro nobis 
sanguineus suum: sequimur, ut possumus. sacerdotes; ut offerainus pro populo sacrificiuni: etsi 
infirmi inerito, tamen honarabiles sacrificio; quia etsi nunc Christus non videtur offerre; tamen ipse 
offertur in terris quando Christi corpus otfertur: inmo ipse offerre manifestur in nobis, cuius sermo 
sanctificat sacriiicium quod offertur. 
3 1 6 ut offeramus pro populo sacriiicium. 
3 1 7 De Officiis 1.238 PL Vol.16 C^. 94 
1 8 Ilia igitur nobis expetenda, in quibus perfectio; in quibus Veritas est. Hie unbra, hie imago, illic 
Veritas. Umbra in Lege, imago in Evangelio, Veritas in coelestibus. Ante agnus offerebatur, of-
ferebatur et vitulus, nunc Christus offertur: sed offertur quasi homo, quasi recipiens passionem; et 
offert se ipse quasi sacerdos, ut peccata nostra dimittat: hie in imagine, ibi in veritate, ubi apud 
patrem pro nobis quasi advocatus interveuit.... 
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14.3 Conclusions 
I t seems that in the works of Ambrose, Christ is seen to have made a visible 
offering on the Cross, but also that he makes an invisible offering of himself in the 
Eucharist. Ambrose has no hesitation about speaking of this offering as a sacrifice. 
The Eucharist is seen also as a symbol in the Gospel of a heavenly reality. The 
former offerings, those of the Old Covenant, are replaced by the offering of Christ. 
The image on earth is the bread and the wine. The physical body exists as a true 
reality in heaven, which does not mean that the only true reality is i n heaven, but 
rather that i t is in heaven that Christ intercedes for Christians at the throne of 
the Father. 
Returning now to the East, two Fathers came f rom that great centre of early 
Christianity, where the "disciples of Christ were first called Christians, the city of 
Antioch. They were Theodore of Mopsuestia and John Chrysostom. 
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Chapter X V 
T H E O D O R E OF MOPSUESTIA 
Theodore, a contemporary and friend of St. John Chrysostom, was born at 
Antioch. As a boy he had studied both rhetotic and literature. Before the age 
of nineteen he had entered a monastery near Antioch; but shortly afterwards he 
expressed a wish to get married and to become a lawyer. Two letters f rom his 
fr iend, John Chrysostom, brought about another change of mind and he returned 
to the monastic way of life. In 383 A . D . he was ordained priest in the Antioch 
diocese, and in 392 A . D . became Bishop of Mopsuestia in southern Asia Minor. 
He died in 428 A . D . 
Af te r many centuries of loss, his Catechetical Homilies have been discovered 
in a Syriac version, and these fo rm the basis for Theodore's understanding of the 
Eucharist. This work was discovered by Mingana and published in the Syriac w i t h 
an English translation in 1932. There are ten homilies on the Creed; on on the 
Lord's Prayer, three on Baptism, and two on the Eucharist . 3 1 9 
15.1 The Eucharistic Sacrifice 
15.1.1 T h e F i f t een th H o m i l y 
The two homilies on the Eucharist are of supreme importance for an under-
standing of the Eucharistic sacrifice i n this period. In the Synopsis to the Fifteenth 
Homily Theodore wr i tes : 3 2 0 
" We must first of al l realise that we perform a sacrifice of which we eat and 
that i t is the office of a priest of the New Testament to offer this sacrifice, as 
i t is through i t that the New Covenant appears to be maintained. We must 
th ink that the priest who draws nigh unto the altar performs the image of 
3 1 9 In the Homily ou the Lord's Prayer: " Give us this day our daily bread " is understood as referring 
to sustenance. 
3 2 0 Woodbrooke Studies Vol.VI 1933 page 70 
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the (heavenly) sacrifice, and we must also think that the deacons represent 
the image of the service of the invisible hosts..." 3 2 1 
I t is clear f rom this that for Theodore, the sacrificial nature of the Eucharist 
is derived f r o m the way in which i t is an image of the sacrifice of Christ. The 
Christian priest is said to perform the image of that sacrifice, not merely to recall. 
Theodore also says that i t is the funct ion of a priest to offer this sacrifice, and 
indeed all who are communicants eat the sacrifice, recalling the language of the 
Passover sacrifice of the lamb. The 'we' in this instance is presumably addressed 
not just to priests but to the baptized as i t is w i th in a catechetical work; implying 
that when the catechumens have been baptized they w i l l become a part of that 
'we'. 
The word 'sacrifice' is used consistently by Theodore for the Eucharist, and so 
wi th in the fifth chapter of the work he uses Paul's First Letter to the Corinthians 
to demonstrate what happens when Christians communicate: " we remember, but 
also we receive resurrection and immorta l i ty" . 3 2 2 Theodore repeats what he said in 
the Synopsis: "we must first of all realize that we perform a sacrifice of which we 
eat" and " i t is the office of a priest of the New Testament to offer this sacrifice". 3 2 3 
Theodore continues: 
" I t is indeed evident that i t is a sacrifice, but not a new one and one 
that [the priest] performs as his, but i t is a remembrance of that other real 
sacrifice [of Christ]. Because the priest performs things found in heaven 
through symbols and signs, i t is necessary that his sacrifice also should be 
as their image, and that he should represent a likeness of the service of 
heaven." 
The words "that other real sacrifice" imply that the Eucharist is to be under-
stood as a real sacrifice. Theodore means by this that i t is in reality Christ i n 
heaven who is making the offering of himself to the Father. I t follows that what 
Christian people do together in the Eucharist, and in particular the actions of the 
priest assisted by the deacons, should resemble as closely as possible what is being 
3 2 1 The original text is in Syriac 
3 2 2 1 Cor.11.26 (Woodbrooke Studies Vol.VI 1933 page 73) 
3 2 3 op.cit. page 79 
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done in heaven. Attempts to portray what Heaven is like recall Isaiah 6, Job 1-2, 
Hebrews 9.11, and Revelation 4-5. Both Christian and Jewish worship are reflected 
in these writings. As Theodore says " I t would be impossible for us to be priests 
and do service outside the ancient law i f we did not possess the likeness of heavenly 
things ." 3 2 4 
Theodore sees no contradiction between his use of the present tense for Christ's 
offering: "He performs a real high priesthood and offers to God no other sacrifice 
than himself,..." and quoting Pau l : 3 2 5 "He offered one sacrifice for our sins for 
ever". 3 2 6 This is so because when Christian priests offer the Eucharist i t is one 
sacrifice: 3 2 7 
" As to the priests of the New Testament they immolate the same sacrifice 
always and everywhere, because one is the sacrifice that has been immolated 
for us, that of Christ our Lord who suffered death for us..." 
The rest of this chapter (the Fif teenth Homily) is concerned w i t h a description 
of the Eucharist and the symbolic actions of the ministers. Theodore gives a reason 
for each action of the clergy, because for h im Christian worship is an image of the 
heavenly worship. A t an earlier point in this chapter he said t h i s : 3 2 8 
" I t is w i t h justice, therefore, that when he gave the bread he d id not say: 
'This is a symbol of my body' , but: 'This is my body': likewise when he 
gave the cup he did not say: 'This is a symbol of my blood' , but: 'This is my 
blood' because he wished to look upon the [elements] after their reception 
of grace and the coming of the Spirit, not according to their nature but to 
receive them as they are the body and blood of the Lord. We ought not 
to regard the elements merely as bread and cup, but as the body and blood 
of Christ." 
I n this quotation Theodore makes the point that the bread and the wine are not 
just mere symbols but that after the invocation of the Holy Spirit , thay become the 
3 2 4 op.cit. page 79 
325 Theodore a c c e p t s the authorship of Paul for Hebrews 
3 2 8 op.cit. page 80 quoting Hebrews 10.12-14 
3 2 7 op.cit. page 83 
3 2 8 Quasteu Patrology Volume II I page 420 
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body and blood of Christ. He puts this in a different way in a surviving fragment 
of his Commentary on the Gospel according to Saint Ma t thew: 3 2 9 
" He [Christ] did not say: 'This is the symbol of my body and my blood', 
but: 'This is my body and my blood', teaching us not to consider the nature 
of the laid-out things, but through the accomplished thanksgiving they have 
been changed into the flesh and b lood ." 3 3 0 
Theodore clearly understands that real events are ta lking place when the 
Thanksgiving is completed: there is a real change, and so a real sacrifice. A t 
the same time however, he is saying that the actions are symbolic of the heavenly 
sacrifice of Christ to his Father. The symbol, then, contains the thing symbolized. 
This chapter continues wi th the washing of hands by the priest, which is done 
"not for the cleanness of hands" 3 3 1 , but because "the officiating priests offer 
the sacrifice for a l l " 3 3 2 A l l the congregation then rise for the prayers, after which 
the deacon shouts: 3 3 3 
" 'Look at the oblation' . In this he exhorts everyone to look at the sacrifice, 
as i f a public service was about to be performed, and a public sacrifice 
was about to be immolated, and a public sacrifice was about to be offered 
for al l . . . . I t is clear that we also call this service 'offering the sacrifice' 
and ' immolat ing the sacrifice', because an awe-inspiring sacrifice is being 
immolated, and i f he is offered to God, 'He did this once, when he offered 
up h imsel f as the blessed Paul says, 3 3 4 and another t ime now when [the 
priest] must needs have something to sacrifice. This is the reason why we 
call 'sacrifice' or ' immolat ing the sacrifice' the likeness of the sacrifice [of 
Christ], and this is the reason why the deacon also says before the offering 
3 2 9 Frag.Goap.acc. to Mtt P G Vol.66 a £ . 713 
3 3 0 OVK eiVe: TOVTO ear\ TO av\ifio\ov TOV aCupLaroq iiov, nal TOVTO TOV 
ctf/iOLTd'c; [iov, d\\d: TOVTO_\OT\ r6_aGJ^a /J.OV nai T6 alua p.ov. SiSdaKWU 
fifias fir] 7rpb<r rfju fyrioiv bpav TOV wpoKeLfievov, dt\\a oLht Tf\q ^evoyLivqq 
evxOLPLO"Tias adpKa nai alp,a neTaj3a\\eo~daL. 
3 3 1 Woodbrooke Studies Vol.VI 1933 page 94 
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op.cit. page 94 
3 3 3 op.cit. page 95 
3 3 4 Heb.9.14ff 
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of the sacrifice: 'Look at the sacrifice' When all those things which 
are spoken are accomplished the priest begins wi th the sacrifice itself." 
This concludes the Fifteenth Homily. The frequent use of the word "sacrifice" 
here in this quotation f rom the Li turgy of his t ime, suggests that Theodore felt able 
to use l i turgical laguage as an authority for his understanding both the Eucharist 
and the meaning of the Letter to the Hebrews. The actions of the priest and the 
deacon suggest the offering of a sacrifice, which is displayed, and then offered up 
to God. 
15.1.2 T h e S ix teenth H o m i l y 
I n the next chapter (the Sixteenth Homily) , Theodore says in his Synopsis: 3 3 5 
" ...the priest begins the Anaphora, and offers a public sacrifice, the 
priest who offers the sacrifice draws nigh and partakes of i t first,..." 
This sets the scene for the rest of his homily. The Li turgy is described in great 
detail, w i t h a commentary on the three main elements of Theodore's eucharistic 
theology: the offering of a sacrifice, the descent of the Holy Spirit, and the real 
change that takes place when these two things happen: both in the congregation 
and in the bread and the wine . 3 3 6 
I n the remaining part of the Homily i t is said of the priest t ha t : 3 3 7 
" He offers a sacrifice for the community, and a reverential fear, which em-
braces both himself and us al l , is cast upon him on account of what has 
happened, namely that our Lord suffered for us all a death, the remem-
brance of which is about to be performed in the present sacrifice." 
So the Eucharist is seen both as a sacrifice and the remembrance of a sacri-
fice. There is no contradiction between these two ideas, for the remembrance to 
Theodore is not just a recalling of the past but i t is an action which is to be "per-
formed" in the present. The rest of the chapter is pr imari ly concerned wi th worthy 
335 
op.cit. page 96,97 
3 3 6 op.cit. page 96 
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op.cit. page 99 
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reception and the Christian life. Theodore only mentions sacrifice once more: 
" The priest who is offering the sacrifice draws nigh first and partakes of 
[ i t ] , so that i t may be made clear that he is offering the sacrifice for all 
according to the order wr i t ten in , but that he is in equal need w i t h the 
others of partaking of i t , and asserts that there is u t i l i ty in this food and 
drink. I n saying ' He that eateth my flesh and drinketh my blood, shall live 
for ever'. He [our Lord] refers not to the one who offers the sacrifice but to 
the one who eats [of i t ] , and this, like the sacrifice belongs equally to all of 
us." 
I t is quite clear f rom the context that i t is the President of the Eucharist who 
is here called the priest, for he is said to be the first one to receive Communion. 
He is said to be offering for all , which is of course the very function of a priest. 
He offers for all , but the benefit is for all who consume the sacrifice. Elsewhere, 3 3 9 
Theodore says that the role of a priest is to be the eyes and the tongue of the 
whole Body of Christ: higher up to perform the funct ion of seeing or speaking, 
but only part of the body. 
15.2 Conclusions 
How, then, is Theodore's understanding of Eucharistic Sacrifice" to be inter-
preted? I t is clear that there is now only one effective sacrifice: that of Christ. 
The animal sacrifices of the Old Testament are no longer effective for he says: 3 4 0 " 
I t is indeed clear that all the injunctions and r i tual of the Law were only partially 
suitable " . The sacrifice of Christ which is the true sacrifice not only makes these 
sacrifices obsolete, i t also makes the Eucharist an effective sacrifice. Theodore also 
says: 3 4 1 " As to the priests of the New Testament they immolate the same sacrifice 
always and everywhere, because one is the sacrifice which has been immolated for 
us, that of Christ our Lord. . ." ;and also: 3 4 2 " That is the reason why they [the 
Christian priests] do not immolate at all times new sacrifices like priests of the 
3 3 8 op.cit. page 111 
3 3 9 op.cit. page 90,91 
3 4 0 op.cit. page 79 
3 4 1 op.cit. page 83 
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3 4 2 op.cit. page 82 
law." In other words each Eucharist can be called a sacrifice, but i t is not a sepa-
rate sacrifice nor a repetition of the sacrifice of Christ: because i t recalls and is an 
image of the one sacrifice i t is a sacrifice which is made t ru ly present. Theodore 
also says that the animals who were sacrificed died, but Christ died and rose again 
conferring immorta l i ty on those who receive him. 
A l l this means that while i t would be wrong to speak of Eucharists as sacrifices 
on their own, they are sacrificial i n the sense that they are related to the sacrifice of 
Christ, and that they are the vehicle through which the eternal sacrifice of Christ 
in heaven is brought to mankind, through the working of the Holy Spirit. 
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Chapter X V I 
ST. JOHN CHRYSOSTOM 
John was named " Golden-mouthed " because of his great eleoquence. He was 
a great fr iend of Theodore of Mopsuestia and was also born in the city of Antioch, 
the son of a rich and noble Christian family. In September 397 A . D . he was elected 
Patriarch of Constantinople. Like so many before h im, his episcopate was stormy 
and troubled. He was driven out and deposed; and died in exile as a martyr. 
John Chrysostom is regarded as one of the greatest Doctors of the Church, 
particularly in the realm of eucharistic theology. His writings have been almost 
entirely preserved. 3 4 3 . Most of his works are in sermon-form; but there are also 
exegetical homilies on the Old and New Testaments; dogmatic and polemical hom-
ilies; moral discourses; and treatises on the priesthood, monastic l ife, virginity, and 
the education of children, suffering; and a number of letters. Of the treatises De 
Sacerdotio is by far the most important for a study of Eucharistic Sacrifice. 
16.1 T H E E U C H A R I S T I C S A C R I F I C E 
John Chrysostom clearly regarded the Eucharist as a sacrifice as we can seen 
in his Homily on Hebrews: 3 4 4 
" There is one Christ everywhere, complete bo th in this world and in the 
other; one body. As then, though offered in many places, he is but one 
body, so there is but one sacrifice... We offer that which was offered then; 
which is indeed inconsumable... We do not then offer a different sacrifice as 
the High Priest formerly did, but always the same; or rather we celebrate 
a memorial of a sacrifice. " 3 4 S 
3 4 3 Quasten Patrology Vol.III page 429 
3 4 4 Horn.17 111 Hebr.3 Enchiridion Patristicum page 466 
3 4 5 aXX'ets •navrayov o Xptaroi;, KOIL euravOa -KXrjprjq UJU, _KOLL enet 
TrXr/pr)^, eu auJp,a/Tlairep ovv TroXXaypv ix pQo4>epojxtvo<; ev cruip,a iarC, 
KCCL ov iroXXp auf^ara, OVTUJ KCCL. yua 9yaia?EKeLVT)v TT pop<j)epop,eu KCtu 
vvv TT)V rove TrpoaevexO^^v, rrju auaXwrou OVK aXXrju Ovcriau, 
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Here John Chrysostom stresses the unity of the sacrifice of Christ; and he 
is careful to demonstrate that we are not talking of a different sacrifice i n the 
Eucharist, as i t recalls the sacrifice of Christ on the Cross. One cannot separate 
the two, for i t is the same Christ who makes the offering in both instances. John 
Chrysostom says this in a different way in his homily on Mat thew: 3 4 9 
" Believe that there takes place now the same banquet in which Christ sat 
at table, and that this banquet is in no way different f rom that . For i t is 
not true that this banquet was prepared by a man while that was prepared 
by himself. " 3 4 T 
This means that Christ is both the Offering and the One who offers, as can be 
seen in a homily on 1 Corinthians: 3 4 8 
" Today as then, i t is the Lord who works and offers all . 1)349 
John Chrysostom also implies that earthly priests act only as the Lord's 
deputies. Christ is the one who is t r u ly active, for i n the Homily on Mat thew 
John Chrysostom wri tes : 3 5 0 
" We assume the role of servants; i t is he who blesses and t ransforms." 3 5 1 
In other words the priest cannot consecrate on his own; but only- through the 
power of God working in him. As the priest recalls the Last Supper, the miracle 
is enabled and through the power of God ( f rom the present day to the Second 
Coming of the Lord) the sacrifice is completed and perfected on the altars of the 
Holy Church : 3 5 2 
nadairep b apxitpeys Tore, dXXd rrjv avrrju ae\ TroLOVfxeu: fxaXXou Se 
'a.vdp.vqatu ipja^dfieOa Overtax. 
3 4 6 Hom.50 In Matt.n.3. P G Vol.57-58 507 _ 
n^aTevaare TOLVVV, OTL KCU uyu tKtivo TO OWKUOV eartu, tv a> nai 
avroc aveKELTO. OvSeu 'yap TOVTO p.lv avQpwKoq e/ryojCerat, tKetvo 6e 
adrejc, aXXa nat rdvro naKeTuo cxvToq. 
3 4 8 Hom.27 In 1 Cor.n.4.. P G Vol.61 229 
3 4 9 Kcxi jap Kal crrfp.epoi> avroq earlv 8 irdvTa'epjaQop.Evcx; na\ 
irapaSiSovq, ujairtp nai rare 
3 5 0 Hom.82 In Matth.5 P G Vol.58 1741 
3&lCRp.eL<; v-K^perCju Tdt£iv eirexofieu: 6 6e ocyia^wv avra nal neracrKeud^ujiy 
avro'c;. 
3 5 2 Horn.2 De Prodit.Judae n.6 Enchiridion Patristicuin page 439 
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" I t is not man who causes what is present to become the Body and Blood 
of Christ, but Christ himself who was crucified for us. The priest is the 
representative when he pronounces those words, but the power and grace 
are those of the Lord. 'This is my Body', he says. This word changes 
the things that lie before us; and as that sentence 'increase and mul t ip ly ' , 
once spoken, extends through all time and gives to our nature the power to 
reproduce itself; even so that saying, 'This is my Body' , once uttered, does 
at every table in the Churches f rom that time to the present day, and even 
t i l l Christ's coming, make the sacrifice complete." 3 5 3 
I t is Christ who is the vic t im, and i t is Christ who makes the offering. John 
Chrysostom also says that the offering was made for al l , even though the New 
Testament says that the offering was made 'for many', in other words for those 
who believe in Christ. 
In the Homily on Hebrews quoted above, John Chrysostom also says th i s : 3 5 4 
" 'Thus Christ also was offered.' By whom? By himself to be sure. Here 
the author shows that he is not only a priest, but also a v i c t im and sacrifice. 
Thus he gives the reason for his being offered: 'Offered once to bear the 
sins of many'. W h y 'many' and not 'all '? Because all d id not believe. He, 
for his part did indeed die for all, to save all; for his death was equivalent 
to the death of a l l . . . . " 3 5 5 
Even though Christ is in heaven, this sacrifice of the Eucharist is s t i l l possible; 
for in another homily on Hebrews John Chrysostom wri tes : 3 5 6 
Ovoe •yap avapu>TTO<; eartu o iroiuu ra npoKeifieua -feveaoai aup,a nai 
onjia j XpurTov. 'aXX'avTo<; o aravpudelq v j l p •q/MJu Xpiaroq. Y,xWa 
TTXTJPWW 'earrjnev 6 Lepevq, ra pfjfiara (fcdeyyojxevcx; Jeneiva, 77 8J 6vuap,L^ 
noti r) x&PL$ T°v Oeov iar'C. Tovro p,ov earl TO oGfj.a, <f>T)ai. Tovro TO 
prj/xa nerappv9/j,'t(eL ra •KpoKttp.eva. 
3 5 4 Horn.17 111 Hebr. Enchiridion,Patristicum page 465 r , . 
3 5 5 OVTUJ /ecu b Xptaroq aTra(jrpoaeuex0eL<;.LT'KOTLi/oc; irpoaeuexOeLq; YfteavTov 
SrjXoi/orc^EvTQvOa ovSe^tepea Seinvvaiv avrov p.6vov, aXXht na\ 0<fua 
KO'I fepeiov. Elr.a vpoori9r)o_i rrjv airCau TQV, ITppaeuex9efc\ "-^a.^, 6T]CH, 
T)v 6 Oavaroq eKeu/oc TT)<; TTOLUTUV a-jruXeCaq.. 
3 5 6 Houi . l l In Hebr. P G Vol.63 t c / . 9 2 
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" We have our v ic t im, our priest, in heaven. Then let us offer such sacrifices 
as can be offered on that altar.... 'our reasonable service', the oblation made 
through the soul, ' through the spirit ' , gentleness, moderation, patience, 
endurance, humili ty, and the like; things which are independant of material 
vehicles and particular places " 3 5 T 
In other words the service offered is a reasonable sacrifice. This is expression 
A074/C77 is often linked w i t h avatpanTos. I t implies a difference f rom the animal 
sacrifices of the Jews. I t is in the end the only thing Christians can offer, and i t is 
not just an offering of bread and wine, but i t is a spiritual offering of the gifts of 
the Holy Spirit; for example i t is an offering of patience and humility. 
.2 De Sacerdotio 
Amongst John Chrysostom's many other works one stands out as the greatest. 
This is his treatise 'On the Priesthood1, which contains the following much quoted 
text. This sums up his doctrine of the Eucharistic Sacrifice: 3 5 8 
" When you see the Lord offered there in sacrifice, and the priest standing 
and praying, and all being reddened by the precious blood, do you feel that 
you are st i l l standing among men, on earth?" 3 5 9 
This leaves no doubt whatever about John Chryostom's understanding of the 
Sacrifice of the Eucharist. There on the altar the Lord is t ru ly offered in sacrifice. 
The priest stands there and prays and God brings the miracle about. I t is not 
possible for Christians to see what is happening, but everything is reddened by 
the precious blood of Christ. Those of the fa i th fu l are being challenged to see the 
t ru th , perhaps in a vision, and to wonder whether they are on earth or in heaven. 
Opa 'yap, avu> exopev TO tepeiou, avui TOV lepea, avui TTJV vvoiav. 
OIIKOXTV ToiavTas dva^epopeu^Ovaidc; rac V lueCvui Svvapevas 
irpoa^epeoOai TW 6va^aaT7ipiu>:...._r] XOJLK^I XaTpeia.... Ta jSux ipvxVSi 
Ta 6L& irv€vp,aTO<;... TCX 8e IOTIV oiov eirieineia, au)(/>poavvTj,}XeTfp.oavvTj, 
avt^iKOLKia, panpoOvpia, Tairetvocppoavvrj. 
3 5 8 De Sacerd. 3,4 Enchiridion Patristicum page 423 
3 5 9 Ora;^ jap \6rjc; TOV KV^LOV Tf.8yp.ivov Kai KtLp-evov,^ KQ\ TOJ/ tepe^a 
e<f)eoTu>Ta TU) 9v'p,aTi, Ken. iiTevxdpevov, acoA -xdvTaq eKetyco TU> TLptui 
(j>otVLaaop,evbv<; al'fiaTi, apa eirl p.6Ta dvQpunuiv elvai vop,iQet.<;,\di eirl 
Tffc; 777^ ecTTdyat, dXX^ovK ev8eu<; ovpavobc; peTavLaracrai^ ncti ifdTaav 
aapuLKTjv Sidvoj,av Trfq ibvxvs €K.0aXiJv, jvpvr] TT) Tpvxv not ruf VUJ 
naOapuj TrepifiXeireLq r a ev ovpavotq; 1 1 1 1 
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16.3 Conclusions 
I t would be fair to say that in the texts of John Chrysostom there is a cul-
mination of what all the early Fathers are t ry ing to express. The consecration of 
the Eucharist is a real and effective miracle, and i t is identified wi th the once and 
for all sacrifice of Christ on the Cross. I t cannot be perceived except through the 
experience of the fa i th fu l . Many of the other Fathers speak about a 'bloodless sac-
rifice': Chrysostom sees the blood, and he sees the Holy Spirit coming down f r o m 
Heaven and bringing about the miraculous transformation in the Bread and the 
Wine, changing them into the Body and Blood of Christ. I n all this Chrysostom 
is not advocating something different f rom the Apostles and other authors of the 
New Testament. I t is the perception of the event that has changed; for by the time 
John Chrysostom was wr i t ing the Fathers are able to express much more clearly 
their understanding of Eucharistic Sacrifice. 
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Chapter X V I I 
C Y R I L OF ALEXANDRIA 
Cyri l was born at Alexandria about the year 380 A . D . He was the nephew 
of the Patriarch Theophilus. I n 412 A . D . he succeeded his uncle as Bishop and 
proceeded to expound the Scriptures and oppose the heretics. Most of his later 
work (after 428 A . D . ) was devoted to opposing the teachings of Nestorius, and he 
took a lead in the Council of Ephesus in 431 A . D . He was a very great theologian, 
and he died in the year 444 A . D . 
The works of Cyr i l are very numerous, for they consist of commentaries on the 
Old and New Testaments, dogmatic-polemical works against Arians and Nestori-
ans. A n apology against Julian; paschal letters; sermons; and letters, one of which 
includes twelve anathemas against Nestorius. Of these works the New Testament 
commentaries are the most significant. 
In his commentary on the Gospel according to St. John, Cyr i l explains how 
the partaking of the one Loaf of the Eucharist means that the Church cannot be 
" . . .By means of one body he blesses those who believe in h im and incor-
porates them in himself and in each other; and that body is his own. A n d 
who can divide and remove them f rom this mutual union of nature, when 
they have been bound together in uni ty wi th Christ by means of that holy 
body? We all partake of one loaf, and so we are all made into one body: 
for Christ cannot be divided. Therefore the Church is called the 'Body of 
Christ, of which each individual is a member' as Paul understands." 3 8 1 
In Jo,17.21 Commentary on John Pusey Edition page 735 
eul "yap aufuctTi, TUJ LSLUI 8ri\ct8ri, rovq eiq avrdv irLaTetJovrac; evXqyuiu 
aTToreXet. TL<; jdcp au na\ decXoL /ecu TTJS eiq aXXrjXovs <f>vain'7)<; ivwaeux; 
17.1 The Eucharist 
div ided: 3 6 0 
Sta T'T)<;__ ^vqTLKifq^eTaXri^eujq^ eavruj re avoou>p.ov<; KOL^CIXXTJXOK; 
1 
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This quotation describes the way in which the Eucharistic lies at the very heart 
of the Church's life and unity; and the way in which that uni ty is sealed: but i t is 
necessary to look elsewhere for an understanding of its sacrificial nature. 
.2 Sacrifice in the Eucharist 
Gebremedhin says that "For Cyr i l the eucharistic flesh is the very sacrifice of 
Christ - the unbloody sacrifice is not carnal but sp i r i t ua l . " 3 6 2 I t is possible to see 
this in an epistle to Nestorius: 3 6 3 
" We proclaim the death, in the flesh, of the only-begotten Son of God, Jesus 
Christ, and acknowledge his return to life f r o m the dead and his ascension 
into heaven, and as we do this we perform the bloodless sacrifice in the 
churches: and thus we approach the consecrated gifts of the sacrament, 
and are sanctified by partaking of the holy flesh and the precious blood of 
Christ, the Saviour of us all . We do not receive i t as common flesh (God 
forbid) , not as the flesh of a mere man, sanctified and linked w i t h the Word 
in uni ty of standing, or as enjoying a divine indwelling; we receive i t as 
t r u ly l ife-giving, as the flesh that belongs to the Word himself. For as being 
God he is in his own nature life, and when he became one wi th the flesh 
which is his own, he rendered i t l i f e -g iv ing ." 3 8 4 
From these words i t is possible to see that Cyri l gives both a clear aff irmation 
e^oiKieX roy<; Sc'evqq rov ajioy cCjparoq irpoq evorrfra rrjv etc Xpiarbv 
'aua6ecrfj,ovfi€uo<;\ et jap'yi irdvreq e/c rov evb<; aproy p,erexpp.ev', ev 01 
irdvres d-KoreXovp.eQa auipa: [iepL(,eo~Qai jap OVK evSexerai rdv Xpiarov. 
Suxjroyro KOL aup,a Xpiarov_KexprfudrLKev rfEKKXrjaLa, p.e'Xr) 8e /cat 
7jp,ei<; ava p,epo<;, Kara rrju rov YlavAov avveaiv. 
3 6 2 Life-Giving Blessing page 78 
3 6 3 Ep.17 Ad Nest.3 Wickham Edition page 22 
3 8 4 KarajjeXXovrec; jap rov Kara aapna Qavarov rov p,ovojevov<;jVLOV 
rov Oeov, rovretrri.vJIr}crov~yXpLO~rdy rrjv re en veKpuv p\vafiiujoiv 
KoiLjrrp/ etc qvpavovq^ avaX^iy op.oXojovvre<;, rjju avcap.anrov \v_ 
rdVq eKnXrjcrtaLg reXdvp.ev Xarpeiav TTpoatfiev re ovrui rau; pvarindt^ 
evXojLat(;Kalrajia^dp,e9a p.efoxot pfivop.evoi r'ffq re djta<; aapKdq nai 
roy rip.Lov a£p.aro<; rov iravruiy rjpMjv aurrfpos Xptarov Koh, OVXJJJS 
odpKa KOLVT)V Sexofavoi,. p,r) j€voiro^ ovre pr/v ti)c av6pd<; ijjiaapevoy 
ndi avva<f>de'vro<; ru XOJUJ Kara rrjv evofrjra rrfq a £ t a c rj jovv u>c 
deiav eyoLK-qauv ecrx^/coroc, dXX'd>$ ^uioirotov itXrjQuJc; K,a£ iStav avrov 
r&u Xojov. Qui) jap HJV Kara <t>i>o~iv d><;^$eo<;, iirebSr) jejovev ev •npbq 
rrjv iavrov adpna, ^JJOTTOLOV anrerfiTjvev avrrfv,... 
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that the Eucharist is a 'bloodless sacrifice'; and also what the sacrifice effects. First 
of all , Christians proclaim what Christ has done in the flesh and on the cross, and 
also in his resurrection and ascension. Next they perform the sacrifice: that is 
they celebrate the Eucharist. Finally they approach and take communion. The 
end result is that they are sanctified, and receive an indwelling of divini ty. The 
Eucharistic Sacrifice is therefore life-giving. 
This theme of a life-giving blessing imparted by the Eucharist is central to 
Cyril 's eucharistic theology, for the word evXcjia is the favourite description of 
Cyr i l for the Eucharist. In his Commentary on Luke he says th i s : 3 6 5 
" I t was necessary for h im to be present in us in a divine manner through the 
Holy Spirit: to be mixed, as i t were, w i t h our bodies by means of his holy 
flesh and precious blood, for us to have h im in reality as a sacramental g i f t 
which gives life, in the fo rm of bread and wine. A n d so that we should not 
be so struck down w i t h horror, at seeing flesh and blood displayed on the 
holy tables of our churches, God adapts himself to our weakness and infuses 
the power of life into the oblations and changes them into the effective power 
of his own flesh, so that we may have them for life-giving reception, and 
that the bcdy of life may prove to be in us a life-giving seed." 3 8 6 
This means that i t is necessary for Christ to be received sacramentally; for i t is 
through the Holy Spirit in the Eucharist that Christians become one w i t h Christ. 
God chose to use bread and wine i n this sacrifice so that Christians would not be 
shocked and the sight of real flesh and blood; otherwise in their weakness they 
might fai l to comprehend the mystery. God gives life to Christians by the exercise 
of his power, so that the ordinary bread and wine may become the vehicle of his 
blessing: in other words a sacrifice. 
In Luc.22.19 P G Vol.72 OA .• 912 
vE6ei roivyv avrdv 6tat, rod aj{.ov Yluevparo^iv fjp.lv jeueadaL v _ 
BeonpeKuq: avuauaKpiuaaBaiJ>e foaitep rpi~q f]pereppL<; au^iaat, SLCX TTI<; 
(SjLaq avrov crap/cdc, &a\ Toy TLpCov alparoq: a orj /cat eaxnK.ap.ev ei<; 
evXojLau £U>OTTOLOV, ubq ev apruj^ re^/coA OLVW." Iva 'yap. ptj (. 
airovapKfjcrujfiev, ad^pua re nai a\p.a -KpoKeLpeua pXeirovres iv ajiaLq 
Tpaire^aLS eKKXnaLuju ,avjKad.Larapeuo<;^> Oebs rai'q r\y.erepaL<; aadeveCoaq, 
evtnaL roXq irpoKeLpevoLc 6vvap.LV Quinq^ /cai pe9LarvaLV avra irpo^r 
evepjej.au Try; eavrov adpnoq: 'c'va eiq peQetLv QUIOTTOLOV e\wp.eu avra\ 
Kai oiov aireppa ^UJOTTOIOU eu rjpLu evpeOff TO aulpa rfj<; Quiffq. 
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17.3 Conclusions 
I t is possible to say in conclusion, that Cyr i l "The Seal of the Fathers" demon-
strates most fu l ly the nature of the Eucharistic Sacrifice. A t the Last Supper 
Christ promised that He would do this thing for Christians, and when the Church 
offers up the Eucharist, i t is a 'bloodless sacrifice' that is performed. A sacrifice 
made not by Christians (as Cyr i l is careful to say) but by Christ. This is a sacrifice 
which makes Christians holy, by vir tue of their reception of i t . 
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Chapter X V I I I 
AUGUSTINE OF HIPPO 
St. Augustine was born in the Carthaginian Province of the Roman Empire(in 
North Afr ica) in 354 A . D . His father was a pagan, but he was strongly influenced 
by his mother Monica who was a devoted Christian. Af te r several years he came 
to Milan , and was converted to Catholic Christianity largely through the influence 
of the Bishop, Ambrose. In the years following his baptism, he returned to Nor th 
Afr ica , eventually becoming Bishop of Hippo. 
Throughout his life he was a prolific author, and in many places he suggests 
the idea of Eucharistic Sacrifice. The principal works where this is the case are 
the City of God, which sees History in terms of the existence of two cities, one 
of God and the other of man; Sermon 22, called Ad Infantes, de Sacramento (to 
children on the Sacrament); Epistle 98, which asks what harm is done to babies 
whose parents make sacrifices to demons on their behalf; commentaries on Psalms 
32 and 33; De Baptismo; De Doctrina Christiana, which is a thesis on Christian 
Education as biblical knowledge and priestly eloquence; and a commentary on the 
Gospel according to St. John. 
.1 Terms Used by Augustine to Describe the Eucharist 
I n a fa i r ly exhaustive doctoral thesis by Lawrence Frankovi tch. 3 6 7 the intro-
duction to Chapter I I I lists the various names given to the Eucharist by Augustine. 
These include: "sacrifice of Christians", "sacrifice of the Body of Christ", "sacrifice 
of the Church", "sacrifice of the New Testament", "sacrifice of the Mediator", "eu-
charist", "sacred offering", and "sacrament of the altar". He also says that "one 
should not l imi t Augustine's views on the Christian sacrifice to those explicit ly 
designated by the word 'sacrifice'". In other words sacrifice is sometimes intended 
even when i t is not specifically mentioned. 
3 6 7 Augustine's Theory of Eucharistic Sacrifice Marquette University, Aim Arbor. Michigan U.S.A. 
I l l 
18.1.1 Sacrifice of Christians 
The first of these expressions is found in Civitate Dei:36* 
" Aaron's seed has now no priest; and his whole offspring behold wi th failing 
eyes and faint ing hearts the sacrifice of the Christians offered all the world 
t h rough . " 3 6 9 
The significant words here are "sacrifice of the Christians". The singular of 
the word sacrificium is used, so the personal sacrifices of Christians cannot be 
intended. The Christ ian Priesthood is contrasted w i t h the Jewish priesthood, and 
i t is clear that Augustine intends the reader to understand that the Eucharist is 
the new sacrifice. 
18.1.2 Sacrifice of the Body of Christ 
This is made even more explicit fur ther on in the same work: 3 7 " 
"...one passed through, he offered the sacrifice of the body of Chris t . . . " 3 7 1 
Here Augustine is describing what appears to have been an early exorcism. 
A man was suffering f rom possession by a demon and the Bishop of Hippo was 
sent for. The Bishop being absent, one of his presbyters came and successfully 
exorcised the demon by celebrating the Eucharist i n the man's presence. The 
use of the words sacrificium Corporis Christi show that Augustine experienced no 
diff icul ty whatever in describing the Eucharist as a sacrifice. 
18.1.3 Sacrifice of the Church 
The Eucharist is also described as the particular sacrifice of the Church, for 
elsewhere Augustine says: 3 7 2 
3 6 8 Civ. Dei 17.5 Corpus Christianorum 48:563 
3 6 9 Nullus sacerdos est secundum ordinein Aaron, et quicumque es eius geuere est homo, cum videt 
sacrificiun Christianorum toto orbe pollere. sibi auteni honorem ilium magnum esse subtractum, 
deficiuut oculi eius et defluit anima eius tabe maeroris. 
3 7 0 op.cit. 22.8 Corp.Christ. 48.820 
3 7 1 Perrexit unus, obtulit ibi sacrificium corporis Christi,.... 
3 7 2 Against the Adversaries of the Law and the Prophets 1.18.37 PL Vol.41 c / - 624 
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"...because the fa i th fu l know everything in the sacrifice of the Church..." 373 
The context here makes i t clear that Augustine is speaking about the Eucharist, 
for in this paragraph he compares the sacrifice of the Church wi th the sacrificed 
flesh of bu l l s ; 3 7 4 in such a way that the Eucharist has to be seen as the sacrifice of 
the New Testament in contrast to the sacrifices of the Old Testament. 
18.1.4 Sacrifice of the New Testament 
I n one of his letters he actually uses the phrase "sacrifice of the New Testa-
ment" : 3 7 5 
". . . in this we give thanks to the Lord our God, because there is a great 
sacrament i n the sacrifice of the New Testament." 3 7 6 
The use in the same sentence of sacramentum and sacrificio clearly indicates 
that these two concepts are closely identified by Augustine. Only the Eucharist 
can be intended. 
18.1.5 Sacrifice of the Mediator 
The role of Christ as the one who offers the sacrifice is clearly demonstated by 
the use of the expression "sacrifice of the Mediator" i n the Enchiridion:317 
" Nor can i t be denied that the souls of the dead are benefited by the piety 
of their l iv ing friends, who offer the sacrifice of the Mediator, or give alms 
in the Church on their behalf ." 3 7 8 
Here Augustine is speaking bo th of those who make the offering, that is to say 
the Christians; and also of the offering made Christ himself. As the Mediator, he 
makes an offering of his own Body to the Father; and so the mourning Christian 
373 
Quod totum fideles in Ecclesiae sacrificio sciunt 
3 7 4 non manducat taurorum carnes 
3 7 5 Letter 140.19.48 C.S.E.L. 44.196 
3 7 6 ...tunc gratias agimus domino deo nostro, quod est magnum sacramentum in sacrificio 
novi testameuti,.. 
3 7 7 Ench.29.110 Corp.Christ. 46.108 
Neque negandum est defunctorum animus pietate suoruiu viventium relevari, cum pro illis sacrifi-
cium mediatoris offertur vel eleemosyne in ecclesia fiunt... 
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friends of a deceased person can also offer the Lord's Body for the benefit of the 
departed. 
18.1.6 Eucharist 
Sometimes the Sacrament is simply called Eucharist or Thanksgiving, as is the 
case in another of Augustine's let ters: 3 7 9 
" When you come together in one i t is not to eat the Lord's Supper, hence 
calling the very receiving of the Eucharist can move men more so that now 
on the Day of Rest either they offer or they received the Eucharist ." 3 8 0 
18.1.7 Sacred Offering 
In another situation the Eucharist is called a "sacred offering" as well as a 
"sacrifice": 3 8 1 
" Whence now the Christians commemorate the same sacrifice, i n the sacred 
offering and participation of the body and blood of Chr i s t . " 3 8 2 
18.1.8 Sacrament of the Altar 
Finally, the expression "sacrament of the altar" is used alongside "sacrifice of 
Christians" clearly demonstrating the sacrificial nature of this sacrament: 3 8 3 
" This is the sacrifice of Christians; the many who are one body in Christ. 
This sacrifice the Church celebrates in the sacrament of the altar, which 
the f a i t h fu l know well, where i t is shown to her that in this thing which she 
offers she herslf is of fered ." 3 8 4 
3 7 9 Letter 54.5.7 C.S.E.L. 34.166 
3 8 0 Convenientibus ergo vobis in unum non est domiuicam cenam maiiducare banc ipsani acceptionem 
eucharistiae dotninicam cenam vocans... 
3 8 1 Reply to Faustus 20.18 C.S.E.L. 25.559 
3 8 2 Unde iam Christiani peracti eiusdem sacrificii memoriam colebraiit sacrosancta oblatione et par-
ticipatione corporis et sanguinis Christi,.... 
3 8 3 Civ. Dei 10.6 Corp.Cbrist. 47.279 
3 8 4 Hoc est sacrifichim Christianorum: multi unum corpus in Christo. Quod etiarn sacramento altar is 
fidelibus noto frequentat Ecclesia, ubi ei demonstratur, quod in ea re quain offert, ipsa offeratur. 
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This text demonstrates the relationship between the mystical Body of Christ, 
which is the Church, and the sacrificial offering of the Body of Christ in the Eu-
charist when he says: quod in ea re quam offert, ipsa offeratur. This is highly 
significant. 
.2 Augustine's Understanding of the Eucharistic Sacrifice 
Augustine seems to use the word sacrificium and the word sacramentum almost 
interchangeably. When he is speaking about what the Church does, i t is called 
a sacrament; when he is describing what this means i t is called a sacrifice: so he 
can say that i n the sacrament of the altar (the Eucharist) the church celebrates a 
sacrifice. He goes fur ther than this implying that the Church herself becomes an 
offering. 
When Augustine speaks of sacrifices (using the plural) he intends that the 
reader should understand he means the sacrifices of the OLd Testament, or even 
in some cases the pagan sacrifices; for later in Civitate Dei he talks about sacrifices 
to devi ls : 3 8 5 
" On this matter of sacrifices I have already said in the foregoing books that 
the devils arrogate divini ty to themselves, and require sacrifice that they 
may be esteemed gods, and delight in these honours. This is because they 
know that the true sacrifice is due to the true G o d . " 3 8 6 
Here such sacrifices are dismissed, although i t is recognized that they take 
place. I n the last sentence of this quotation, we see the very important concept 
of the true sacrifice (verum sacrificium). Augustine recognizes three categories 
of sacrifice. Firs t ly the false sacrifice that is offered to demons (which is total ly 
ineffective); secondly the sacrifices of the Old Covenant (which although they are 
offered to the true God have been superseded); and th i rd ly the true sacrifice of 
Christ on the cross, which is represented by the Church in the Eucharist. 
3 8 5 Civ. Dei 15.16 Corp. Christ. 48.479 
3 8 6 De qua re in praecedentibus libris iam diximus, nou ob aliud daemones arrongantes sibi diviuitatem 
deosque se credi cupientes sibi expetere sacrificium et gaudere huius modi honoribus, nisi quia verum 
sacrificium Deo debere sciunt. 
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I n an earlier part of the Civitate Dei, Augustine had already used the expression 
"a true sacrif ice" 3 8 7 
" Thus a true sacrifice is every good work which is done that we may be 
united to God in holy fellowship, and which has a reference to that supreme 
good and end in which we alone can be t ru ly blessed. And therefore even 
the mercy that we show to men, i f i t is not shown for God's sake, is not a 
sacrifice.... Since therefore, true sacrifices are works of mercy to ourselves 
and to others, done w i t h reference to God... i t follows that the whole 
redeemed city, that is to say, the congregation or community of saints, is 
offered to God as our sacrifice through the great high priest ." 3 8 8 
Here Augustine says that i t is when Christians are united in a holy fellowship, 
that their good works become an effective part of the offering made by Christ to the 
Father. Good works that are done wi thout reference to God are not sacrifice; but 
the whole Church is offered as a sacrifice through the mediation of Jesus Christ. 
In Augustine's works good acts are sometimes called sacrifices: so for a Chris-
t ian mercy may also be a true sacrifice: 3 8 9 
" Whence i t is wr i t ten , ' I desire mercy rather than sacrifice', nothing else 
is meant than that one sacrifice is preferred to another; for that which in 
common speech is called sacrifice is only the symbol of the true sacrifice. 
Now mercy is the true sacrifice, and therfore i t is said, as I have just quoted, 
' w i t h such sacrifices God is well pleased." 3 0 0 
Recalling the words of Hosea, Augustine interprets them to mean that good 
works are only symbols and signs of the true sacrifice which can only be offered by 
3 8 7 Civ. Dei 10.6 Corpus Christ.47.278 
3 8 8 Proinde veruin sacriilcium est omne opus, quo agitur, ut sancta societate inhaereamus Deo, relatum 
scilicet ad ilium finem boni, quo veraciter beati esse possimus. Unde et ipsa misercordia, qua 
homini subvenitur, si non propter Deum fit. non est sacrificium....Cum igitur vera sacrifkia opera 
sint misericordiae sive in nos ipsos sive in proximos, que referuntur ad Deum;.... profecto efficitur, 
ut tota ipsa redempta civitatas, hoc est congregatio societasque sanctorum, universale sacrificium 
offertur Deo per sacerdotem magnum 
3 8 9 Civ. Dei 10,5 Corp.Christ. 47.278 
3 9 0 Ac per hoc ubi scriptum: Misericordiam volo quam sacrificium nihil aliud quain sacrificium sacrificio 
praelatum oportet intelligi; quoniam illud, quod ab omnibus apellatur sacrificium. signum est vere 
sacrificii. Porro autem misericordia verum sacrificium est; unde dictum est. quod paulo ante 
commemoraui: Talibus enim sacrificiis placetur Deo. 
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Christ: 
Finally, Augustine says that all the former sacrifices are only signs of the love 
we must have for God and for our neighbour: 3" 1 
" A l l the divine precepts which refer, under different forms, to sacrifice either 
in the service of the tabernacle or of the temple, are to be understood as 
signifying the love of God and the neighbour." 3 9 2 
What , then, can be drawn f r o m these various uses of the word sacrificium. 
Frankovitch says that " the word 'sacrifice' i n Augustine's writings appears in 
many contexts; for i t is used both for the invisible realities and for the visible 
symbols, and wi th in the wide spectrum of usages there is the r i tual celebration of 
the eucharist." 3 9 3 He goes on to say that he wi l l show that all these sacrifices are 
"inter-related and really form one sacrifice". 3 9 4 
Having said this, there can be no doubt that Augustine does see the Eucharist 
as a sacrifice, and i t is in his own terms a "true sacrifice". Of course he does use 
"sacrifice" i n other ways, but i f these are discounted then there are clearly three 
main uses. First ly an offering made to the One True God; secondly, the spiritual 
sacrifices of the individual exemplified in good works; and th i rd ly the sacrifice of 
Christ on the cross. The Eucharist is related to all these three: for in the Eucharist 
the Sacrifice of Christ is represented, the good works are offered, and the Church 
makes the offering of herself to the One True God. 
18.3 CONCLUSIONS 
I t can be seen, then, that i t is possible to jus t i fy calling the Eucharist a sacrifice; 
and also that its sacrificial character is derived f rom the recalling of the Sacrifice of 
Christ on the cross. I n the Old Testament sacrifices were offered to God: Augustine 
sees these sacrifices as foreshadowing the true sacrifice of Christ on the Cross. Jesus 
offered himself to his Father on that cross, and this is the source of salvation for all 
Civ. Dei 10.5 Corp.Christ. 47.278 
Quaecumque igitur in ministerio tabernaculi sive teutpli multis modis de sacrificiis legunter divini-
tus esse praecepta, ad delectationcm Dei et proximi siguiiicando referinter. 
Augustine's Theory of the Eucharistic Sacrifice p.77 
op.cit. page 78 
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Christians. However as a result of that sacrifice the Church also has her sacrifice 
(the Eucharist) made effective. The old sacrifices are seen to be just a shadow, 
the Eucharist becomes the symbol; and because i t is symbolic of what has taken 
place: those who participate in i t , participate in the sacrifice of the cross, for as 
has been seen elsewhere, i t is Christ who is the true High Priest. 
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Chapter X I X 
C H U R C H L I T U R G I E S 
In addition to the texts of the Fathers, a considerable part of Church Li turgy 
text has survived to the present day. The quotations below are all taken f rom 
prayers in the Eucharistic Liturgy, and in all of them the Eucharist is clearly 
described as a sacrifice. The fact that often the authorship of these prayers is 
often obscure is not important in this context, for they clearly indicate the mind 
of the Church at the time of their composition; a fact that is shown by their 
widespread use at the time, and even (in some cases) by their continuing usage in 
the Church. 
Jeremias in his book "The Eucharistic Words of Jesus" suggested a relationship 
of Jewish prayers to early Christian Liturgy, which in the course of time came to 
be wri t ten down. Such a fragment has survived in the Apostolic Constitutions, 
which used to be ascribed to Hippolytus. In the Early Church, the- president of 
the Eucharist appears to have been the Bishop, as the successor to the Apostles; 
so i t is in the prayer at his ordination that the reference to the offering of the Holy 
Eucharist is f o u n d . 3 9 5 
19.1.1 Prayer for the Consecration of a Bishop 
"...that this thy servant whom thou hast chosen to be a bishop, may feed thy 
holy flock, and discharge the office of an high priest to thee, and minister 
to thee, unblameably night and day; that he may appease thee, and gather 
together the number of those that shall be saved, and may offer to thee 
the gifts of thy holy Church. Grant to him, O Lord Almighty, through thy 
Christ, the fellowship of thy Holy Spirit, so that he may have power to remit 
sins according to thy command... and that he may please thee in meekness 
19.1 T H E APOSTOLIC CONSTITUTIONS 
395 Ante-Niceue Christian Library c £ 0 
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and a pure heart, w i t h a stedfast, unblameable, and unreprovable mind; to 
offer thee a pure and unbloody sacrifice, by which by thy Christ thou hast 
appointed as a mystery of the new covenant." 3 9 6 
Here 3 9 7 the Bishop is described as high priest. I t was the office of the High 
Priest to offer sacrifice and atone for the sins of the people in a very special way. 
The Bishop is here described as a high priest wi th in the Church, one who offers the 
gifts of the Church to God. I t is clear f rom what follows that i t is the Eucharist 
which is intended here: for the prayer goes on to speak about a pure and unbloody 
sacrifice, an expression used by many Fathers to describe that Sacrament. 
19.2 T H E L I T U R G Y OF SAINT JAMES 
Perhaps of even greater antiquity is the Li turgy of St. James, which some have 
ascribed to the Apostolic period. This was used in Jerusalem as a Eucharistic 
liturgy, and its exact origins are unknown; but i t seems to predate 200 A . D . There 
are several places where the Eucharist is described in sacrificial terms, and amongst 
these are the prayers listed below. 
19.2.1 A Prayer of the Incense 
" Sovereign Lord, Jesus Christ, O Word of God, who didst freely offer 
thyself a blameless sacrifice upon the cross to God even the Father, the coal 
of double nature, that didst touch the lips of the prophet w i t h the tongs, 
and didst take away his sins, touch also the hearts of us sinners, and pur i fy 
us f rom every stain, and present us holy beside thy holy altar, that we may 
offer thee a sacrifice of praise:..." 3 9 8 
3 9 6 Aoc zv TUJ ovofiart aov, Kap8to^uuaTa Qee, CK\ Tpv 8ov\ov apv TouSe, 
c6v e£eXe£ui, et<r eiriqKoirfjv, •KOLp.a.Lveiv rr)u bljiau ^ aov KOLpyriv KOCI 
apxLepareveLu aoi, apefiirTuic; Xetrovfyyovura vvtzroq nal rjpepac; KOU 
'\£i\ao\K.dp,evov aov TO irpoawKov, eTuavvaja^eLi/ rov ctpi8p.6v run/ 
awQopLevujv Hal Trpoafapeiv apt rat 8u>pot TTJC; oi-ylaq aov ^KKXnaiaq. 
Ao<r avTu, Seairora iravTOKpotTop, SLOC TOTT Xpiarov aov rr\u perovatau 
Tdv ''kjidv XlvtvixctToq, ibare Yxetf e£ovaiav di<j)ievai apapTiac; K a r a 
T}\V iuroXnu aov... evapeareTv. 6e aot £u irpaorvTL /cat na9apa napSux, 
cxTpeTTTuiq, ap,ep-iTTuj<;,r^e^KXriTuj<; -Kpoa<j>epo,vra aoi ttaOapav KOLI 
'avaipaKTov Ovaiav rjv <5ta Xptarov Sierd^uj, TO pvaTffpiov Tfj'<; notivfp; 
6ia8fjnr)<;,... 
3 9 7 VIII.5.5-7 SC Vol.336 page 146,148 y . / c • / 
3 9 8 AecnroTa Kvpu' Iqaov XpiaTe, ui 0eov~ Acr/e, o ekovaiux; kavTov Bvaiav 
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This prayer 3 9 9 recalls the s ixth chapter of the Book of Isaiah, f rom which is 
derived the words of the Sanctus. The need for ritual pur i ty was part of the 
sacrificial system; and the Eucharist is described both as a "blameless sacrifice", 
and a "sacrifice of praise". Again the sacrificial terminology is very explicit. 
19.2.2 Prayer VII Prom the Gates of the Altar 
" . . . i n order that w i t h a pure conscience we may bring unto thee gifts, offer-
ings, and frui ts for the remission of our transgressions, and for the propi t i -
ation of all thy people, " 4 0 ° 
Here 4 0 1 the significant word is propitiation, for i f the Eucharist is propitiatory, 
then i t must also be sacrificial. However the language is much more explicit i n the 
next quotation. 
19.2.3 The Cherubic Hymn 
" Let al l mortal flesh be silent, and stand w i t h fear and trembling, and 
med i t a^ nothing earthly wi th in itself: for the King of kings and Lord of 
lords, Christ our God, comes forward to be sacrificed, and to be given for 
food to all the f a i t h f u l ; . . . " 4 0 2 
This h y m n 4 0 3 speaks about Christ. Wha t is 
important here is the l inking of the sacrifice wi th its consumption by the fa i th fu l . 
The tense of the verbs a<f>a^iaadrjvai and Sodffuai is both passive and future, 
which suggests that the work has yet to be completed. These prayers and hymns 
~K\u*)\iov o-ravpov deL^ Kai Uarpl TrpoaaryarfuJi', o 6ifivr{<^ au6pa£ 
o r f i T&V toTT. irpo<f>rjTov x^Acu/i/ ati\>ap.evoq KOU rac ap-apriaq 
qvTov afaXdjievos: Otipat TU>.I/ voepcJV, ffnGXv aiaffrfaeuv nai Kad6.piaov 
ctnb 7r<£<77K afiapr^^aruv^ ivqXiSoq^ Koh •Kapaarrjaov J f ^ q Sryvovc, 
rCf) k^ty aov vvoiaaTrjpufj TOVKpoaev€~fnca croi dvcriav caveaeux;... 
3 9 9 Early Cliristian Liturgies page 12 
4 0 0 a/a eV Ka&apw avveiSori irpoacfreponeu croi 6upa So^iara Kapirup,orra eU 
aGtrrjaiv TUV1' rffxerepui/ ir\r]Hp,eXT)naTuu KOA etc l\aa\iov irauroq TOV 
401 
402 
403 
op.cit. page 14 , ^ / ^ ' s. / \ 
lliynaaruj. iraaa pap^Pporeiac, ncxi crrrjiw \iera <f>of3ov_Kai rpofiov^Kai 
firjoev ~/rfivov kv eavr-Q \orfi(ecr9iij, 6 jap (3aai\evs Tuv_(3a0i\evovjyv 
Xpicrrbs % Oebq ^pMfv irpoepx^Tai cr<t>a~fiacr0fivau /ecu Sodrjvai etc fipcjcriv 
TOV; 7TK7TOIC,. . . 
op.cit. page 19 
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should not be seen in isolation f rom each other; but i t is the whole that reflects the 
mind of the Church at that time. Taken wi th the prayers that follow these words 
clearly suggest that the Eucharist must be regarded as a sacrifice. 
" 0 Sovereign Lord, who hast visited us in compassion and mercies, and 
hast freely given to us in compassion and mercies, thy humble and sinful 
and unworthy servants, boldness to stand at thy holy altar, and to offer to 
thee this dread and bloodless sacrifice for our sins, and for the errors of the 
In this prayer 4 0 5 , the significant words are "dread and bloodless sacrifice". The 
use of this expression in this context is a normal description of the Eucharist in 
this Liturgy, for i t is repeated in some of the prayers that follow: 
" . . 0 God, who through thy great and unspeakable love didst send fo r th 
thy only-begotten Son into the world, in order that he might tu rn back the 
lost sheep, t u rn not away us sinners, laying hold of thee by this dread and 
bloodless sacrifice;.. . ." 4 0 6 
This prayer 4 0 7 describes the Eucharists in a similar way to the one that precedes 
i t ; calling the sacrifice (frofiepa and a.va.tiJ.aKTU!. 
19.2.4 Prayer X X I V 
people,... "404 
19.2.5 Prayer X X V 
19.2.6 Prayer X X V I 
» receive us as we draw near to thy holy altar, according to the greatness 
404 <• 'O eiuaneipotfiei/os r]fia<; Iv eXeet Kat o^tKTtppLOtq Seairora Kvpie Kat 
yotptact'p.evoq irapp'qaCav rjp.iv TOtq Tairetvotq Kat ap.apTuiXoiq Koil ava^Cotq 
SOVXOLC; aov irapeaTavat TU> dftu> aov dvataaTrjpCu) KGIIJK pgafyepetv 
aot T7)i> (f>pfiepav. TavTTjv Kat avaCuaKTOv Ovaiav virep TUV f)p.eT€pu>v 
auapTT]u.dTujv Kat TUV TOV Xaov a^vonaaTuv: 
405 op.cit. page 24 
O deoq 6 6ta TTOXXTJV k o A oi$aTov (frtXav&pwKia.v e^airoaTetXas TOV 406<-
v p.ovo^evf) aov Ttov etc TOV Koap,ov tva TO ireTrXavqp.e'vov eqavaaTpeipr) 
7rpo/3aTov: firj angaTpa(firJ<;,rjpa<; Tovq ap,apTu>Xovq e^xetpovvTaq aov T'fj 
(frofiepa TavTT] nai avatp,aKTu> Ovata: 
407 op.cit. page 24 ff 
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of thy mercy, that we may become worthy of offering to thee gifts and 
sacrifices for our transgressions and for those of the people; and grant to 
us, 0 Lord, w i th all fear and a pure conscience to offer to thee this spiritual 
and bloodless sacrifice,... 4 0 8 
The next prayer 4 0 9 uses a slightly different expression; irvevp,aTiKT)v merely 
emphasizes the spiritual nature of the sacrifice being offered. 
19.2.7 Prayer X X V I I 
"...and to offer this dread and bloodless sacrifice for our own sins and the 
errors of the people... that w i t h a pure conscience we may bring to thee an 
offering of peace, a sacrifice of praise." 4 1 0 
The last of these prayers 4 1 1 again calls the Eucharist a "dread and bloodless 
sacrifice" yet again. This phrase and the others used in this Li turgy to describe 
the nature of the offering are encountered elsewhere in the writings of the Fathers; 
and they all clearly testify to a sacrificial understanding of the Eucharist. 
Another Li turgy that contains similar expressions to those above is the L i tu rgy 
of Saint Mark . This was the L i tu rgy used by the Church in Alexandria, and is s t i l l 
in use today by Egyptian Christ ians. 4 1 2 
19.3.1 Anaphora 
19.3 T H E L I T U R G Y OF ST. M A R K 
"....we offer this reasonable and bloodless sacrifice, which all nations, f r o m 
the rising to the setting of the sun, f rom the north and the south, present 
408 p6a6e£ai rjpaq ITpoae^i^ovTa^ TUJ cTjiu) aov QvaiaaTrjpLU) Kara nai 7r 
7rpoacf>ep€LV aoi rb irXf)9o<; TOV eXeovq aov LVOL TOV a 
8u>pa re /cm ovaiaq vnep re eavTuiv /cat TUJV TOV Xaov ajvonpaTUJV 
not 6b<; f)piv Kripte pera TTOLVT'OS <f>6(3ov KCU avveiSrfaeux; KaBapas 
Trpoanoutacu aot TT\V Tri/evuaTiKrju TavTrjv ctvaip.ctK.Tov Qvaiav. 
409 op.cit. page 47 
410 
TUJV r\p,£Tepu)v ap.apTTjp.aTuv KOL TUIV^ TOV Xaov. a^vaqpctTujv.... iva ev 
Ka9apu aweidoTL irpoo4>epu)p,ev aou eXeov eiprjvvq, Qvaiav alveaeu;^. 
s Kai irpoa(f)epeivCTT]v (f>o/3epav TavTTjv Kai avaCpaKTOv 8vaLav,vKep 
411 op.cit. page 48 
412 The Pope referred to in the prayers is the Bishop of Alexandria. 
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to thee, O Lord; for great is thy name among all peoples, and in all places 
are incense, sacrifice, and oblation offered to thy holy name." 4 1 3 
Here 4 1 4 the Eucharist is said not only to be a "bloodless sacrifice", but also 
a "reasonable sacrifice". This is also an expression found in the writings of the 
Fathers: however the word used is Xarpeia instead of Ovaia. The quota?<w<i f r om 
the Old Testament clearly indicates that the Eucharist is seen as the sacrifice of 
the New Covenant. 
19.3.2 Prayer X V 
"...Accept, 0 God, by thy ministering archangels at thy holy, heavenly, and 
reasonable altar in the spacious heavens, the thankofferings of those who 
offer sacrifice and obla t ion . . . " 4 1 5 
I t is the word Qvaia which is used in this prayer 4 1 6 and i t emphasizes the 
heavenly element in the offering of the sacrifice. Clearly in the Li turgy of St. 
Mark the Eucharist can only be seen as a sacrifice. 
19.4 T H E L I T U R G Y OF ST.BASIL 
This l i tu rgy has also been referred to in the chapter on St. Basil. I t may be 
dated to c. 370 A . D . when Basil became a Bishop. Amongst the many references 
to a sacrificial understanding of the eucharistic l i turgy are the following: 
19.4.1 First Prayer of the Faithful 
" Thou, 0 Lord, hast made known unto us this great mystery of salvation: 
thou hast accounted us, thine humble and unworthy servants, worthy to be 
4 1 3 ....irpoafiepopev rrju \oy.innv Kai. avaipaKjov Xarpeiav ravrnu^ r\v 
Trpoa<f>epei aoi Kit pie •nayra r a eOur] and avaro\u)v i\\iov Kai pexP.L 
dvapuTv, djo apKTov^ Kai ptXR} P-taw p,8 piaq, bri fieyajro ovopa^apv iv 
iraai_ roi<; edi/eai Kai eu irauri TOTTUI dvpiapa irpoayepeTai TUJ ovbp.ari 
TUJ a.'y'iuj aov Kai Ovaia KaOapa iiridvaia KaC npoalpopd. 
4 1 4 op. cit. page 126 
4 1 5 Tuu irpoafapovTuv rac _ Ovaia^, r a j irpoafiopaq, r a ' zvxapiaTnpia 
irpda6el-ai b Qeoq eiq TO ocyiou KOLL 'eirovpdviov Kai' voepo'v aov 
9vaiaaTr]piov eiq r a pejeOrj TUJV ovpavuiv 6ia TTJC; dpxaj'je\iKT]<; aov 
XeiTovp^fiac;,.... 
4 1 6 op. cit. page 129 
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ministers of thine holy altar. Do thou, by the power of thy Holy Spirit , 
enable us for this ministry, that so we may wi thout condemnation draw 
nigh unto thy holy glory, and offer unto thee the sacrifice of praise:...." 4 1 7 
This prayer 4 1 8 speaks about those who are making the offering, in other words 
the bishops and priests who are celebrating the Eucharist. This time the expression 
used is the "sacrifice of praise". 
19.4.2 Offertory Prayer 
"....according to the mult i tude of thy mercies do thou accept us who now 
draw nigh unto thy holy altar, that we may be worthy to offer unto thee 
this reasonable and unbloody sacrifice for our own transgressions and for 
the ignorances of the people:...." 4 1 9 
A l s o 4 2 0 , as was in case in the Li turgy of St. Mark, the Eucharist is described 
as a "reasonable" as well as an "unbloody sacrifice". 
19.5 T H E L I T U R G Y OF SAINT JOHN CHRYSOSTOM 
I t is possible that this Li turgy may be an abbreviation of St. Basil belonging 
to the Seventh or Eighth Century. However some of the prayers may well date 
f rom the pre-Chalcedonian period. Those which are different f rom the Li turgy of 
St. Basil are the following: 
19.5.1 Prayer of the Faithful 
"...and render us worthy to offer unto thee prayers and supplications and 
4 1 7 Hv Kvpie, KajeSei^aq "qp.iv TO p.e~fa TOVTO Trjq auiTrjpiaq MvarTjpiov: av 
KaT7]c;iujaaq fjpaq Tovq TaTreivovq nou ava^iovq SoyXovq aov jeveaOai 
XetTovpjovq TOV OL~jiov aov OvaiaaTrjpioy: av tudvuiaov ffpaq, T'T\ 
Svvapei TOV 'Aj'iov aov Uvevp.aToq, eiq TT)V Sianoviav TavTTjv: 'iva, 
aKaTaKpiTuq^&flxvTeq evwiuov Trjq a-yiaq 8o^r]q aov, Ttpoaot.~ftjjp.ev aoi 
Bvaiav aiveaeuiq. 
4 1 8 op.cit. page 400 
4 1 9 ...wpbaSe^ai rjjiaq, Trpoaefyi^ovTaq TUJ^ a~/iujjsaov OvaiaaTrjpiu Kara 
TO TrXrjdoq TOV eXeovq aov: Iva ^evuipeda a£ioi TOV npoafoepeiv, aoi 
TT)V Xo~jiKrjv Tavrrju nai avaipatiTov OvaCdv vrrep TWV rjpeTepuiv 
apapTTjpaTujv... 
4 2 0 op.cit. page 401 
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unbloody sacrifices for all thy people:"421 
The first of these prayers4 2 2, again calls the offering of Eucharists as "unbloody 
sacrifices". 
19.5.2 The Offertory Prayer 
" O Lord God Almighty, who only art holy, who dost accept the sacrifice 
of praise from such as call upon thee with their whole heart, accept and 
receive also unto thy holy altar the prayer of us sinners, enabling us to 
present unto thee both gifts and spiritual sacrifices for our own sins and 
for the ignorances of the people: and count us worthy to find such favour 
before thee, and the good Spirit of thy grace may rest upon us, and upon 
these gifts set forth, and upon all thy people:"423 
This prayer 4 2 4 calls the Eucharist a sacrifice no less than three times. First 
of all it is a "sacrifice of praise". Secondly, the presentation of the gifts in the 
Eucharist are called "spiritual sacrifices". Thirdly, there is a request that "our 
sacrifice", in other words the "sacrifice of praise" may be accepted by God. I t is 
quite obvious, then, that the prayers in this Liturgy see the Eucharist as a sacrifice. 
421 
422 
424 
....iroirjaqy 'fjp.dq OL^LOVS •yeveaOai TOV wpoa^epetv croi 6er)aei<; nat Lnecnac; 
nca Bvoiac, avaiiLCLKTOvs tiirep iravrbq TOV Xaov GOV... 
op.cit. page 381 
Kvpte, b Beb^ 7rCLVTOK parup o jiovog^ ajLO<;, o' 6exofj,eyo<; Bvoiav aiyeaeus 
irapa TUV eirIKQXOVp,evuv Se ev %X-q napSCa, Trp66e^at « Q i fffMuv TUV 
ap-apruXuv TT)V Serjcnv nai poa6.^a^t TU acyiu Sou BvoLaaTrjpiu. Rat 
Xnavuoov fip.a<; irpocrevejuerv Hot. 60 pa re_ nal J)vo~ia<; iryevfiaTijias 
virep TUV trntTtpuv ap.apTrjp.aTuv ^nal TUV TOV Xaov a^vor\p.aruv. 
Ka\ KaTatiuaov T}p,aq evpejv yapiv ivuiupv Ecw, TOV^ jeveajBai 
Eoi evirpoaSeKTOv TT)V Bvaiav rjjiuv noa i-Kio~KT]vuoai TO Uvevpa 
T f f q xapiTdk Tiov TO a^aBbv \(f>'rma<; KCU ent ra Tponecpeva SuTpa 
TavTa KOU 67Ti iravTa TOV Xaov uov 
op.cit. page 381 
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19.6 T H E ROMAN L I T U R G Y 
Some ascribe these prayers to Leo the Great, who became Bishop of Rome in 
451 A.D. There appears to be complete accord with the Greek Liturgies about the 
nature of the eucharistic sacrifice. 
19.6.1 Arian Fragment from the Sacramentum Veronese 
A fragment of the old Latin Liturgy may well have survived in this fragment 
from the Sacramentum Veronese. 
"...as we ask your great and compliant mercy to accept this sacrifice, which 
we offer you as we stand in the sight of your divine majesty through Jesus 
Christ our Lord and God...." 4 2 5 
This prayer shows that the Latin Church also understood the Eucharist as a 
sacrifice; a sacrifice which by the grace of God, the Church can now offer. 
19.6.2 De Sacramentis: Prayer of Offering 
A very important reference is found in De Sacramentis*26: 
" ...we offer you this spotless sacrifice, this spiritual sacrifice, this bloodless 
sacrifice, this holy bread and chalice of eternal life, and we beseech and pray 
you to take this offering by the hand of your angels to your altar on high, 
just as you were graciously pleased to receive the gift of your just servant 
Abel, the sacrifice of our father Abraham, and the offering the high priest 
Melchizedek made to you." 4 2 7 
These words presumably belong to the Liturgy used in Milan by St. Ambrose 
as i t is quoted by him. The Eucharistic Sacrifice is described as: "spotless", 
4 2 5 ...nee sufficere possumus petentes de tua magna et flexibili pietate accepto ferre sacrificiuni istud, 
quod tibi offerimus stantes ante conspectum tuae diviuae pietatis per Jesus Christum dominum et 
deum nostrum... 
4 2 6 Bk.V.6 op.cit. page 192 P L Vol.lG c c ^ . 445,446 
...offerimus tibi banc immaculatum hostiam, ratiouabilem hostiam. incruentam hostiam, nunc 
panem sanctum, et calicem vitae aeternae: et petimus et precamur, ut banc oblationem suscip-
ias in sublimi altari tuo per manus augelorum tuorum, sicut suscipore dignatus es munera pueri 
tui iusti Abel, et sacrificium patriarchae nostri Abrahae, et quod tibi obtulit summus sacerdos 
Melchisedech. 
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"spiritual", and "bloodless"; and although the word used is hostia rather than 
sacrificium, the meaning is the same. These are all expressions used in Greek 
liturgies; but in addition there is a link made between the Eucharist, and some of 
the sacrifices of the patriarchs of Genesis. The serves to emphasize the sacrificial 
nature of the offering that is being made. 
19.7 Conclusions 
In conclusion it would be fair to say that the Church in this period regarded the 
Eucharist as a sacrifice; albeit a complex one. Certainly, like the Old Testament 
sacrifices, the Eucharist is reckoned to be a propitiatory sacrifice. The sacrifice of 
the New Covenant is also different. It is offered by Christ through the prayers of 
his priests and his faithful people as a "sacrifice of praise". It is also called spotless, 
holy, unbloody, reasonable, and blameless. It is offered by Christians (who are all 
unworthy) through Christ (who alone is worthy). In the Eucharist, Christ offers 
himself to the Father. In other words, the Liturgies reflect the theology of the 
Fathers; or perhaps more correctly, the Fathers are reflecting the Liturgy with 
which they were familiar through constant usage. Undoubtably, the Eucharistic 
Liturgy has always lain at the heart of the life of the Church, and they reflect the 
Apostolic Tradition that comes down from the hand of the Lord. 
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Chapter X X 
CONCLUSIONS 
Looking back through the writings of the Fathers, there appear to be three 
main stages in the development of the Church's understanding of the Eucharistic 
Sacrifice. First there is the Apostolic period, which includes the New Testament 
and the writings of the Apostolic Fathers. Secondly, there are the two centuries 
prior to the conversion of Constantine. Thirdly there is what Quasten calls the 
"Golden Age of Patristic Literature", when Christianity had been established as 
the official religion of the Roman Empire. The traditional rigid division of the 
Fathers into Eastern and Western seems to be unjustified from the texts themselves. 
In the first stage, while the memory of the Lord's life and Passion were still 
alive in the hearts of those who had known him, Christians seem to have had no 
reason to explicate in written form the great gift that Christ had left to the Church 
in the Holy Eucharist. The absence of any written Liturgy, the expectation of the 
Second Coming, and the apparent contradictions caused by the split with Judaism, 
all contributed to this state of affairs. In a period when the Temple sacrifices were 
still continuing, and there was still a hope for the conversion of Israel (and the 
Church in Jersulem was still influential), i t is not surprising that the concept of 
"sacrifice" centred on the Passion; and also on the ineffectiveness of the animal 
sacrifices. However, it is clear from the Gospel that Jesus Christ had said that 
he had come to fulf i l the Law and the Prophets, and not to abolish them. Many 
times when Jesus was asked about the road to eternal life he referred his followers 
to the Torah; but it was a Torah understood spiritually and not legalistically. The 
prophets had begun to understand i t in this way. Most of the Fathers return again 
and again to the verse: " I desire mercy and not sacrifice". The fall of Jerusalem 
in 70 A.D. that was such a catastrophe for the Jews was also a liberation for the 
Christian theology of sacrifice. Christians were able to see the words of their Lord 
come true, and in the virtual destruction of Israel to see themselves as the true 
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inheritors of Moses. - ' : 
The second stage begins in the time of the Apologists and continues through 
the period of the great persecutions. During this time, the Christian Faith spread 
rapidly throughout the Roman Empire, breaking free from its Jewish origins as it 
spread through the great cities of the Roman world. The removal of the influence 
of the Church in Jerusalem, after the fall of the city and the destruction of the 
Temple, resulted in Paul's labours (and indeed those of others) bearing much fruit . 
Antioch, and then Rome and Alexandria rose to prominence as a result of their 
apostolic origins. In particular, Rome as the capital city of the Empire acquired 
a particular prominence, which was greatly strengthened by its strong adherence 
to "orthodoxy". However, its gradual abandonment of Greek as the language of 
the Liturgy and theology was bound to cause problems in later centuries. In this 
stage, which is best exemplified by Irenaeus, the Fathers are able to talk of a 
Eucharist which is a sacrifice made by the people of God as they invoke the Holy 
Spirit, and they are united with Christ as "he offers his own". Without doubt, the 
shedding of the blood of the martyrs throughout this period had a profound effect 
on the way Christians saw the relationship between the Passion of Christ and the 
Eucharist. They asked to what extent the blood of the martyrs was able to mingle 
with the blood of Christ, and also what was happening when Christians celebrated 
the Eucharist. Suffering and a fear of discovery turned the Church in on itself to 
some extent. Baptism was normally delayed, and there was much preparation 
before anyone went to the font. Refugees in the desert began to experiment with 
various forms of monasticism. Self-sacrifice began to be expressed sacramentally 
in the life of the Church: and this was done in the Eucharist. 
In the third and final stage, the sudden freedom from persecution (after Con-
stantine became Emperor) resulted in much more communication between Chris-
tian theologians as they were able to circulate their writings much more freely. 
Many works from the time of the persecutions had been lost: but great Bishops 
like Basil, John Chrysostom, and Augustine were able to build upon the foundation 
of earlier centuries. In this period, the Eucharist is seen clearly as the sacrifice of 
the Church. It is sometimes described as an "unbloody sacrifice" as in the Liturgy 
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of St. Basil, sometimes a "sacrifice of praise", and on some occasions as a "spotless 
sacrifice", or a "life-giving sacrifice" (an expression which is particularly used by 
St. Cyril of Alexandria). This sacrifice is celebrated by the Church through the 
hands of ordained priests, and there is a constant reminder that this is done by 
God's help and not just by men. For Christ is the Great High Priest. He became 
man for the salvation of mankind. He, who was the Word made flesh, offered 
himself to his Father once and for all; but in a mysterious mystical way, he is 
also present in the Eucharist offering himself as a sacrifice on behalf of the Church 
and the world. Without him Christians can do nothing. Wi th him" miracles are 
possible. I f a Virgin can conceive and bear a son, ordinary bread and wine can 
indeed become the Body and Blood of Christ. Here in this sacrament the Church 
is caught up into heaven, and through the power of the Holy Spirit the Church is 
transformed. The Church becomes the Body of Christ. The Bride is made ready 
to meet the Bridegroom, and she is washed clean by the power of God. 
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